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Ala. AT was purified from pig hea.rt by a new pr cc edur e, wh i.ch
consisted of an ho~ogenisation, ar.~onium sulphate fracticnaticn,
he[..ttreatment and a second AS fractionaticn, folloVi3d by D::::":'::;
celltuose &nd Sephadex G200 cr~omatoerafhy.
Tte purified enzJ~e had a specific activity of 450 ~~its/=g
protein, and appeared to be at least 95 % pure, from electro-
Sodit..:.ll dodecyl sulphate - polyacryl8.:nid.egel electrortoresis
indiccted a sub~it molecular weight of 52 000. Tha co~ce~tration
of' t.he co er.zyce was me asur-ed e it w[;.s 1 :nole/54 000 gn protein.
':'he kinetic parameters for i'ocr different asssy s and the
inhibitor constants for several ir.hibitors were de ter'md.r.e d, et 25°C,
at several p::-rs. These p5rameters were found to vary consider~blJ
with buffer concentration. For this reason, the v~lues of t~ese
par ane ter-swere extrapolated to zero buffer concentre.tion.
Fror:la study of the affinities of several different i.~libitor!;
for ale. AT., at pH 8.0, it seems that the 0( carboxyl end si de g:=-oup
of the substrate, (as well as· the o<.amir_o and o(keto t:;roups), are
involved L~ binding to the enzyme.
A Dixon analysis of the results shows the existeLce ef :~rtain
c::.talytically important pKs in the free forms of the ensyr,e , tr;e
cnzy:ne-substrate ccc.p'l exe s, and the enzyme-il".hibitor corr.plexes.
Tr.e nature and role of the enzyme groups that are involved. i!1
substrate binding are deduced, in part.
Visible absorption spectra were recorded at 25°C.
shows a spectral pK at pH 7.6. This prC is raised to about p::8
by f~~rate or acetate binding. The dissociation constants
obt~ined ere si~ilar to the inhibition const~nts. TSC binding
produces an intense absorbance peak at 390 r~: a si~ilar result
has been obtained with asp AT.
Substrates were titreted with ala ]..T and spectra of tr.e
enzywe-substrate co~plexes were calculat~d. An absorbance peak
at 490 p~ is observed. It is very probably a daprotonated,
(hiEr~y conjugated), complex: i.e. there are separate
deprotonation and protonation steps. A rough estiwate is ~ade for
the relative concentrations of the different spectral for~s of tte
enzJ~e-substrate co~plex, at pH 7.0.
The pH dependence of the L alanine-pyruvate eQuilibriuo
enzy~e-substrate co~plex spectrum was studied. The changes
between f,H 5.5 and.10.5 can be ascribed to three pKs, and were
used to explain tr..epKs of the complex,tr.at were shown by kinetic
analysis.
'I'heinactivation of the enzy:ne was studied using heat, (65°C),
5.6 11 ur ea, formaldehyde, nitrite, T:~1,~, and.photo-oxidation by
rose bengal a.nd methylene blue.
Both Ir.etr.yleneb.Lue photo-oxidation snd T:'n~ inactivation of
o.laAT give results similar to those obtained by 1,~artinez-Ce.rrion,
for asp AT.
Wtih rr.etr.yleneblue, an essential residue is modified,
. ...
W!l:lC ...l
ha.s a loV{ pK end is believed to be a catalytic base; it is
probably a histidine.
Wi th rose beneal photo-oxidution, nitrite and Ti~M,ir.actiV!::.tio!',
is incomn1ete and the nature end role of the modified residue is
vmost uncertain.
The results with formaldehyde inactivation suggest that it
inactivates by a reaction at the active site: the possibility
that this reagent cross-links a histidine end a lysine group is
discussed.
The inactivation results, all together, indicate that two
different conformational changes can occur, when substrate is bOQ~a
to ala AT. The nature of these changes and their relation to
the kinetic results are discussed.
A detailed model of the catalytic activity of ala AT is
presented.
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CHAPTZR 1
INTRODUCTION
1 .1 AL.ANIl\'1';ArlINOTRANSFERASE
The systematic n~me of alAnine aminot!'ansferase, (ala AT),is
pyruvate - oxoglutarate - aminotransferase, (E.C. 2.6.1.2.). It
catalyses the reversible transfer of an amino group betlVe~n
pyruvate &nd ~ketoglutarate in the following reaction;
L ala.nine ...o<ketogluta.rate :;::::::pyruvate + L elutr.mate
1 .1 (a) Physioloeical Role
Ala AT has been four~ in all animals, plants and bacterial
investigated (33, 57, 69, 210). With aSp3rt~te aminotrBr.sferase,
(asp lIT), it seems to account for most of' the tra.nsa!llinaseactivity.
This gives the principal trans'lmination pathways shown.
pyr X LgloJX oxa'l.oace t at e
L ala! Q(KG L aspartate
The three keto-acids are intermediates in c~rbohydrete
deeradation. L Glutamate and L sspar tete are the pr-ecursors for
several other amino-acids; L alanine is not. However, aln A~ has
another role besides the synthesis of alanine.
Grodzenskii (71) studied elycolysis in pig ~uscle a~d showed
that adding Blutaffiatecaused a rise in alanine concentration,
2with a fall in lect"l.te,.(whethe-r oxygen was present or absent).
Experiments with drugs thnt increase brain concentrations of
ammoni~ suggest~d that L alanine production acts as a major
ammonia-regulating system in rat brain (79). Mallette, Exton and.
Park (121) have reviewed ev idence that;. (A) alanine is the :nain
contributor to the emino-acid output of muscle, he~rt, ani
kidney; (B) slanina is the chief amino-acid utilisad in
glL:cor.eoeenes is and( C) alanine is the only amino-. acid for Yi~ich
the blooQ level responds to glucose or to insulin.
su~ccsted th3t there is & phys LcLog i.ceHy irr'portant al'O!!lin~ cycle:
this allows the catabolism of other e.rolno-acids in the tisSLlgS,
while the surplus, toxic A-!IIIIloniais transported in the bled in t};.e
foriLI of' alanine. Although al~nine constitutes less tha~ 10,1 of
therrotein amino-acid of muscle eud less th~n 10% of the free
ami no-esci.d of blood, it provides 35-4Q'0 of the total arr.ino:)-acid
flux betw~cn the liver and other tissues.
such e.. role'55).
Ala AT is central to
Clinical Sj Q'ni.f:l.cance
When u disease causes cell damage, enzymes are released into
the blo~d from th3 d~maee1 tissues. l.:ebsursment of the. (normally
lOI'f)blood levels of ala. AT and asp AT is used to moni tor, or even
diagnose, diseases, especially those of the liver. The ratio of
the ectivitiss of theso two enzymes is the most reliable parameter
and is sensitive to the tissue'3 natUl~e, and the ey.t~nt of dax~~e.
Discoverv of AlAnine ftminotrensf0rase
The first transamination ViS.s CArried out in a non-enzy:nic
sy stem by Herbst and Er..e;cl, in 1934 (84). In 1937 Dr~~~stein eni
Kr i t sman po s tul s tod the ey.ist~nc~ of cncymi c t.r ans amfne t Lon in
pls~ts and pigeon ~u~clc (23). Cohen, in 19~, dcxonstrated
transamination in a variety of oreAni~lTIs and sueeested that c;ost
of this activity could be accounted for by two srecif'jc cnz~'mp.s,
81B AT end 8Sp AT (38).
Po th have been cO!D~letely pudfip.c. sir.ce then (67, 93).
~cveral other tr~nte~inB!eS tave beer. demonstrated.
Lysine decarboxyl sse he s been r-eso l.ved into tho t.I'0enZ~lll'.p. 5!'d
codecertorylf.se: tl'lis coerizyme was as s aye d in severe,l ore'm} sms <!d.
ti!sues (65, 66). Its structure is PYJ'i.d.()xe.l 5' pho sphat e , (FLP)
(11).·~ Green, lelcd.r end Noci to !'ound it et high concer.treticns
:5n their ele AT and asp J,T preparations (69). It is believed to
be an essential cO!!lponent, (or substrate ), of ell tr8nsa.min8ses
end s~ver!'l other enzyme s with amino-ccid substrates. !{ecent
experiments show that it is bound to the protein. in stoiohSo8~tric
q~antitics (67, 156, 170).
KiMtics
.Ala AT has never been shown to catalyse any reaction oH.er
than a tr~nsamin8tion, but the possibility at slow alternAtive
r-esc t Lons has not been pro!-lerly investigated. With a.ppropip.te
substrates, asp AT eives deamination end f3 elimin"1ticn (107, 108,
122,194).
In the presence of an amino-acid and its corresron(line ke t.c--
4ac id, (e.e. L alanine arsd pyruvate), no chflnee was se cn , If tLc
~c~d ~ns observed (171).
to give an equ~tion of the form:
-1v
r:ttl'€!v :is the ini tibl r at e of f'or-ms t i.on of one of' the pr-od uc t s ,
8
1
and S2 are tho concent.r st t ons of e ach s ub s t.r-s t e
;50,;31 and 132 ere c ons t.ant s
~here is no ~!x~d 8132 term - indicating no int~rocticn
dce s t he isotope excbE',D!3C exper Lcent , At high suostl'Gte
cor:c6ntl'ations, substrate inhibiticn was observed.
From those studies the ~ectanism of fig~re 1.~. WBS fe~~c8d.
fGr~s ot ale A~: t~ese C6n be rrep~red and !how totally dirf~re~t
vI s IbLe o.borrtion spectra, (fie1.lre 1.2.)(67, 17'J).
The fcr:r't SIr I has an absorrticn pe ak at
ill.
Cox~sriscn ~ith free vit~min B, deriv~tivss (~2, 31, _.
o
is uns~tur~t~~ et
FIGURE 1 .1
A simple ping-pong model of alaAT activity. ~ and EL ere tree
forms of the enzyme: ES1 and ES2 are enzyme-substrate complexes.
FIGURE 1.2
The absorption spectra of rat liver ala AT, between 300 and
500 nm, a~ obtained by Gat~house, Hopper, Schat% and Segal (67).
the pyridoxamine form at pH 8.3
the pyridoxal form at pH 8.3
the pyridoxal form at pH 5.0
FIGURE 1.3
The visible absorption spectra of pig heart ala AT, in 50 ~
pH 9.2 tetraborate butfer, as obtained by Jenkins (100).
with 0.3 M L alanine
with 0.01 M pyruvate
~.~ with 0.3 M L alanin~ and 0.01 M pyruvate
TABL3 1 .1
oKinetic constants for pig heart ala AT, at 37 C, with 20 mu
pH 8.0 tris chloride buffer, 50 mM amino-acid, and 10 mM keto-acid,
as obtained by Saier and Jenkins.(171).
The first two columns compare the transaminase activity for
L alanine or L glutamate with that for oth~r amino-acids.
The next two columns show the inhibition, when 50 mM amino-
acid is added to an assay containing 50 mM L alanine or L glutamate.
In the last column, a dissociation constant 1s. given, on the
assumption that the amino-acids are simple competitive inhibitors.
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TABLE1.1 •
.
.Acti v i t.y ?,~IInhibitiOn 'Yo\ D'i s s oc ;. .Aoino-acid
+ KG + Pyr .Ala Glu Ic(~~~en
L~ aminooutyrate 1.4 1 .5 28 29 30
L Al~n:i.fJe 100 45 28
I 1 r~orv81ine
.2 34 32 70 I
I
I L Norleucine .08 53 50 30 I.
! L Ornithine .04 .02 27 Ii
\
I
I
L Asparta.te I .13 .16
6 7 550 !
I \,
L Glutc.n::ate 100 60 25
I
j
I I
.5 30 I
,
1)LfJ Hydroxy Glutamate i I
L 0\ A;nino Adipr. te .36 28 17 90 I
Glycine 7 10 500 I
L Le uc ine 20 Ii
I I
L Serine 17
t
!
D Gluten:e.te 0 0
I
I,
! II
t •
L ASp8rElgine 19 I II I
I I
L Glutemine 8 I II
DL 0<. llethyl Glutamate 35 40 I
I
3 3
I
~ Amlr.obutyrl'1te I
Glutl'lrate 3
I
!
I
D .Ale.nir.e 3 5
I
I
I
!
~tion
t
the C4' caz-bon of the coenzyme.
Reduction of EL with sod.Lum bor-ohydr-Lde fixed the coenayme to
the apoenzyme, while lowering tte absorption peak to about 330 nm.
!d'ter dieestion, pyridoxyl £ N lysine was isolated( 156). Hence ~"..'-
probably contains pyridoxamine 5'phosphate(PY.P), and is c(llled the
pyridoxamine form; EL probably contains a PLP- € N lysine i:nine
and is called the pyridoxal ~orm.
Addition of substrates or inhibitors alters .the ab scr-pt Lon
spectrum. In particula~with L alanine plus pyruvate, a sa~ar5te
peak at 490 nm. appears which seems to be an intermediate enzyme-
substrate con:plex (99, 100, 1(1).
SubstrBt! Specificity
The substrate specificity varies with the source of the
aLa AT. For pig heart the relative rates for different nmino-
ecids (in 50~.~,pH8, tris chloride,at 37°), are given in table 1.1.
1.~(h) TT"hibit:ion
Table 1.1. also gives the inhibition produced by different
amino-acids, (with calculated inhibitor constants). The enzyme
discriminates betwe~n amino-ecids mainly.at the catelytic step (171).
Other inhibitors are L cycloserine (10, 2L}-), cyanide,
hydroxylamine, sodium borohydride, succinnte, maleate, fumArste,
glutarate, l' chloromercuribenzoate, mercury(lI) chloride,
ecrylonitrile (188), formate, acet.at.e, pyruvate, G( ketoelutarate,
L eluts.mp.te,(171), and phosphopyridoxyl-emino-ecid 5 (175).
Aminooxyncetate and acrylate have only been test~d on rat liver
IQ
Activation
Formt1te decreased the ;50 of the L alanine-o< ketoe1utl).ra.te
a ssey and of the !. alanine-pyruv,,,te isotope oy.chFtnge(171).
Perh8ps it 8ccelerhtes the L ~18~pyr step,by binding to a site
that also binds the ~ csrboxyl group of 0(. ketoeluts..rete and
L glut.amat e _ henceforth called the '(carboxyl site.
pr.ys1cFtl Pronerties
Estimates of the molecul8r weight are: 82 000 (9), 91 000
(195), and 115 000 (170), for pie heart; 112 000 for ret liver
(67); and 79 000 for Cheepewa seed ala AT (46). In general, the
ultracentrifuge results are higher than the Sephadex results.
The ret liver ala AT ha.s two moles of coenzyme per mole of
enzyme (67): the highest estimate for rig heart is 1.5 (170).
The fl llOre!}Cenceyields for both for:nsof the enzyme are low,
rising about tenfold on denaturation. The polarisation of
fluorescence of PH ala AT shows a considerable coenzyme rotation
that is almost independent of the viscosity of the ~edi~~ - i.e.
it is due to motion of the coenzyme within the enzyme (37).
The coenzyme hes been reversibly dialysed from the Cheepewa
seed enzyme _ the apoenr.yme is inactive(46). The pie heert
~"i.7ymecen only be resolved by denaturing the protein (37, 156).
1.2 PSP.ARTNl'F. .AJI.INOTRANSFERflSE
Asp AT is'similar in many ways to ala AT. Considerably ~ore
results hav~ been obtained with it,which can suegest possiblo
propertie~ in ala AT.
The molecular weight is about 90 000 (13, 34, 49, 56, 93, 95)
( ~.\
J C
-,-._,J--
Activation
Forrnpte decreased the to of the L alanine-~ ke t ogLut ar-et.e
assay and of the I~ e.lanine-pyruv,'tte isotope exchange (171).
Perhaps it 8ccelerp.tes the L ~la ~pyr step,by bindine to a site
that also binds the ~ ca.rboX"Jl group of 0(. ketcglutarete and
Leluta.IDste - henceforth called the '(carboxyl site.
pr.yslcAl Properties
Estizr.,gtesof the molecular weight are: 82 000 (9), 91 000
(195), and 115 000 (170), for pie heart; 112 000 for ret liver
(67); and 79 000 for Cheepewa seed ala AT (46). In general, the
ultracentrifuge results are higher than the Sephsdex results.
The r~t liver ala AT ha.s two moles of coenzyrJe per mole of
enzyme (67): the highest estimate for rie heart is 1.5 (170).
Th€' fl uor-ecence yields for both to'Y'ms of the enzyme are low,
rising about tenfold on denatur&tion. T~e polarisation of
fluorescence of Fl!ala AT shows e considerable coenzyme rota.tion
that is almost independent of the viscosity of the medi~~ - i.e.
it is due to motion of the coenzyme within the enzyme (37).
The coenzyme has been reversibly dialysed from the Cheepewa
seed onzymc - the apoenzyme is inactive(46). The pie heert
~"l.?ymecan only be resolved. by denaturing the protein (37, 156).
1 .2 ASPftRTN:'~ J.VINOTRANSFERASE
Asp AT is· similar in many ways to ala AT. Considerably more
results havE! been obtained with it,which can suegest possibln
propertie~ in ala AT.
The molecular weight is about 90 000 (13, 34, 49, 56, 93, 95)
'1
It can be reversibly dissociated into two subunits, each with one
mole of coenzyme (161). The holoenzyme can be resolved and
reformed (1 37) •
Thus the coenzyme can be replaced by analogues. It has been
shown that the phosphate, phenol, formyl groups and the pyridine
nitrogen are all necessary (19, 64, 80, 144). N.B. In
Tryptophan synthetase, 4,nitros~licaldehyde can replace PtP (149),
as well as in model syst.ems(89, 138). The kinetics of coenzyme
bindine have been studied (4, 6, 35, 36, 50, 151).
The spectra. of the free enzyme (92 ) and.the basi.ckinetics
(200) ~re qualitatively the same as for alB AT.
1,ddition ef substrates gives a complex spec.t.rum with only 8.
very slight peak at 490 nm. (96, 103, 104,). With PL asp AT,
dicarbox-.rlicacids raise the spectral pK considerably, (59, 78, 94~
105)'",hUe j3 arythr-o,hydroxy aspartate eives a. vt2:rylaree peak at
492 nm., which has been ascribed to a. semiquinoid structure (97,
102) _
Both protein and coenzyme show optic~l activity_ Substrate
binding has a profound effect on the coenzymjc circular dicrxoic
spectrum,whicr. has been interpreted 8S a rotation of the coenzyme
25,52,53,90,91,190,191).
T-jurep experiments with substretes ani their analogues (40.54,
72, 75, 76, 77)show that there arc 8 large n~b€r ef distinct
forms of the enzYffie-substratecomplex, Up to eight equilibria
have been round for hydroxy aspartate; their mechanistic sienifance
is most uncertain.
Trea.tment with sodium borohydride (88), and j3brorco-propionate
(147, 152)demonstrnted the presence ef the pyr-idoxe.l-EN lysine
iILineat the active site.
12
PhotooxidA.tion experiments showed that cnc histidine
residue is essential for catalysis but not for substr~te binding
(127. 129, 130). Its location at the active site is suegested
by other experiments (111,112,117,196).
A cysteine end a tyrosine residue Are also involved but their
functions are most uncertain (16, 17,18, 20, 33. 39. 110, 159, 162
173, 179, 189, 192, 193, 198).
ExtensivQ comparisons have been m~de between cytoplasmic
2nd mitochondrial asp AT and between their i~czy~es. No
differences in the mechanism of activity or gross physical
structur9 have been recorded (5, 15, 43, 83, 125, 126, 128, 131,
143,143, 181,1f32, 186).
The ~ost detailed theories of enzymic transamination are
bssed on our knowledge of asp AT. It is desirable to experiment
on other transaminAses in order to obtain 6 more bslence! picture
end. also because they rna;".be more sui table for c'?rtain experiments.
Of'the other transe.rninasesthe most work ha! beer. c!!rried out on.
Ala A! end the most convenient source for 18rge qu&ntities is pie
heart.
Tho object of the work presented in this thesis wes: ·(A), to
purify pie heB.rt ala. AT; (B), to study the kinetic and spectral'
profertie~ ?f the active enzyme and (C), to modify the en~J~ with
specific rc&tents• It \VgS ho:ped tha.t tl:o're!ults wou.lc!be useful
for co:nr:;$risonwith asp At and might form tha basis of an.
ir.depenJent model of transemination.
1.1
CEAPI'ER 2
MATER.IALS MID 1.!F.THO:lS
This was prepared from pig heart by the metho<1 described. in
cha.pter 4. oIt was stored at 4 C, at pH 7.5, in 5 mi.i EDTAsnd 5 mK
Jf:S, at a ooncentra.tion of about 1 mu' m'l, Ho~evar, for thr. rose-
ben~s.l photo-oxidation experiments e. partially puri!'ied enzyme 'F."lS
~ed. (about 35 % pure).
Experiments were carried. out in such a way that ench 8.s:So;'Y
cOJ".te.ined about 0.1 units of a.la. .AT.
The :'ollowinr; reagents were obta.ined from the Sis:na Chemdcs I
Compeny:-
pig heart ma.lic dehydrogena.se, (free from ala AT and a=p A~),
pie heart !'I.sp AT, (free from ale. AT), p.fridox1l1 5' phosph'lte,
pyriaox9~ine 5' phospha.te, crystalline bovine ser~~ alb'Jmin,
2 mercaptoethanol. sodium pyruva.te, ~ ketoglutaric acid,
.( ketobutyric. e.cLd, Tritm8 base, Trizrnl'l.chlorid.~, anc ell
aninO-Bcias used.
The following rell.eents were obtained from Boehrin::;er:-
rabbit muscle lactate dehydroB;enase, (free fru:n [11a.on), the
gel electrophoresis standards, (cat~lese, aldolase, trypsin, and
R'le.se), and re':hlced j3 nicotinamide adenine dlnucleotide, (NAD:!).
The following analytical reagonts were obtained. fro:n Fisor.s:-
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pot as s Ium phosphates, sodIun acetate, urea, and hydroxyl~ ..::lin~.
The :follo'llinZ laboratory reagents were ob ta i.ned from British
Dr".lg ri..ouse s t-e
rose beneal, methylene blue, thiosemicarbazlae .. sodium
fUr.l'lra.te. glutaric acid, acetic ac i d , sod Lum dodecyl aul.phabe , I1.nc.
tstraethyl methylene diamiM •
.Analar ZDTA and formaldehyde (plus 12 % metbnol) were
obtain~d from Hopkins anJ. Williams.
Sodium formate and maLe i.c c.cid. wer e obtain-ed f'r orr, }tny arid
Bbker.
7atranitro!:'.ethAr..c (A.R.) was obtained f1"o::1Koch Lieht.
l'*c1-pyruvate Vias obtained from the Rad i.ochenri c e'l, Cer,tre,
.Acryl!: ..mide was obtained rI'Orn Flu!{9..
1 1N N methy'l ene bisecryl.amid3 ws s obtained from ~astrr:8.n Kod ak ;
DEAE Cellulose, (DS2.3), was obtained from Wh~tmsn.
Sephadex G200 \'18'S cb t af.ned fro:;1 Phar-ruac La ,
All other chemicals were reasent gr8do.
All solutions were meae up in ~istilled water ana sto~ed at
Solution~ used in assays were made up fresh, each t ie'..€!.
Tbis is describ~d in chapte~ 3.
Protein concentrations were d.9terminedby thr~e methoois.
J..) "'\..e ab se b s "'" ..~ ~)JO nm (. ) was mea sured in I! ~eiss ~: ...""lI..Io.U ~ ~ co ..... "" , .t';I')~""" .......v
!r~ctrophotometer. It WI3S assumed th.9.t i
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A280 = protein concentr9tion (mu! ml)
El The Biuret method of c;.orn~Il, B<;rc.R"Jdll and. Dw:i.r1• Th·:! .AC) (..
.I~'"
c) The Fo1in method of Lowry, P..osobroueh, Fnrr E1ni RanC-all.
Tr:.e .r..691 W85 meas ur'ed on the :£~\rendorf pho t omet er (119).
:'l-:.c Fc!.in as ssy was us ed with tl1e pure enzy:nt:; t hc other
me thods wer e e:Jr'loyed durin~ the pr epar a t l on, (sAe tabla 4.2).
The eLa .AT pr epar at Lcn, CIt about 1 my !I,l rrotein, we:
cent::-ifuEed.,at 20 ceo g for 30 minutes. Then, the visitle
" ~ 1-', {n+-""wn"l '''.1.' at ..._ • .;. _..... .. ..."-'... 0 t'~ •••
beam 8rran3c~:;;nt was used, j_~ '1I"hich the a.19. f..T I,lus r-e agent s wr.s
CO;;)::.,~ei .lith the buffer plus thosc ;"~3.[;ents.
supplied by Shandon.
aescribed by D~vis (42). G-els <neI'S run in the pE 8.3 buf'I'er ,
~hey were subjected to , r.:~ .....
,50 - 100 f£:. of protein were applied. to each tube ar.d tl:e gels wer e
l.'t.:n. at 3 r.A per tu.bo for 90 :nino Elt room temper-at ure , (N.B.
:E.romothymol bl\.\e came U.roueh after nbout 4:0 mjn.).
G-els w~re sta.ined fer an hour, l.n 1 % amido-black 11!"..C. 7%
a cet Ic -acid. ena were de~ta.:i.ned for a few d.3YS in 7 ~ ecetic acic..
Tbe de st a ined gels were anal:,'sed, usi!1t; S gel-!::cl:'.nninc arr"':'~Ls
conncc ted to A Gilford 2000 spectror,r.()tc::E~ter.
wer e taken at 600 nm,
For en~lysis of AlA AT activity, the eel wos not stai~pi ~ct
It WAS cut into 1 mm slices. Z~ch
oIt was broken up with a elass roe. Ilnd l",,:'t 'it 4 C
for 5 cay s ,
essay •
..',laAT, P.Nase , 9.1 clolase, ce.tf1la ss e.n~ trypsin in 5 ~ ~DS,
!,:::::,-,':e.:-cboiled for 2 min and. then run on 5 c:u, 5.6 % SDS,
polyecrylrtmic.e eels, I'lccordinz to the metr.cd of ':.'co<.;r t.nc. Osbo!'r"'
They were stliined in .25 % Coor.1<t~sie blue, 10 % ecetic
acid. nn145'f,motbwol, for 6 hours.
acetic acid, for 5 e.eys, ~n~ were' scannee. in tte Gilford at 60c ~-.......
,:r.e r c suf ts wer-e ana.Lys ed accordine to the foruml",j
log (K.':)oC distar ...ce moved (177)
_I::,
_~samp'le of .95 md cl ala AT ani a s9:nple of 2.5 x 10 ....~ FLP
were treated identically.
To a. 400 p-1 sacpl,e , 1/,1 of 0.2 1! C(ketoelutarate '!HJ.S aclJ.e~,
&nd then 10C~1 of ~5 % tric~lorecetic acid. The mixture W6,~
centrifueed &t 20 aOOg for 30 min. The absorption spectrum of
t)-:e s'.lrernetP.l,r.t was recorded.
To 360fl, were Ad.d.ed 40 f1 of 5N sodium hydroxide. A
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i.e. the absorbance was multiplied by 10/9.
:he dif~eren~c between the two srectr~ was celcu:~tc~ a~l ~se~
" a,_.
-I r.,
, ~
:;;l,;~..t e s , 1
,,~ , of 0.5 K anmcr.Lum sl.Q}:hF"tC) at pE c Af'te;:~~lfJ.. ./.
~ hours) • + v: ,'j.s c en t.r i f'uge d et 20 OOOi, for 30 :ninE. TLc~~
2.1 -::
t he cell thrcusl: a. !"iye.i slit and air wss clown ont o the s'_!.d'r.:;s
c~ the s8!Ji'le.
The Eecmetry of the sy3te~ was fixed for a series of
the results in differEnt fieul'es, un'les z ot hcrwLsc s ts t ed.,
'l'h.::temrerflture in the cell, itself, was m.::ascred.
In th~ experiffients described, no in&ctivatinn occu:r~~ in the
eycept at pE ~.6.
2.11
Few of the l5neer graphs used had sufficient points to ffikk~ a
least mean square s calculation useful. It was assumed thet the
probable percentage error was the s!me for epch point. The best
straieht line was that in which the percentage deviation of th~
point with the highest parcentage deviation was reducerr to a
minimum. For 10e plots, it ~es the absolute rreviation of the
f~4ction that was consid.ered.
Calculation of rKs was carried out by the Dixon enalysis~
where stated (44, 45). Otherwise, the rK was taken as the pH at
which the value of a parameter ITOS e~ual to the mean of the
appropr.i.etemaxd mum and minimum va'lue c, This s eccnd method \,;8.5
used. in the inactivation exper-La.ent s, .i!'.cre thep8r3:ncter WEiS
grate ccnstF.nt.
N .B. 11K determinations were not very gool when two pKs were
closo together: in some cases the pK given is only reliable to
within 0.4 rM units.
CH.API'ER 3
ACTIVITY ASS.4YS
j.1 n..'TRODUCTION
Ala AT can give a measurable trans-amination or the exchange
14of a C label when a~ one keto-acid substrate and anyone
a~ino-ocid substrate are present. Six different as~ay3 were
employed using, L alanine + ~ ketoglutarate, pyr-uv s t e ... L e:lutar:late
0{ aminobutyrate + O(ketoBlut~r8te, 0{ ketobutyrs.te + L gl ut arnat.e ,
and L elsnine + pyruvate.
In the standard, f'orwar d and sminobutyrate e.ss~ys, the
pr-oduc tLon of pyz-uvs t e by alA. AT was cou:,l,;,d. to the oxiilFltion of
NADH by LDH.
In the reverse and ketobutyrete as ssys the 0( ketoglutarate
~roauced by ala AT was coupled to the proaucti~n of oxaloacetate
from aspartate by asp AT; and this was coupl.ed to the oxid.a tLon
of NADH by MDH.
The oxidation of NADH caused a fall in A366•
The mixture used in this assay was:
.'~ M DL ale.nbe, 50 mMpH7.5 phosphs.t e buffer, 10 mM 0( ket o-
elutl~rate, 500 pe NADH and 50 p.g LDH, .plus the enzyme s8mlll03,
all mnae up to 3 ml.
All the solutions without the enzyme were mixed in a glas~
cell which was allowed to equilibrate in a 25°C water-bath. The
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ala .AT was added; the mixture was well etIr-r-ed with e rlunger
and the cell was placed in an Eppendorf spectrophotometer -
with a 25°C te~perature control and a 366 nm filter. The
absorbance was recorded on a ~hotovolt recorder (on LOG settir.g).
The graph was invariably linear with time. The gradient was
censured and converted to moles pyruvate/ min.
This a3say was used to monitor the purification of the
en~~e or the inRctivatlon,unless otherwise stated.
3.3 FOR,VftRD PSSAY
This was the same as the standard assay exoept that the
nature of the buffer, its pH and concentration were varied ~nd
.
the concentration, (and pH), of the substrates were varied.
At pH 9.5 and pH 10.0, 100 pg of LDH were used, (because LD::
activity is much lower at high pH). For the same reason, the
assays at these pHs were not linear for the first onp. or t?l'O
minutes, so that the gradient was' measured after three minutes,
when the assay was line~r.
3.!~ ~ AMINOBUTYRATB ASSAY
The mixture u5ed in this assay was;
200 p.g NJ~nH, SO pC LDH, and. variable quant i t i.e s of DL 0( ~'Ilino-
butyrate, 0( ketoglutarate and buffer, plus the enzyme sample, made
up to 1 ml. The procedure was the same as for the standard. assay
At pH 9.5 and 10.0, the gradient was measured. only in the line~r
reeion of the graph.
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3.5 RE'mRS-r;; ASSAY
The mixture used in this assay was 500)le NADH, 50 pe It.DH,
'JAg asp AT, 20 d! L asp~rtate, and variable quantities of
p}TUvate, L glutamate and buffer, plus the enzj~e sample, all made
up to .3 ml.
All the solutions. without the en7,yme were mixed and left for
at least, minutes in a 25°C water-bath. ~he A.366 w~s recorded
(as for the standard assay), for a few minutes. The enzyme
sam~le, (a small volume), w~s added and stirred and the A3b6 was
recorded again.
The gradient of' the first eraph, (which nevez exceeded 10%
of the second gradient), was subtracted from the gra~ient of the
second, and converted into pmoles O(ketoglutarate/ minute.
This procedure minimises and takes account of a slow,
non-linear fall in A 366 that occurs in the absence of ala AT.
;.6. cl.. KBTOBUTYTUTE ASSAY
The mixture u~ed in this aSSAY was:
200pe NAD:!, 25)Je r.~DH, , pg asp AT, 20 mM L aspartate, and
v~iable quantities of ~ketobutyrate, L elutarate and buffer,
~ni the ala AT, made up to 1 ml. The procedure was the same as
that for the reverse assayo
All five assays were linear with time, (except 65 stated),
tL~til the NADH was almost exhausted, (at A366 less than 0.3).
The forward, reverse, ~minobutyrate,(AB), and ketobu:yrate,(KB),
assays were tested in pH 5.0 acetate, pp. 7.5 tris chloride and
pH 10.0 glycine buffers. The activity varied li~early with the
volume of the enzyme sample in every case. The assays 'I{(;re
zz
tested to greater activities than those u~cd in later experiments.
3.7 ISC~OPE EXCF.AN~~ASSAY
The mixture used in this assay was:
.It- M L alanine, 50mM pH 7.5 phosphate buf'fer .and 2 )'-Ci14C1-pyruvate
in 10 ru~ pyruvate, plus the enzyme sample, made up to 1 ml.
The solutions without the pyruvate were stirred and
oequilibrated at 25 C in a water-bath • The pyruvate was added
and stirred. .At different times 50,.1 samples were withdrawn
and mixed with 10JLl of 24% trichloracetic acid. To .this, 10J!l
of 1.6N sodium hydroxide were added.
50)Ul sAmples were applied to a thin layer alumina plate and
dried. The chromatograms were run in 10 mM pH 7.5 phos~hete,in a
tank already saturated with water vapour. The plate was re~oved,
dried and left in an Lodi.ne tank for 30 mdnut es , The spots were
marked and the plate was laft,to allow the iodine to evaporate.
Two separate spots were always se'en, corresponding to the alanine
and pyruvate stand~rds. These were scrapei off and added to O.5~
of' thixot.ropic silica and 10 ml of scintillation fluid. The
r~dioectivity was me8s'~ed in 8 liquid scintillation counter.
The fraction of the tote.l acti vi ty found in the alanine, (A'),
was calculated.. Using the results of appendix 2,
10';10(1 - A'[1 + pyr/L al~]) was plotted against t ime , The
eradient was equal to -1 -1 t" tryr + L Al~ X ne av i, y.
2.30,3
Chromotoeraphy of pJruvate gave one visible spot, but two
14quite distinct radioactive ~pots - for two different C-pyruvate
preparations. The lesser, (invisible), radioactive spot fell
within the L alanine spot. Hence AI was significantly above q%
at zero-tirr:e. HOlVever, making adjustments on this ba.sis
TABLE 3.1
The isotope exchange assay.
For one assay. th& calculation of log10(1 - A*(A + P)/A)
from ir.itial radioactivity counts is shown.
FIGURE 3.1
The i!otop~ exchange essay. The results of one assRY.
(A) A graph of ala" with time.
(B) A graph of lOB1 O( 1 - .A*(A + p)/.A) with time.
FIG-tJRE 3,2
Th~ isotope exchange ~SS5y.
A graph of activity in the isotope assay against activity in
the standard assay.
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CP.APri::R 4
PURIFIC.~TION AND SOME PROPERTIBS OF AL.ANINE .
AMINCTR.ANSF?:.Ti.ASE: FROMFIG- m'_~RT
1;.1 INTRODUCTION
E.9rlier Pre-rerAtion Procedures
The first ala.AT purifiMtion was th,~t of Green, Leloir and
Nocito, in 1945 (69). The major steps in their procedure Wf:!'e
these. Tho pies he~rts w~re homo~enise~ ani filtered.
Ammoniumsulphate, (AS), was added to the filtrate, to a
concentration of 300. gil. The precipitate wss re=~ved,
redissolved and subjected to El heat step (60°C), followed by
repeated AS fractions. Tho overall purification w~s fiftyfol~.
More rocently, procedures have been devised, usine pig heart
(70,156,170,195), beef heart (29), rat li'ler (67, 174), and
Checpewa seed (46). The hiehest pur If'Icatton achieved. with e sch
~~m~elian source is discussed below.
In 1965, Bulos and Handler purified b~ef heart ala A-:
2 2+0 fold, (to 123 units/ms). The hearts were h'Jit:>genised.
The supernatant wes removed and purified, usine an ASstep, hC'lt,
Et second AS step, e. D:!:A~ cellulose co l umn and a hy:lrox'y&patite
colu:nn (29).
In 1967, G-atehouse aoa cowor-ker-s (67) obtained an
electrophoretieally pure preparstion of rat liver ala AT at
.309 units/ mg. The livers were hcn.cgem.sed ; the super'net ent W"I5"
separated and purified using a ~eat step, an AS step, a D~AE
cellulose co.lumn , 'a calcium phosphate eel, a second AS step and.
a D~~~Sephadex col~n.
In 1967~ Saier and Jenkins (170) purified pig heart ala AT
380 fold to 340 units/~g, giving e preparation that was
homogeneous by ultracentrifu~stion, but not by electrorhoresis.
Their detailed procedure is eiven here.
80 lb of pig heert ventricle Vlere grou!'1d and. dispersed in en
eque.I volume of' 5 n:M EDTA in 100 mM pH 3.8 acetate buffer. This
uas heated to 60°C, m9.intl'\lnedat t he t t.eraperat ur'e for 15 m lriutes
and f'iltered throu~h cheesecloth. AS was added to the ;0 1 of'
su~ernatant,to a final concentration of 250 gil. The :precipitatz
was removec. by ccntrifueetion, (10 ooe rev/min for 5 minutes), bod
d l.sao'Ivel in 1 00 I!'~"pH 3.8 acetate with 1 Orr:~~ 0( ketot;luter.'-lte-
eivin:: ~ volume of 500 ml ,
This WAS dialysed twice neainst 20 1 ef the buffer en~
cAlcium phosphate gel was sddcd to e. final concentratiun of 50 g/l.
'r'he mixture was centrifuged, (12 000 r~v/ min f'or 20 minute s) t and
the precil'Hate W.9.S stirrAo into 1 1 of 50 m!J pH 6.8 phosrhate
It 'NAS r-en.oved., and washed two of three times with tbi~
bd'fAL' • lIS W!1S added to the combine d wftshir_es eivine a firHl
cp.n'trif'u!rFttion, (10 000 rev/:n:i n for 5 mhute<», end wsshe d Vlit:-t
1 •L: lt~ AS. It WAS recentrifu~ed, dissolvpd in bufferA nnJ disl~$ed
Buffer .A was 20 n:MrH 7 tris chlr..rirJp., 5 rr~i
"~DT.ft and 10 mMfo mercaptoethanol~ (ME).
A 4')( 40 CD! DBAE Seph.9c10x co l umn WAS 9'1u:ilibrnted with buff'i>t·
The s;m..nle WRS epplied end eluted with A until the A~nn was.:::"'\...
\ below 0.1. The enzyme WI'IS eluted by 1 1 of'.4 with a linear
Er8dient of pota-ssj um chloride from 0 to O.13M. .5 ;TIlfrF1cticns
TABLE 4.1
The procedure of Saier and Jenkins (170) for the purification
of ala AT from pig heart.
The volume, protein content, ala AT activity, and ala AT
specific activity are given for each stage.
TABLE 4.2
The procodure used for the work in this thesis, for tho
purification of al& AT from pig heart.
The volume, protein content, ala AT activity, and ala AT
specific activity are given for each stage.
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TABLE 4.1 •
I Step Volume Total Total Specific
(ml) .Activity Protein Activity
( X 103) (gm) (unit/eIll)
Heat and
filtration 30 000 125 140 0.9
First A.S.
step 1 000 100 40 2.5
Calcium phosphate I
2 500 63 12 5.2 Igel I
Second .A.S. I
step 400 63 7 9 II
DEAE I
Sephadex 50 45 1.0 40 I
I
CM Sephadex 160 I5 27 0.17
I
Sephadex i
c;. 100 19 0.056 340~
t
.30
TlIBLE 4.2.
Step Volun:e Total Total Spe c Lf'd c
(ml ) .Activity Protein Activity ,
( tir.) ( ',mit/em)
Initial
supernatant 15 000 57 000 171. Biuret 0•.35
,First A.S.
step 3 000 45 000' 55 Biuret 0.32
Heat step
~ 600 39 000 29 Biuret 1 • .34
I
Second A.S.
step 300 36 000 7.5 Biuret 4.8
A.S. fractionation
and dialysis. 53 27 700 2.1 .A280 13.3
DEAS Cellulose
300 18 000 0.20 lt280 90
First Sephadex "
c;. 200 65 10 700 0.043 A2eO 250
Second.Sephadex I
G200 1;0 5 4CO 0.012 Folin L.-50 :
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were collected. precipitated by AS, (400 e/l), dLs sol ve d i!i B and
di~lysed twice seeinst B. Buffer B WRS 60 mM pH 5.5 acetate
b1,:ffer,wHh 5 rr!JEDT) end 10 1Th'v~ ME.
1: 2 "15 C8 CMSephC1cex coLumn "as equilibrhted with B. The
s~Drle was Applied and eluted with B. 2 ml fr"kcticns were
co.Ll.e ct.e d , precipitated by AS, (l+eO VI). dissolved. ir. ; ml o f C,
end disl:t5ed at;8.inst C. Buff;>.!' C was 100 rr~·~pH 8.0 tris chlcride
'uith 5 rrJ'J EtT.P and 10 :r;,I 1,iE.
A 1.5x110 en Sephadex G100 co11Jrrn: W8S equilrtr'l.ted with C.
The s~:nple was a.prlied,Apd eluted Wit}l c: 5 !T.I i'rGctions W~!',=
collected.
Th~ proerass of this purification is recorded in table 4.1.
Strb:llity
A thiol rrotector, cys te Ir;e , was first use d in en ala. J.T
preparation in 1964 (195). Saip.r And Jenkins, in 1967, (170)
showed that the long term stability is enhanced. by three f~:::tor:-1:
a ne\:.trf1,l pH; EDTA; and ME. They suspected that prolcnee~
..
incubation with Y.E affected the ab sor pt Lon spectrum ..
~t Al., in 1957, (67) showed that in the absence of 1~ or sno ther
thiol reagent rat liver ala AT aeeree:ates slowly.
.08.Ale. AT is ~8l.d to be s t sb Ie at 60 C fro~l pH 4 to • However
this is not true for the rFtt liver enzyme and. the results of
ch~rter 9 suecc~t that it is advisable to ad.d. EDTP.
I .• ? PURIFICATION OF AI/ft, AT FROM FTG trE:AT?'l'
This rrepf.ratioo differf;d. conslderably from tha t of Seier
and Jenkins.
\
to t hat of' Bulcs and Handler (29) - to Lncre as e the yield, and. f'er
Tha initial steps were c~ri ed out in a ",ay shihr
convenience. The caLc ium phosphat': eel WAS cot used AS the
purification was low.
coworkers (69) was reir.troduccd. This l(wler?:i! th..pur if) caticn
of the CM Sephedex ster, which WA.S dr-opped ,
this st ege had a hieh molecular weieht (nl), SeIJhaJ.8xG20Q .....as
used 1c the final st~ees.
'i .2(e) p!~irjc~tinn of t~A TritiAl Solution
o.At all steges tbe en~yme was maintained at Bbout 4- C unless
ott~rwisc stated.
5 to 6 ke of fresh pie heart we re clp'E'nedof ~~,t o.r~(~blood,
choppe d up, mind and homogerrLsed with ice-cold wat€;r in n V;e."dne
blendor, (for 45 seconds at madi~~ speed).
wer-e Le ft fer or.e hour 0:1:' more and centr j_ fueed. at 2 000 e f)r 1;,
fJinutes. The sediment IVes stirred with an equal volt:1llE!of
lee-cold water, left fer en hour find centrifuged a.~ein at 2 OGOe
for 15 minutes. The supernotant~ were pool~d.
Fir~t Ammonium Sulrh~te Fr~ctionetion
AS was added slowly with stirring, to give a fiMl
concentration of 300 g/l. The rreperation, (about 22 1), was left
overnight, then· centrifuged at 2000 e for 2 hours. The ·pre-
c:l.pHnte . was dissolved in 3 1 of 1 m.Y. EDT!I and pH was ~dju!'ted to
nbout 6.5 by adding 0.1 N sodium hydroxide, slowly with stirrine.
The prep~r~tion WBS heated to 60°C in a hot water bath - ttis
took up to 20 minutes.
o 0
The temperature was held at 60 C ± 1 fer
ten minutes. It wss tten cooled, (in a salt-ice mixture), for
.3.3
40 minutes, (a.t _5°C).
!t.2(a) Second Ammon ium Sul.pha t e Fr~cti()T'~tion
AS was stirred slowly into tte supernatant,to a final
concentrftio!1 of 150 ell. This VIas left overnieht and c~:ltr:irut:ed
at 10 000 e for 20 minutes. This AS tre5t~ent was repeated on
the supernats.nt until the activity had fal1en to below 10,1. For
the preparation eiven in table 2.2. the i'r&ctions were taken at
110,125,131,1.38 and 14..3 g AS/ 1.
Precipitates were dissolved in small volumes of water a~c
d Le.Iysed overnieht, (in seperate sacs), ael1inst 10 1 of 1n:M 'SD':'P,
1 IT.M 11.:5: at pp.8., They were centrifut:ed at 20 000 e for ;0
minutes endassayed for ala AT, and the A280 was meastlr8d. Semples
of' .high specific activity were pooled and pH 7.5 phospr.ate buffer
was a.dded to Cl. concentration of 5 n;M.
Chromato!,rp.phv on D!-~ft.£ Celllll o se
A 4" 30 em DEAE cellulos~,(DE 23) column was equilibrated'
with 5 mY. pH 7.5 phosphate buff'er,with.3 !llI\~ t.:E and 3 m.\~ EDTA.
The enzyme aamp'Ie was applied and eluted by 400ml of 10 D"J,~ pH 7.5
phosphate, 3 mM ME and .3rrJJ EDT.A - running at about 1.4 1nl/min.
This was followed by 600 wI of 3 mM tn-: and 3 mM:::lTA, with a linear
eredient of 10 to 100 n~ pR 7.5 phosphate buffer running at
0.8 rrJ./ min.
10 ml frectio!'lswere collected and tho:!e with a high sf,ecific
ectivity were pooled. '.AS was added, to a final ccncentre.tion c·f'
400 g/l. The prepara.tion was left for foUr hours and centrifueed
for 40 minutes at 10 000 g. Tho rrecipitate w~s dissolve~ in
about 12 m1 of buffer X and dialysed overnieht against 1 1 of X.
FIGURE 4.1
The ala AT purification - the ammonium sulphate fractionation
The protein content (from A280), ala AT activity and ala AT
specific activity are shown for each fraction.
FIGURE 4.2
The ala AT purification - DEAE cellulose column.
The elution profile is shown for
1) Ala AT activity
2) Protein concentration (from A280)
3) Ala AT specific activity
FIGURE 4.3
The ala AT purification - the Sephadex G200 columns.
The elution profile is shown for
1) Al~ AT activity
2) Protein concentration (4.~.A from A280) and (4.3.B from Folin-
Ciocalteau estimation)
3) Ala AT specifio activity
Figure 4.3.A is from the first Sephadex column
Figure 4.3.B is from the second Sephadox column
FIGURE ~.4
The ~otein profile on polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
using partially purified ala AT, (A600 after amido black staining).
! lfter the DEAE cellulose column step.
~ After the first Sephadex G200 column.
£ After the second Sephadex G200 column.
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Bllffer X was 20 reM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer with 5 rrN. ~~ and 5 rrl,~
EDTA.
A 2.5 ~ 90 em Sephe.de:x G-200 column was equilibra.ted. with
buffer X. The sample was applied and eluted with X - at about
0.2 ml/ min •
.5 ml fractions wer e collected and those with a high specific
activity were pooled and concentrated to a vol~~e of 5 m1 using
Aquacide lII•.
The sample was run down the Sephadex c~lurr~ in exactly the
same way as before. Fractions were pooled and concentrated with
Aqu8cidc,to the desired concentration.
The details of the most successful preparation ere eiven in
table 4.2 ••. · Yields were generally about 7cr;t, of this. The elution
profiles for each column are given in figures 4.1., 4.2. and 4.3.
Samples from various stages, (but from a different pr-epar-a tLon]
were subjocted to electrophoresis. The gels were stained and
scanned giving the results of figure 4.4.
L.3 SPECTFTC ACTIVITY
T:'1e specific activity of' the purified enzyme Wf,S 450 units/rr.e
where the urri t s of activity are p::noles of pyruva.te/min in the
standsrd nssay, (see chapter 3), Bnd the protein was determined by
the Fo1in - Cioca1teau method.
A s amp'l.eof purified enzyme was assayed in f'our different weys
- with duplicates. The following results were obtained.
A) the standard essey of chapter .3 .358 moles/min
B) the ess~y of Bulos and Hsndler, 1965 (29)
.3 ml contnining 45 mM pH 8.0 glycine + 12.5 mM L alanine +
15 rrJ.! C(l-:etoglutare.teat 25°C .147 moles/min
c) the assay of Wroblewski and LaDue, 1956, as used by Sa.ier and
Jenkins, 1967 (170, 211)
3 ml containing 33 mM pH 7.4 phosphate + 33 rr~v'lL alanine +
o6.7 m.Y. O(ketogluta.rate at 25.5 C 460 "units"/min
D) the assey of Segal, Beattie and Hopper, 1962 (174)
3 ~~ containing 100 mM pH 8.0 tris chlorida + 100 ~~ L alanine
°+ 7 :ro: 0( ketoglutarate at 30 C .431.. I:loles/mi~
N.B. In this paper is given 8. conversion factor fro~
this to a second assay used by G8teho~se et al. (67). It
is 0.55.
Using these results and the published speci~ic activities,
the specific activities of the different prepareticns have been
expressed in ter~s of the standard assay - table 4.3. It s ho ul d
be borne L"l nind th'lt ccnpar-Lscn between enzymes from different
so~ces are or~y truly v~lid for those conditions unaer which they
were both assayed.
It can be seen tbat the specific ectivity of this preparation
was as hieh as for any preparation.
4U
1,.4 ZLECTROPHOR'R~TS ON PCI,YACRYI,A}f.IDE
Polyacrylamide eel electrophoresis was carried out as
described in chapter 2. The protein and activity profiles,
(figure 4.5.), coincided and showed o~~ syrr~etrical peak. 'l'here
;vas a slight protein contan:ination moving behind the ale AT pellk
but it seeJ:!:sto be less tha.n% of the total protein.
There hsve been t~xee estimates of the ~" of piS heart aIR A:
82 000 (9), 91 000 (195), and 115 000 (170). The first
determination (on Sephadex ~200) assigned t~vs to some of the
st andar ds,that are considerably lower th~m tho se now acc ept ed ,
The mean of the other tv;o results 'is 102 000'.
Electrorhoresis in sc-dIum dodecyl su'lphs t e was carried out P.S
dcscribea in chapter 2. The protein prorilcs obtni~ed ere shown
in £'i [;ure 4.6. The graph of the distance moved by a per!k IlcAinst
the logp.rithm to the base 10 of' the MW, (rieurs 4.7.), W8S linc>i::'.
The position of the al~ AT peak indicatel that:
the molecular weight was 52 000.
This is qut t e different from the ~ of the native enzyme. It
seems certain th~t pig he ar t alaAT J:1s.s0 subunit structure, like
the rat liver enzyme (67). The sLmp l.e st explBn~tion of the
results is ttst there are two similar subund t s, Y;,'!52 000.
L! .6 cor-nz-nn_;; CONTr::NT
The protein concentration of an enzyme sample was m~p'sJred bJ
FIG-URE 4.5
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of purified pig heart
ala AT.
!The protein profile from A600 after staining with amido-
black.
] The ala AT activity profile.
The estimation of the subunit molecular weight of pig heart
ala AT, by gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl sulphate.
! The protein profile, from A600 after staining with
Coomassie blue.
] A graph of the loe10 of the subunit molecular weight,
against the distance moved by a protein peak from the top of the
gel.
FIGURE 4.7
The difference betwoen the spectrum in acid and the spectrum
in ~lkaline solution, for two samples of pyridoxal 5' phosphate.
~ st~ndard PLP solution, (at 2.0 x 10-5 M)
~ PtP prepared from purified ala AT (diluted to
0.76 mg/ml).
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the Folin - Ciocalteau method. It was 0.95 ffielml.
The pyridoxal 5' phosphate I (PLP), content was estirr.a.ted by
the method of chapter 2. The two spectrti. (for the enzyme ~n~
~t~nn~rd PLP) are given in figure 4.7. Their shapes are not
identic81~ although both hsve peaks At about 390 nm, The
di~crere.ncy is easily explained. by a ss umi.ng a very sHeht error in
th'3 ccncentrations of l,r;:: or trictloracetate ,or: assuming th3.t a
small part of the protein dia not preci~itBte. The calcul~tions
of appennix6 ere made on tbis basis. .They eive an enzyme PLP
-5 .
concentration of' 1.75 x 10M •.
Hence, the PtP concentrfition is :
1 mole.PLP/54 COOe prot'3in
This is the highest vaLue obt9.ined.with pig hear t ala AT. It
is very similar to the estimate of the sub unit l;fli.
The specif'ic activity, elactrophoresis and FI.? estirr.Ation, all
indiMte that thi3 is the hizhest purity achi.eved .."ith piS l:€;:l::";
The electrophoresis showed no si~niricant impuriti~s.
Th~ closeness of' the two subunLf wei~ht c8.1cul<!.tions~15"
indiclltes that it is fairly pure, It soc~s likely that the
enzyme is composed of two very simil~r subunits.
-1number per mole of coenzyme WAS 375 sec •
The turnover
ACTIVITY KINETICS AT PH 8.0
11.1 KS'l'HODS OF ANALYSIS
Ala AT activity fits ~he Dalziel r~te equation (41).
(s~e charter 1)
~ -1 -1 d .,fvnen v is plotted against S1 st constant S2' the gra ient as i-~
-1and is independent of S2. The intercept', (Y1)' on the v axis
fits the equation Y1 =.00 + 152 S;1 •
iVhonY
1
is plotted, agc.inst S;1, the gred i.errtis ;62' the
intercep~ on the Y1 axis is ~O (119).
The s~me const~nts can be obtained in the anAlogous way,
b
-1· _1eginning with a eraph o~ v a~ainst 52' •
If one substre t.e , S1' is !i competitive inhibitor for the
other substrate, 52' the follor.in~ steady state equa t Lon hol:ls.
-1 d. d. -1 rl ( I') (,-1
v = Po + P1 S1 + P2 1 + S1 K, '-'2 •
'I'his is 9. par t Lcul sr- ease that can be d.Arived f'rora the E'f!m~rd
equ9tion for in~ibition.
A graph of -1 -1 S2 is non-linp.c:lr.v agaiMt S .at ccns tant1 '
A G'raoh of v-1 agai!'lst
-1
S1 ' is line3r. ~h~~'"' . S2 ' et const9nt
intercepts on v-1, /y 2)' fit the equation
-~Si.
1
~o end.01 ca.nbe calculated. as before.
The eradient is .0'2(1 + S1!K) : w'hen the era,U~nt is plotted
aeainst S1' the intercept on the ordinate is ~2 and the intercept
on S is -K.
1
If both substrates inhibit, then neither plot is lbf~.?r and
anlllysis becomes more comp.Lexs If D. aub stre t.e LnhLbLts by
altering the ¢o term, the same is true.
was observed at the concentrations used.
However, neith~r eRse
is the equation obtained in appendix 3(8), that relstes v-1 to I,
the inhibitor concentration when the inhibitor binds only to ttc
free enzyme.
_4 _~
At constant S2' constant I, when ~ , is'plotted against S "
the eradient, 81, is .01(1 + I/K1).
P.t constant S2' when e1 is plotted ee!dnst I, the interce;i;
on I is -K •
1 -K2 is obtained in the ana Logous way,
~ecording to this equ~tion to is independent of I.
If ¢Q depends on I. it can be ena.lysed accord i.ne to the
equation of appen1ix 3(b):
.-,S2 .
The derivetion of this equation requir.ed some unjustifi,.ble
3ssurnptions, that limit it~ general application, however, the
p sr-erncter , Ko' can be consHered as e. ser:li-quant!.tative measure of the
dissociation constant.
K1 and K2 are obt~ined as before. Ther~ is no si~ple
-1procedure for obtaining KO. The one used was to plot v 8£ain5t
S~1. The intercept on v-1 is ~e(1 + liKe) + ~2(1 + I/K2) 8;1.
-182 is known and ~2(1 + I/K2) is the gradient of the graph of v
agAinst S;1 ~ Her,c: .00(1 + l/Ko)' is calculated end plotted azainst
47
I. The intercept on I is -K •o
The conmone st units for v are. those of specific activity,
(e.e. moles/ mi~ me enzyme). The k.inet Le experiments involved
enzyme samples from different preparations. Some samples were too dilute
assays.
for protein or PLP Hence it was easiest end theoretlce.lly :!:c:;t S :'",I'-C.
to measure the ala AT in terms of an assAy and not by the protein
or coenzyme content.
v is given as moles/min/( moles/min in the standard assay)
i.e. rste un~er condition A
rate in the standard assay
5.2 EXPSRDSNTS
The reaction velocity was measured by the forward, reverse,
AB, and K3 asseys et varying substrate concentrations. The
reoults w,=re analysed in figuree 5.1. to 5.7. as described ee=lier.
In the reverse and Y.B assays, extra points are shown at double
the normal aspartate concentration to show up any asp~rtate
inhibition.
The forward assay wa s repeated with 0.4 If. fo=me.te.
ratio was held constant.
-1 -1
v = ~o + x S1 •
The Dalziel eq~3tion then takes the
for:n -1 -1v was plotted against S1 • The
-1inte!"cept on v was ;60' (see figure 5.8.).
The kinetic constants ere dependent on the buffer
concentration. The resul ts at different buf'f'er'concentrc.tions
were analysed according to the equation for a stoichiometric
inhibitor, (figures 5.9. and 5.10.).
FIGURE 5.1
The forward assay in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with -< ketoglutarate as substrate.
o d.. where L alanine concentration is 6.7 mM, 10 mM 23 mM
or 100 1IlM.
• -1using the intercepts on the v exis, from figure 5.2.;
i.e. at a theoretical alanine concentration of infinity.
FIGURE 5.2
oThe forward assay in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25 c.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate.
(!) ~ where the .{ketoglutarate concentration is .27 mM,
.40 ~~, .66 mM, 1.33 mM or 10.0 mM•
• using the intercepts on the v-1 axis, from figure 5.1;
-1the predicted values of v ,at saturation with
-< ketoglutarate.
FIGURE 5.3
The reverse assay in 50 n:.M pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L glutamate as substrate.
tV .:U where the pyruvate concentration is 10 mM, .67 mM,
.4-0 n:M or .27 mM.
-1• using the intercepts on v from figure 5.4.; i.e.
-1the predicted values of v ,at saturation with pyruvate.
·r The result at .27 mM pyruvate, 5 ~ L glutamate, is
repeated, at twice the normal L aspartate concentration.
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FIG-URE 5.4;
The reverse assay in 50 ~J pH B.O tris buffer, at 25°C.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with pyruvate as substrate.
L elutamate concentration is 5 m.\1, 6.7 mM, 10 m.\1, 16.7 mM or
100 mM.
FIGURE 5.5
°The reverse assay in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25 c.
A graph of the gradient from figure 5.4, (i.e. the apparent
value of ¢pyr ), against L glutamate.concentration.
FIGURE 5.6
The aminobutyrate assay in 50 m1~ pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with ~aminobutyrate as substrate.
00 with 2.0 mM 0< ketoglutarate
+ with .04 mM -< ketoglutarate
FIGURE 5.7
. °The ketobutyrate assay in 50 mM pH 8.0 tr~s buffer, at 25 c.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot with C(ketobutyrate as substrate.
o with 10 mM Lglutamate
i· with 3 mM L glutamate
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FIGURE 5.8
The forward as~sy in 50 mU-pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C, and
with 0.4 M formate. For each assay,
L alanine concentration : ~ketoglutarate concentration = 40
The Lineweaver-Burk plot with L alanine as substrate is given.
FIGURE 5.9
Th~ fO~flard assay, in pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 2SoC. The'
buffer concentration is 100 ~l or 200 ~, as indicated.
A A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate, at
2.7 rrJI. -< ketoglutarate.
~ A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with ~ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 1IlI"J L alanine.
FIGURE 5.10
The forward assay in pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 2SoC.
B A graph of the
apparen,t ¢O against buffer concentration.
apparent value of ¢ 1 ' (i.e. the gradienta 8
A A graph ot the
from figure 5.9.A), against buffer concentration.
f A graph ot the apparent value of ¢KG' (i.e. the gradient
from figure 5.9~B),against buffer concentration.
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FIGURE 5.11
o .The forward assay, in 50 rrUpH 8.0 tris buff~r, at 25 C, w~th
33 mM or 67 mM DL ~ aminobutyrate, as indicated.
! A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with c>{ ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 mM L alanine.
~ A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alsnine as substrate, at
2.7 mM a(ketoglutarate.
FIG'L"RE "t).1 2
The forward assay, in 50 ~~ pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A .A graph of the apparent ¢o against DL t:.( aminobutyrate
concentration.
] A graph of the apparent ¢1 J (i.e. the gradient froma a
figure 5.11.B}, against DL «. aminobutyrate concentration.
£ A graph of the apparent ¢KG' (i.e. the gradient f~om
figure 5.11A), against DL ~aminobutyrate concentration.
FIGURE 5.13
The reverse assay, in 50 mMpH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C, with
2 rr.M or 4 mM -< ketobutyrate, as indica.ted.
!A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L glutamate as substrate, at
5 mM pyruvate.
~ A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with pyruvate as substrate, at
10 mM L glutamate.
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FIGURE '5.14
The reverse assay, in 50 m!l pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
!A graph of the apparent ¢o against ~ ketobutyrate
concentration.
~ A graph of the apparent value of ¢ 1 ' (i.e. the gradientg u
from figure 5.13.A), against <ketobutyrate concentration.
f_ A graph of the apparent value of ¢pyr' (i.e. the gradient
from figure 5.13.B), against.( ketobutyrate concentration.
FIGURE 5.15
The forward assay, in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C, with
8.3~" or 16.7 n:M fumarate, as indicated.
A A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with ~ ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 mU L alanine.
~ A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate, at
2.7 ~ ~ ketoglutarate.
FIGURE 5.16
The forward assay, in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A A graph of .the apparent ¢o against fumarate concentration.
B A graph'of the apparent ¢ 1 ,(i.e. the gradient froma Q
figure 5.15.B), against fumarate concentration.
Q A graph of the apparent ~K~' (i.e. the gradient from
figure 5.15.A), against fumarate concentration.
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FIGURE 5.17
The forward assay, in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C, with
167 mM or 333 mM acetate, as indicated.
A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate, at
2.7 ~~ ~ketoglutarat~.
B A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with ~ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 mM L alanine.
FIGu"'RE :;.1 8
The forward assay, in 50 ~l pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A A graph of the apparent ¢O against acetate concentration.
apparent ¢1 ' (i.e. the gradient froma a]. A graph of the
figure 5.17.A), against acetate concentration.
£ A graph of the apparent ¢KG' (i.e. the gradient from
figure 5.17.B), against acetate concentration.
FIGURE 5.19
The forward assay, in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 250C, with
1 ~ or 2 aU thiosemicarbazid~, as indicated.
~ A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate, at
2.7 ~l ~ketoglutarate.
B A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with <>( ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 ~~ L alanine.
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FIGURE 5.20
The forward assay, in 50 rru.~ pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
A A graph of the apparent ¢o against TSC concentration.
] A graph of the apparent ¢ala' (i.e. the gradient from
figure·5.19.A), against TSC concentration.
£ A graph of the apparent ¢KG' (i.e. the gradient from
fieure 5.19.B), against TSC concentration.
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It zr.ieht be considered that the buffer 8CtS not as a specific
irillibitorbut tr~ough an ion-cloud effect, as described in th3
Dcbye- Ruckel theory. In the next chapter, the reasons are given
for supposing that this is not the case.
The inhibition constants for a number of inhibitors were
obtained. ..(Ketobutyrate was. used with the reverse assay; the
ether inhibitors vlith the for-Na.rd assay, (figu=e 5.11. to 5.20.).
_5.3 I RESULTS
The kinetic cons t ant s for each e s sey , in 50 n~.~pH 8.0 tris
at 2ffc
chloride, are given in table 5.1: they are similar to those et
The >10fa!' the forward erid reverse as 5 ays were similar I but
were two or-der s hisr.er for the AB and y~ as snys, The three
amino-acids had. similar K s; the K for e('ketobutyrate was an
I!l m
order higher than for pyruvate and ~ketoelutarate.
Formate inhibited sub s tr-ate binil.inebut also r-educed
'O(forward assey) by en amount that was just sienificant.
Tr.c in.~ibito:- consta.nts in 50 1:1\1pH 8.0 tris chloriie ere
given in table 5.2.
Beceusa tho inhibito~ constants for the buffer were very hie~,
the cslculetc~ v~lues have a 1~r3e error. The inhibit icn by
buffer at 50 mMwas sn:all and the effect on ~O was negligible.
Except ro!' butyrate the other inhibitors showed no bindint: to
the en~yme- substrate complex.
The results with the amino- acids fit well with thf3 results
of Saier ani Jenkins (171), in table 1.1. The -< cSI'box,yl group
TABLE 5.1
oKinetic parameters obtained at 25 C, in 50 ll'J.! pH 8.0 tris
burrer ,
The ¢ constants are expressed as the ratio of the ~bsolute
value of ¢. to the absolute rate of the standard assay, (see text).
~
~1' ¢2 and 1\1 parameters are expressed in rr.M.
The calculated dissociation constants for some ala AT
inhibitors, with different forms of the enzyme.
obtained at 25°C, in 50 mM tris buffer.
These were
TABLE 5.1
ASSAY ,00 .¢1 ¢2 I),!
FORW]l.P_D ¢o O.9G ¢s.lo. 17.2 ¢KG 0.27
RE\TERSE ¢o 1.78 ¢e1u. 9.3 ¢ 0.57pyr
•
Al,~INOBU':'YR.ATE ¢o 105 ¢AB 5040 ~< An 48,. ,_)
KE~ 0 BtJTYRATE ! 130 42 ¢KB 147 Kr!. K3 3.5
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TABLE 5.2.
I~lUBITOR assay PL-ala-l;T ES complex PM-ala-ATI(mM) (mM) (mM)
DL~ A~inobutyrBte forward 58 hieh 120 IJ
L Nor Leuc Ine forward 13 hieh 80 II
~
L .Aspa.rtate forward 96 high 51 lI
L Serine forward 180 high 265 II
Glycine forward high hieh hieh I
L Glutamate reverse 160 II
D Phmine forwa.rd high high 270 I
L 0( Me thylSl utsma tc forward 18 high 12 ~t
I
'{J..minobutyra.te 480 350 Iforward high II
I
Hydroxylamine forward .008 high high ,j,
Thicse~ic~rbazide forward 2.0 hieh hieh i
IPropylamine forward high high high ,
c< Ke tobutyra.te hieh hig..l-} 3.5 ireverse ,
j
.Acetate forward 135 hieh 117 ,j ,
I
i
69
,
Butyrate forward 200 21 iI
!
Ualonate forward 1+7 h i.gh 20 I
ISuccinate forward 69 high 27
Glutarate fO::"Nard 170 high 37 !
W.ale~te fo::,ward 82 high 12
Fumarate fcrward 15 high 8.0
IBuffer forward 295 high
I
148 ,,
f
Buffer reverse 325 high 220 !
I I,1_j
11
is importe~t; the amino-group should be in the ~ position and
L conf'Lgur-a t i.on , The nature ef the side croup is ir;-l.[.lortant - it
seems likely that in all the substrates, the sid.e eroup is b0~d.
to tee enzyme. Cert~in amino-a.cids bini better to the B: f'ora
than to the PL form. This is the opposit~ o~ the c~se with
substrate amino- acids. Hence L aspartate, D alanine,
,;(aminobutyrate ani DL c(methy1 e1utem&te/:ire poor substrate
HyJ.rox.)'lamine ani thiosemics.rbazide, (TSC), are much
more nucleophilic than amino-acids at pH 8 and they bOlilld tetter
to the PL fcr~, thoueh at an observably slow rate; the
spe ct.r opho t orne t cr- record W5.S not linear until 8ftor .3 rninl.l'tcs.
They did. not bind TIe11 to the PM form, confirmin5 thst they bound
to the internal aldimine.
Of the c.1rboxy1ic acids all but Ilcetate bound better to the
PN. :£'o:-:n. The sequence malonate, succinate, and glutarete, shewed
~het increased chain length had a~ adverse effect on bindine -
rrooably because of the restricted motion of the bound inhi~itor.
Th'.ls the introduction of e. double bond. into s ucc rna t e r,'!ducedthe
dissociation constant, for f'umar ate and maleate.
better thsn maleate.
Punar at.e bou .'11
\
CHAPl'ER 6
J.CTIVIT-! :KINETICS P.T V.UJO:;S P;1 S
6.1 EXP:;:RD'SNTS
Some kinetic pArameters were measur ed at p!!J other ths.n 2.u
Tllesz were obtained. from:
1) the forw6:'a., reverse, emincb\.:.tyrate end ke t obutyr s t c e.S~·:~JS
::) the buffer effect on the forward and reverse assays
.3) '" "minob:..lt~rrate ani co< ke t obutyr c.t e Lnh.Lbi t i on
4) fu~~rute, ecctetc and TSC inhibition
For the se last three inhibitors the exper Laent was c?rricd
out ~t thrsc different buffer concentrations. To lirdt t re
arnou~t of work, fewer points were used for these. _4t.each
constant inhibitor and buffer concentration, three points ~ere
use1 for fumBrate. With TSC end. ace t at e only cne point WaS '.lse':'
at <I(. ketoclt.ltHrate) 3.5 -"KG and L s Land ne (.05 .¢ala.; :;0 that
-1 h.)-1v = ¢ 1 (1 + 11K. alea a l.
In tr..:.s ca s e en}" d ,.....s ob1·.".;,..",,_:fJ Pale. I" G _ ......_ ..._--.
Often when the effect of pH on kinetic cons tant c is bei-us
studied , any effects prod.uced. by the buf'f'e r s Ftr3 ienorci. F,~r
ala A: the effects of buffer were too considaratle end varied
t.oo greatly with pH, for them to be i3nored. The b~ffer effe:t
Ws.s ca'Lc ul e t ed and. buffer inde;>eni'lsnt constants were cbt a i.ned ,
(6), 118, 133).
1'he buffer !Li~ht act by IJ ncn-apec it'Lc ion-clourl effect a s
pos tulat ed in the Dcb'ye-rtu.C}:~l th~o:::,'y ant: 1{o'J.ld :....it an es.'J.;.ti:::~
1
10':: t oGfL2 (,,:h~re ?is the ionic s t r eng th},
ca.sa for many urease inhibitor~ (115, 116)
This seems to b~ tr:~
.Alter'natively th"! buffer may act by a. limitted and
specific bind.ine, in which case H is e c t i.ng I'l.S a nor msL irJ1:.:.itc:.:.'
'l'r..e kinetic ccns tsnt s at v~'yincS buffer ccnccrrtr at Lcns '1:::,,,,
Given in tabl~ C.1. 7he results at four different pHs,
employing four different species of bufferJ are eiven. The
1
e:rArhs er loe10.0 ageir ..:;t P.2 .'J.I~d.of t ag'linst bl<.ffer C:)!lcE'ntrdic~
pre bo th linf~ET wittin exrer:in:~nt8l errol' in each C!'!.:~, with.
dif'l"eren.t value s at f- =. (buffer) :: O.
rhos~h~te buffe!', 8 complic~ted relsticn between activity &nd
Ct:r:r8r cor.cent.r etLon existed(25).
Ecwev!:.'!·1 the Debye-!:uckcl equAtion d.eI'en:1.s en t1-.e icnic
strer'cth end. not on the nat ur e or. the Lons , To prove that it
dce s not c.xr1!',in buf'ft.r inhibition, it is only ne ee s s ar'y to show
thet e.n:! one ir.hibitoI· eivesa ccns Lder abIy Lowe r t at the s ar.e
:'or:ic streI"'eth. Ficcres 6.1. and C.2. s how P I ""t vp.ryi:1~e. ~
buff~r end inhibitor concentr8tions.
thrit the effect of ece t at.e , tris chleorj de snd e1ycl ne buf'f'er s Ls
(1'li te inexplicable by the Debye-F.uckel theory.
'.nth phosphate buffers, althoueh scme inhibitors gnve
con.siderl'lbly greeter inhibition than rhosrhate at the se.:neiunic
streneth, none eave less. Acetete, (figure 6.13.), fitt~1 !~
very well with the pho spha te N)5'JltS at pH 7.0. Aceta.te E:cts 85
a specific - ~ inhibitor: i.e. its, ionic s tr engt.h effect i~ .3
minor cor:-,[.,onent in e,cet~te inhibi tion. It, therer~rA, seC~9
ur.likely t~at the pr~::>sphato inhibition is m~i-:11ydue to 6/1. ior..ic
TABLE 6.1
The value of various kinetic parameters at 25°C, at different
buffer Goncentrations. Results are given for pH 5.0 acetate,
pH 7.0 phosphate, pH 8.0 tris chloride, and pH 10.0 glycine buffers
FIG-URE 6.1
Graphs of lOB10(apparent ¢ala) against (ionic strength)·5.
According to the Debye-Huckel interpretation, a straight line
should be obtained, that is independent of the nature of the
ionic species.
A At pH 5.0
..J. With sodIum (JcEltatebuffer•
o with sodium'aoetate buffer and disodium fumarate
B .At pH 7.0
+ with potassium phosphate buffer
~ with potassium phosphate,buffer ~nd sodium acetate
FIGURE 6.2
Graphs of log10(apparent ¢ala) against (ionic strength)·5.
According to the Debye-Huckel interpretation, a s.t.£'aightline
should be obtained, that is independent of the nature of the ionic
species.
J. At pH 8.0
+. with tria chloride buffer
~ with tris chloride buffer and disodium glutarate.
Ji .At pH 10.0
~ with sodiumglycinate buffer
G) with sodium glycinate and disoaium fumarate
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TABLE 6.1.
~ufferJ
~
yjpr- f ,0KGVTl . ¢o 1%0 .0a18 ,0~lu.. Forward' Reverse
buffer mY I~.- -
p:! 5.0 50 2.7 9.8 1580 920 4.9 1 • .3
Ac e t a te 150 3.2 8.2 2590 1670 4.3 9P. '"'
250 3.2 8.3 3600 2230 c:; o I .97.I.~
---1
I
50 .87 1 .73 47 42 1.45 ,:1•7~ I1'3: 7.0
100 .87 1.75 61 45 2.24 1.25
Phosphf'.to
150 1.04- 1.5 -., 56 2.76 1.7.+:+ ,
.49t~50 .96 1.8 17.2 10.3,
?:1: 8.0 19.8100 1.07 2.0 11.3 .57 ~r: I.-,.,
Tris chloride 150 1.8 13.0 .67 I
200 1.09 25.0 t:;1I.'" r
50 2.1 2.4 7.3 10.2 2.55 1.881';10.0, 100 2.5 2.0 13.0 15.6 4.15 2.76IGlycine
150 2.6 2.2 16.6 20.0 5.92 3.50 II
I i
A- .6
10810
( ;?liSre),.nt .1;,'
Pals.
2.8
-2.7
2.6
FIGUHE 6.1.
fumBI'A.te
.2 .4
(rONIC STRENGTHY 5
.6
+ Iphosphate
€J phosphate +
acetate
.2 04 .6
(IONIC STRE~~GTHr5
Rloe1o
(apparent
~ale )
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.0.
1.9
FIGUIiE 6.2.
tris ch Lor-Lde
gluterate
.2 .6
t::(IONIC S'!'RENGTH)·~
glyciIle +
fu.'!wr8.te
r
.2 .1. .s
I;(IONIC STRENGTH)o..;
FIGUR3 6.2
A graph of ¢o against buffer concentration, for the forward
and reverse assays.
A with pH 7.0 phosphate buffer
B with pH 5.0 acetate buffer
FIGURE 6.4
&raphs of ¢o against buffer concentration, for the forward
and reverse assays.
A with pH 10.0 glycine buffer
B with pH 8.0 tris chloride buffer
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FIGURE 6.3.
A
;60 2 Reverse assay
®
@-
1 ,__
Forw!1rd a S SAY ,
50 100 150
Phosphate (mM)
B
10
Reverse assDY
6
Forward (l5SBY
2
50 150 2;0
Acete.te (m!.~)
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FIGURE' 6.l,. •
.3
2
Reverse a.ssev...
~o
1
50 100 150
Clycine (rrJ/!)
2
®
Reverse ass(!:!
50 100
Tris chloride (mM)
150 200
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It is as suned th!t1; all buffer!: acted 8.S spe cIf'Lc
stoichiometric inhititors: i.e.
The graphs of' ¢o against buffer concerrtr-s.t i on , (fit::ure C;.
and 6.4.) I eave Po' et buffer:: 0 within 1~ of ;50 at buffer = ;·0
As Cfin be seent this correction for buffer effect
had a hiSh pr obabLe error, hence the par ameter- used W!lS }50 et
50 rr].: buffer.
In SOD'll.; crises it was not f'en eibl.e to s tudy the sub s t r-at e &r.r1
buffer inhibition separ-s te Iy , The follov:ine s Lrru'ltcneo;:.s
e~u&tions were used:
Ka = Ka(1 + b/¥o),
where KI)' is the apparent inhibition constant for inhibitor .4;
the ccncentr~tion of B is b.
,
Si~il~rlYJ Yb = Fo(1 + e/Ka)
Ke and, Yo ar e the true inhibi tj.on constants.
For the 0( aminobutyra.te and Cl( ketobutyrate p.<trHl!jeters., the
buf'f'er' inhibition constants obtained with L alanine end pyruve t.e
were used ,
The fumarate, acetate and TSC results were. trf1Bted. by the
method of appendix 4, to give buffer Lndependerrt inhibition
constants.
These are given in tables 6.2. and 6.3.
TABL~ 6.2
• 0The following kinetic constants are given at several pHs, 25 ~
~O(forward assay)' ¢o(reverse assay)' ¢O(AB assay)' ¢O(y~ assay)'
¢ala' ¢glu' ¢AB' ¢pyr' ¢KG' ¢KB' Km AB, and Km KB.
~ b t t and Km s are expressed in M.su s ra e
.All constants were measured in 50 mM buffer. They are
adjusted to give the value at zero buffer concentration, (see text)
The log10.of the adjusted constant is given •.
TABLE 6.3
The following kinetic ccns t antsy at 25°C in 50 zr11buffer,are
given for several pHs; the inhibition constants for DL ~ amino-
butyrat~,fumarate, acetate, and thiosemicarbazide, using the.
apparent ¢ 1 ; . the .inhibition consta.nt for --< ket.ocutyrate, usinga a
the apparent ¢ ; and the inhibition constant for fumarate,pyr
using the apparent ¢KG.
The K. are expressed in M.
1.
These values are adjusted for substrate and buffer ir~ibition
to give the Ki at zero substrate and buffer concentration, (see
text).
The 10g10 of the adjusted Ki are given.
r---------4-------~------~-------_r------~----~-----4
._~~., ,+--5-.-0_i--5-, ._5_-t- 6_._O_-t,._6_._5__ +_?_._O_-+-_7 ._5__ 1
.21 I .87
1.908 1.9.39
~o Forward
log10
1.28
.106
_.B7
1.9.39
086
1.934
'I .00 Reverse 9.8 405
10510 •99 .65} ;
+------+----+-----+------r-'.---t----4---~
100 ABassay 204 137' 115 98 I II
Ilot':10 2.310 2.136 2.060 1.992
.00 KB assay 167 74 4-3 I
.__1_o,-,_P'1_0__ -+! _2_0_23_0--t_1_._8_70_-t-_1_0_6_78_-t- .-+-__ -+ _J
. ¢al'l 1.56 .667 I .110 .0975 .0~8 .02.32 'I
!<i. (b'..lf'fer) .110 .105 .165 .1.37 .125 .080 I
corrected 1.07 .h50 _.086 .071 .034 .C11.t-
l10S10 0.106 1.652 2.935 2.850 1'2.531 i?1!;h ;
2.04
.309
'1.78 1.54
.170.250
¢e11.l. .890 .610 .089 .01+24 .018 I
l<i(b\lffer) .100 .080 .165 .250 .068 I
I
coz-r-ec t.ed .595 .370 .068 _.035 _.010h,
1.774 - t:I"S - 8 .3 I-i-1_c_e.:_:10:::__-.-4 -+_1_._.Io_-t-_2_._'_32_+ __ --t-2-.-5-3~~_~_--- _,
;6AB 190 104 30.6 25.0
Ki (buffer) .100 .105 .165 .137
corrected 127 70 23.5 18.3
log10 2.10/+ 1.84.4- 1 .389 1 .262 . J~~~--~-----+------+-----~------r----_-
J6p~rr .00.39 .00;18 .• 0014
Ki (buffer) high .171 .110
corrected .0039 .00245 .00096
~
10g10 3.590 3.389 4.982
¢--,. .0013 .00076 .00083 .00089 .00070 .00035
K;(buffer) high high .100 .0392 .035 .045
corrected .001 .3 .00076 .00055 .00039 .00029 .00015
L:o€:10 ).113 4.880 4.740 4.590 4.462 r;.176_'_i
:~~_~:_:B~(~b~U_ff_e_r_)+-_~_i_~_~~ :_;_~_1_4---:-~-~-0--r_-----+----~r_-----III·-ocr-rec t ed 1.60 .76 .4110510 .204 1.881 1.613
Km AB .930 .760 .266
Ki (buffer) .100 .105 .165
corrected .680 .500 .• 204-
1021 0. 1.832 1.700 r.310
~~~--4-----~----_'------~-----T·-----t-----·
.0096 .0132 .0125 !
hiC;h .171 .110
.0096 .01 02 _.0086 I
3.982 2.007 3.934 !
i.L-__ ~ __-t----l---~_....J.-----t-----,,,,
.00145 .00050
.060 .034
.00079 .000204..888 4.300---t------
.256
.137
.188
1.274
Kr.~K3
i Ki (buffer)
corrected
10g10
78
79
TABLE6.2.(cont)
~------~~----~------~-------r-------+-------t-------
8.5 I 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5--1
~o Forward .96 .94 1.30 1.45 2.1 f
10310 1.982 1.974 .113 .161 .322 !'-----+----t---+----+----r----t--.-.---- .....
¢oReverse 1.78 1.60 1.57 I 2.; ~ 12.1, ~'
10510 +-._.2_5_0_+- 1__ ·_?_03_-tI. ·1_9_6_-+i ,_3_J_~, 330
.00 AB e.SSFljl~05. '105 127 1189 b7 I ;
log10 2.022 2.022 2.103 1 2.276 I 2.338 I I
J, ~
pH 8.0
po KB assay h2 I,· 140 139 I
10810 1.620 , 1.601 I 1.531 :
,Call!. .01 72 .0265 .0374 I .036 II', .078 I I,
Ki (buffer) .295 hieh .334 I .117 .061
1_~_~_~~~~~c_t_e_d_~.-2-:~-~-~-7~-2-:~-,;-f_+_-2-:-~;-~_+11_2_:_~_~~_ _j1-2_:_~-~-~I~-----J
,0g1u .0092 .0126 I .015, I .0102 .01471
Ki (buffer) .325 .330 I .125 .Oh5 .~40 I
corrected ,0080 .0111 I ,0110 .0059 ,0103 l
log10 3,900 2,0/45 2.0.!.5 :3.771 2.032!
l---,._:_::__-l---t---4-----+-----t----t-·-------
,0.4B 5.05 6.60 9.11 8.3 I 9.55 \
Ki (buffer) .295 high .334 .117 .061 j
corrected 4.32 6.60 7.9 5.8! 5.3 I i
lOS10 .631l- .820 .900 .762 l .722
~~~p-y-r-~~--.0-O-0-5-7~---~-.-0-rn-0-6+-.-0·~--~-.~-!~'-.-0-O-2-65~'-~;1
Ki (buffer) .220 .085 .115 ': .0.31 .036 I
corrected .00047 .00067 .00085 I .0~02 .00235
10&\0 4.671 4.826 4.936 :3.008 3.372 'I~---------~-- __--4-------~-------L------~I------_+-----_
tKG .00026 .00030 .00033 .00050 .00151 I I
Ki (buffer) .11+8 .120 .117 .076 .0334 I
corrected _,00019 _.00021 .00023 .00030 .00060
logi0 4.288 4;322 4.361! 4.478 4.778! Il----~----.+_------+-------4-------~\--------,_------r-----~I ·78.086)6KB .176 .656Ki (buffer)' .220 .035 I
corrected _.143 .27 ! .1..9
lvc..O 1.156 I l.J+32 1D590!~~-~I----~~~--+-------4-------4-------~-------r-----~
Km AB .04.8 .063 .072 .041+
Ki (Buffer) ,295 high .334 .117
corrected .041 .063 .063 .031 .c»,
~1_O_Z~1~0 +_-2-.6-1-4--~--2.-7-9-9~~2-,.-7-9-9_1--2-.-4-91__ ~_2-.-3_80--i_--.--1
K~ K3 I .OOlt2 .0164 .020 -1
Ki (buffer)l .220 .035 .026 I
corrected .0034 .00675 .0127
log10 3.534 I I 3.e2~~_:~ ~-~-.J
:___ __ -- __ ._JL.._-_j-------'~----.JL-----j
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TABLE 6.3.
l t 6.5 I II 1'1'1 6.0 I5.0 5.5 7.0 7.5 Ilt I
rJ.AB I IKi v. ala high high .250 .315 .120 .070 I
Ki (buffer) .165 .137 .125 .650
corrected. high high .192 .230 .086 .0l,..3
loc10 1.283 1.361 2.9.3'+ '2 6'%'• ,.1*
o{KB
Ki v. pyr .0164 .0.30 .018 .007.3 .0050
[gll~ .083 .167 .025 .025
Ki (glu) .410 .135 .0~12 high .073
IKi (buffer) high .171 .110 .068 .0.34-
corrected .0135 .0119 .0099 I .00/+2 .0021 IlOBi 0 2.130 2.075 3.986 I 3.522 3.322 I
F~[,rate I.
I
Ki v. ala .10.3 .073 .038 .0.+2 .0295 .021
co:::orected .072 .053 .036 .042 .020 .013
10g10 2.856 - ~.556 2.623 -2.724 2.301 2.114
Ki v. KG .046 .036 .026 .025 .0152 .013
corrected '.04-6 .035 .024- .020 .013 .0065
2.663 - 2.380 2.114 :3.81210g10 2.544- ~•.301
I
lceta.te ..
Ki v. ala. .082 .077 .173 .268 .1.30
corrected .082 .077 .073 .087 .103
lO€:10 2.914- 20886 2.864- 2.940 1'.0.33 ,
I lTSC
Ki v , ale .00080 .00107 000097 .00150 ,
corrected .00080 .00098 .00097 .0011..-51
10g10 4.904- 4.992 - ~ 3.161 .4.98 ...
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TABLE 6 • .3. (C01:t)
:pH 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5
~
<"<AB
Xi v. ale .055 .090 .094 .i»; 7 .OLrOv- (buffer) .295 tieh .33'+ .117 .061....~corrected .01.7 .090 .082 .033 .022loC10 2.672 2 ac:" 2 ,,~14. 2.518 2.:42.;." .. I
O<K3
r- v. VI' .0035 .0064- .G051 .016·,1 ....
[ell:] I.010
v- (el~) .1.37 hieh hit;h hiel:_.1
Ki (b!.lffer) .220 .085 .115 .035
corrected .0027 .0011.0 .00.38 .066
loe10 .3 ..li-30 3.602 3.;·80 2.821
Fumarate I
Ki v. aLa .018.3 .040 .076 .116, .1..-90corrected .017 .040 .066 .090' .200
1°040 2'.2.30 2.602 ~.820 2.9;4- 1 • .301
Ki v.KG .008.3 .0115 .026 .022 .118
corrected .0080 .0105 .0128 .0155 .0.36
loe10 3 003 2.021 2.118 2.190 2· c c.t;" .J~V
Acetate
Ki v , ale .160 .223 .;22 .378 ~.O
corrected .134 .204 .254- .233 c::."
1.126 - 1.':67 1.70loe10 1.310 1.404.
I
""C:"..... l..
y- v• ale.. .00277 .00277 .00355•J.
corrected .00217 .00260 .0029
10£10 3•.336 3.415 ~.l;62
---.
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10 e K = 1c e KC + 1ee( 1 + WK.) -1. lod1 + H/r.)J
where K is 8 dissociation constant for a comr1ex
and K. is 8. dis50ci5tion const&nt for a proton on the dis90c~~ted
~
and K. is a disscci&tion constant for 8 proton on the co~ple~
J
The curve of lO€10K against pH can be analysed bJ the Jiyon
method (2, 44, 45).
log k =
where k is a rBte const~nt. K.is the dissociati0n constant fer ~~
proton. This, too is susceptible to a Dixon anAlysis.
6.;; %
_ rl,AA
- Fa . +
Eencc
tnc. ,,-,/'.3 _ rI. ( ) rJ.!GPo - Po hB assay - Y-o
• tOC-tB a e s ey) ¢op·s ).00(.AB e s s sy ) - tc(?cr·W8.rc. 8.s~ey)
1.3 t1:e !'ir:st and hst terms are e.lr.~ost equal et every rH,
• •
Sirdlarly,
Figure 6.5. shows that the ¢Cfor the forwe.rd e.nd reverse
assays.could be obtA.ined by combinjng two ¢o curves of the same
shf're5 as those seen in the ketcbutyrate a~d. 8!l'linobuty-retea~sflys.
q;,
Hence it is rMsonnble to suppose thA.t the pH depEndence of tic is
FIGt1RE 6.5
Gra.phs of 160 against pH for four different assays ,
A forward assay
B reverse assay
£ aminobutyrate assay
D ketobutyrate assay
FIGURE 6.6
The straight lines are those
used in the Dixon analysis of the pKs.
o from the aminobutyrate assay
~ from the ketobutyrate assay
FIGURE 6.7
Graphs of log10 ¢ 0 od against pH.am~no-s.c~ The straight lines
are those used in the Dixon analysis o~ the pKs.
+ ¢.AB
0 ¢.AB calculated from Ki .AB
,",
¢'al&4".
(~ ¢'gl~
160
B
FIG-U?E 6.5.
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FIGURE 6.8
Graphs of 10g10 ¢k t od against pH. The straight linese c--ec a
are those used in the Dixon analysis of the pKs.
+ .eKE
~ ¢KB calculated from Ki KB' assuming that
~O(KB assay) is pH independent above pH 7.0•
.;.!.. .epyr
o ¢KG
FIGURE 6.9
A graph of 10g10KAB against pH. The straight lines are those
used in the Dixon analysis.
e K is the Michaelis constant for 40( aminobutyrat.e
l~ K is the inhibition constant for -<aminobutyrate, (against
L alanine).
FIGURR 6.10
A graph of 10810 ~B against pH.
those used in the Dixon analysis.
~ K is the Michaelis constant for ~ketobutyrate
The straight lines are
~ K is the inhibition constant for ~ ketobutyrate, (against
pyruvate) •
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t t· '" ~AA ti.::B tl" ~r-epr e acn a ave CJ. Po And Po is representetive of't
o
- •
•~_~~ure ~ 6 i~' t th t ,.,(Y.B- 0.. n~~ca es .a Po h~s one kinetically signif'icant
l-K at 8. low pE; the t ~~B shows one pt ~t a low pH and one at .:.
hieh pH. The low pK can be analysed by the nethod of' Dixon: it
W1?S ~ f" ,,(K.B e: ~_f>. Elat pH S.c ~or Po I and pR ~.2 f'or Po •
T1':e hieh pK was at about. pH 9.2.
Figures 6.7. Rnd 6.8. show the variation of lo~ ~~ 1-'1
log f5ro, with pH.
c: The c.( a:ninobutyrate and -< ke t cbutyz-at e results
are similer to those f'or the normal sUbstrptes.
eives the Dixon analysis of' the K &nd K. of'
m 1.
0< ami.nobutyr-e t e , These par emet.er-s are comparable s t every pH
T1:.is shows that when it inhibits,
o(a.:r.inobutyrete binds; id the same way as it does for tr~nsl;:nir.ation
(e:1dD c( aminobutyrete contributes little to inhibition). .Also,
the K €'3i..lals the ·bi,n.3.inc constant.:n This is the q~esi-
c~uilibrium situation.
The analysis shows at le~st f'ourpKs in PL-ala AT, with
O<Aminoblltyrete, (pH"'S.9, #\';7.5, ~7.5 and "'10), and at least '!C~
~·"he!'e on€: form of the enzyme has two pKs withln on" pH Iff-it of
each other, analysi3 is imprecise.
Figure 6.10. gives the Dixon analysis of K and K. f'orID 1.
c( ketobutyrate. The two pez-ameter s ar-e very simil~r at all pEs.
Hence, Km = Ki' and Km is the bLndLng constant f'er e(kl;tcbutyrate •
.Analysis $hOVlS at least tr.ree pKs in PM-ela },T 'tlith
o(ketobutyrete, (pH ~·q.5,1V7.:;, and-c-t O}, and at least two in t he
enzyme-substrate complex" (rH "'6.5, and ",,8).
FIGURE 6.11
Graphs of lcg10(inhibition constant} against pH, for fumarate
The straight lines are those used for the Dixon analysis of pKs •
.~~ from inhibition of L alanine binding
~ from inhibition of ~ ketoglutarate binding
FIGURE 6.12
A graph of 10g1 O( inhibition constant} against pH, for acetate
inhibition of L alanine binding. The straight lines are those
used for the Dixon analysis of pKs.
FIGURE 6.1j
A graph of log10(inhibition constant) against pH, for TSC
inhibition of L alanine binding. The straight lines are those
used for the Dixon analysis of pKs.
TABLE 6.,*
.Each pK observed in the free enzymes is close to pH 5.8,
pH 7.5, or pH 10.0. Each pK observed in the enzyme-substrate
~nd enzyme-ir~ibitor complexes is close to.pH 5.3, pH 6.6, pH 8.3,
pH 9.0,or is gr!'~ter than pH 10.0.
The ·tabl~ records, for each ~inhibitor, which,categories of
pK are seen' to sffect'the binding of that i~~ibitor.to ala.AT.
Lac;. K
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6.7 INHIBITOR BTNDIN~
Fi,::W:'e 6.11. gives the Dixon ana'Iys Ls 'for 'fu:r.~,-'[~te ir,:-.ibition
10). The er,::yme-inhibitor complex 5[,.0';:s at Locs t thr ee ::Y.s, (r::
...,5.3, AJ 6 •7 ar.d 1'#8.5) • The FIt-ala AT shows at Leas t four rKs,,,,,t
Fi:;ure 6.12. Gives the P..l".elysis of ace t a t e inr.ibition.
The enzync-
acetate complex shows at least o~e pK, (pH 8.1).
Figure 6.13. eives the analysis of '!'SC Lnhi.b i tLon , 'l"l,e
PL-p.la JiT shows at least one pt, CPU 7.5).
The most strikinf!; result is the similarity of the tW? f\li:J.'i.r~tc
pH profiles, indicatine: t.hs t the re Ls not a ere:?t J.(Jllof d.if'ferer.ce
tct1l8en the active sites of the P!L snd FL f'oz-ms,
The sirr,plest rationalisation as sumes that si:::il&r pKs belons
to similar eroups: only four different ionisa.ble groups are
strictly nece s sary to fit the kinetic data of table 6.4., givine
five different effects.
Enzyme Complex
1} rY 5.6 - 5.9 > pK 5.2 - 5.'+
2) l=,K 'V 7.5 1 pK 6.5 - 6.7
3) :pK IV 7.5 pK 8.1 - 8.5
4) pK 9.8 - 10.2 } pK ) 10
5) r'K '" 9.8 pK ,...., 9
Tr,e results ot' this chll.pter 8.I'e disCllSSed ful1y in chapt er Qv.
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VISIBLE Sf)::C~R/; r: PE 8.0
The visible absorption spectrq obtained with alB
in fib~:.re 7.1.
TSCI fu."llAz·s.!:e and acetate wer-e er eh t i t r a t ed a[~3ir.s t P!.-f.l·"-
L alanine I'/I>.S titrated against ala _A,T, At 1".1£::11pyr uv e t e
concent.r-et i cn,
L glutamate was titrated against ala AT ~t a hi~h
DLP( !';r,:i.nobt.:tyrate was titr(';.ted against ala .4.T at 8. hi::h
0( keto1:.utyrate c oric erit r e.t Lon.,
In eech ca.se, the spec t.r e, were sd.justed fa:" chances in vt)l :.:.::t:>
and t~,~ binding ccns t ant was d·;;ter:r.ined f'r orn a double reciprocal
plot, as describei in appendix 5. It is simplest to use the
absorbance at a pArticular wavelenethj however, ar.y·linear
co~binltion of nbsorbances is equally valid. T!':e parar::ete.::-
intrJr] ],(;23. in append.i.x 2 is insensitive to sliGht :;hif'ts in the
spec t r s.L base-line, which 1.~d OCCl1r. The par8X&te.::- usea ws~
used to obtain the absorbance at any w8veleneth, for the corr.p.l.ex ,
~ ')
I • L.
The R~~-alaAT spectrum showed El pe ak at about 3.30 nm, Tr.e
FIGUR.~ 7.1
The <?,,~Cu!'ptionspectrum of ala .AT, (.90)mg/ml), in 5 :r.1.: I.S,
5 mM ED'rA and 50 mM pH 8.0 trisQuffer. The enzyme 13 in the
pyridoxamine or pyridoxal form, as indicated.
FI~URE 7.2
A The absorption spectra of ala AT, (.90 me!ml), in 5 ~/. "7...~,
5 nJ1 ED'I'Aand 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer. The enzyme is in the
pyridoxal formi for one spectrum, 5.95 ~~ TSC has been added.
E The TSC titration with PL.ala AT.
)-1 -1.A graph of (AA.390 against (TSC) •
FIGURE 7• .2
A The absorption spectra of alA AT, (.90 mYiT.1), in 5 mM li.E
5 m1~ EDI'A and 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer. The enz~e is in the
pyridoxal form; for one spectrum, 192 n:M acetate has been added..
E The TSC titration with PL-ala AT.
A graph of (AP430)-1 against (acetate)-1.
FIGURB 7.4.
A The absorption spectra of ala AT, (.90 me/cl), in 5 ~f: 1C!:,
5 cl!. EDTA and 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer. The enzyme is in the
pyridoxal formi for one spectrum, 62.5 ~~'fumarate has been added.
B The fumarate titration with PL..ala AT.
)-1 )-1A graph of(AP430 against (fULlarate •
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FIGURR 7.2
A The absorption spectra of ala AT, (.90 mg/rrJ.),in 5 :Jl!,~ 1.3,
5 rrlJ EDTA and 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer and 5 Id! pyruvate. For one
spectr~, 65 ~~ L alanine has been added.
B The L alanine titration with ala AT plus pyruvate.
( )~ ~.A eraph of ,AA490 against (L alanine) • N.B. The
intercept on the (L alanine)-1 axis, was first determined from the
graph of (P430)-1 against (L alanine)-1, as shown.
FIGURE 7.6
A The absorption spectra of ala AT, (.90 reg/ml), in 5 n:lf. liZ,
5 rrJl EDTA and 50 nJ1~ pH 8.0 tris buffer and 12.5 rr..v. -< ketoglutarate.
For one spectr~, 86 ~1. L glutareate has been added.
], The L glutamate titration with ala AT,plus~ ketoelut~rate.
)'-1 -1;..graph of (AA490 against (L glutamate) •
)-1intercept on the (L glutamate axis, was,first determined fro~
)-1 ( -1the graph of (P4.30 against L alanine) ,as shown.
N.B. The
FIGUR~ 7.7
.A The absorption spectra of ala AT, (.90 mg/m2), in 5 ~ US,
5 ~,~EDTA and 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer and 11 d! 0( ke tobutyr s.te,
For one spectrum, 250 ~f. DL ~ aminobutyrate has been added.
] The DL6( aminobutyrate titration, with ala.AT, plus
C>( ketobutyrate.
A graph of (6P4.30)-1 against (DL ~ aminobutyrate)-1 •
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Both Gave the s ane spectrum at 25 mMand 50 rr~.~buffer.
On the edaition of TSC to PL-ala AT~ (see figure 7.2.), the
,eak moved to 390 nm w~ich is the ~ max of the TSC ccrr.plex in nsp
and :i.sclose to the 330 nm peak obtainerl with other carbonyl
reagents in rat liver ala )T. The srectral dissociation ccn~t~nt
WEtS 2.8 rrJ.!, e qus.I to the inhibition constant.
The additicn of fumarate or acetate increased the absor~e.nce
of the 430 nm peak, (see figure 7.3 and 7.4). The sienific~t;.nce
of this and the binding c0nstents are discussed in charter 2.
Addition of' L alanine to PM-ala AT. E:.[weno de tec t ab.Le change
ir. the spectrum •
.Ad.ditio!\ er 1Q rrJ.f PY~UV9.tc to ?L-elg A'r. ec"Ti! 5. smel I ir.~:rc9.so
in :l:.t' ab soz-be.nce at waveLeng ths be Low 400 n:::., (f~oc:; 7.S; r
the 330 nrn r'8CJk increased. sllehtly, the l,.30 nm re'l.~': hr.zely
'1'11is c on be exp'La l ne d in pnrt by n de cr-c a ce i!'~the aldimine and an
Lncr esse in the keti:Lirle content of the. enzyme. Jenkins, W[.o
first obser-ved the pea.k at 490 na (99, ~Oo) ccns i.de.r-e d that it was
~rob8bly due to a.deprotonated ,reaction inter~ediate. ':'bcse
c~a!'lees ere not clue to the formation of a. P!.!-ala AT-L ala.nine
complex, or a PL-ala AT-~J'ruvate complex.
L elutacate plus <ketoelutsrate eave a similnr result, with
a scaller 490 nm peak, (fieure 7.6). With Q{a=.incou::rrn:e y;ILls
~ketoodyra.te the 490 nm pe ak was sma.I.Lor ab sent , (f'i.,:?,_:re 7.7).
The lone we.velen3;th of t.he 450 nm J'eCJ.~s'Jzge.£ts s trong.ly t:-."_-:
it is due to ~n intermediate with B more exto~~ive cO~~uC9ted
104
SLo t t e r- (173) and ha s a ). at -'+90 nu,
::1~-'X
certain th'lt the species Absorbinc et '+SlJ mn is H de~rotonat':!d
N.B. A si~ilar peak hAS bean observel with se~i~e
~l~i~l·.n -1.11~tr ~e lKet~m'n- nVl~ 8 .n~C·L~3' ~_·reS'I10W~ w1th
G •. ~ 1._ I,,·. 0;> ,)., 1:1 " ... ", L r:;. .,.l~. ~O '-'.' ~ "I I - -• • 4';i
The t~uto~eris~tion st~r has been
(10 kcals erester thnn in the aldi~ine) (154), ~~kes it cert~~n
~nd will absorb nt long wavelengths. ts ~ill he stow~ i~ the
next ch~.pte;r, en'l.y one distinct pe.....k is se en at lor::: wp.velent:t},s,
FIGURE 7.8
A simple four-step ~oael of alanine aminotransferase, activity,
showing some of the chemical changes that occur during catalysis.
105
FIGtTRE 7.8.
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I.BSORFrIO!: $F.2C'::'RA .AT VARICt'S PH S
~ PI" "':'1:' n0-1 •. _-.I_A_'
About tal~ of the experi~cnts of C~Arter 7 ~crc re,cetea Rt
other pR~. ':::hc;ywere the FL-ole. .AT spcc tr um, alone and wit::'
f'unar at e or' acetate; and the ala t.T spe ct.rum plus pyruv'.lte f~:l
L alanine.
8.'2(a), 'PI-Al<.t AT
T"l1e PL-ala. AT spectz'um was pll dependent. There were two
as corapar ed to e p!C of: 7.4 obtained by Ssier and Jenkins (170).
At each pS, the Spcct:-UID W~~ the s sme in 25 rrJ,: and 50 r!.:
:'n:.!'fer. T~.e spe c tz-um R.t [Po 7.5 v:FtS the same in 50 rd.! pLo~r,h.3.t.c
or 50 m!,t tris chloride. The spectrum in tri: chloride wss
repea.td in 25 rr!\~,100 rrJ.r and 150 :rll: buffer.
"
There ~'I'S:;; no
sienif'icaut cr.anee in the spectrum.
'::!-.e difference between the rK ~iven here and thR.t of ~e.i;:;r
I-lnd Z'enkins rJ.9y be clue to the wry hieh ionic strer:gth of t1-.e
buf:'",::, (O.L.. r phosrha,t&) J that ttey use d ,
FI~URE 8.1
The absorption spectrum of Ft-ala AT, (.90 mdml), in 5 mU ME.
5 mM EDTA and 50 mM buffer. The buffer is pH 5.5 acetate or
pH 10 .0 glycine, as indicated.
FIGURE 8.2 .
The absorption spectrum of PL-al~ AT, (.90 me/ml), in 5 mM •
ME, 5 mM EDTA and 50 ~~ buffer.
FIG-URB 8.3
The absorption spectrum.of PL-ala AT, (.90mg/ml), in 5 ~~
ME, 5 mM EDTA &nd 50 mM buffer.
A graph of P430' (i.e. 2 A430 - A390 - A470), against pH.
- FL-ala'AT
~ '~&la'AT - ~um~ate complex
~ PL-ala AT - acetate complex
TARLE 8.1
The table compares the inhibition constant (for L alanine
binding), with the spectral dissociation constant, at various pSs.
Results are given for fumarate or acetate with PL ala AT, at
o25 C, in 50 ~~ buffer.
•Ab sor-bence
.1
107
FIG~ 8.1 •
.2
300 400
'"avelen~th (nm)
500
• 2
.1
108
FIGURE 8.2 •
5
pH
• 2
.1
_ PL alaAT
~ + Futn'lrn te
C!) + Ac et at e
5 6
109
FIGURS 8.3 .
e
7 8 9
pH
110
TABLE 8.1.
pH 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9 ~,._'
Fm.~RA1'g . K. v • ala .021 ~018 .040 .076l.
Kspectral .032 .022 .087 .087
,
AC~TATE K. v. ala .27 .16 •.32 .38
l.
K spectral .26 •25 .33 .J..
111
spectral1=1': is very 3cnsiti'lc to the natt.:re of' the QI...!:'fcr (.;.0).
S.2(1-)
FieUl'e 8 • .3 chows that the r Lse in A430, when i'L"JIl8.r:.teb ind s
to PL-a13 J.T
1
is Que simply to the Sl)..;ctrp..1 rK bci!:G r e i.sed
to about p!18.0. The dissoci~tion constants were o~ly obtainsble
et pE 7 - 5. They are sicnificantly erent9r th2n those obtnlne~
from id:ibition exper iment s; but show the seme
(t[:hle 8.1). It seems thl)t most, but not 8.11 0:'" ths :tll:T.,,~'ate
inhibi tLon, is due to that typ·.:!o~ binrlint: whi.ch raises the
.Acetate had. tr.t se.::ceffect on thl! PL-~la Ar spectrum as c.id
The dLs soc Lat Lon cons tent s \'m"!"ehi.:;h ar ..;!.
were ob t aIne d with only two points - however, they 8.0'0e''l. (;ui t~
.......,] wJ.·th t1-..os~ obt::.~r..'. .!1 in tho' hn ..!·t·........" "~··t"'~ (tc, ....u::> .',11'-........... .... f;: ~_ .... ....L .L',J :tn ..,:_),;_J..'J~J. ,~ ~(J.._"".;)' a~..l..., ...,;.:,-
enzyrre comp'l ex with pyrl.lvf:lte and L alanine is ::i'l.?n in ftppe::1rlix 5.
B.l;. to 8.70 Some significRnt rArAm~t8rs ara eivcn in t~ble 8.2
and ere r1':>tt"':...1 in figure.s 8.8. and 8.9.
At each pH, tN,:) :Hfferent pyr uvate conc':ln-:raticDs
f,yruv9.te was in exc e s s ,
FIG-URE 8.4
The absorption spectrum of .90 mg/ml of the equilibri~~
ala AT-substrate complex, in 50 ~1. pH 5.5_ acetate buffer.
°The substrates were L alanine and pyruvate, at 25 C, in 5 ~~
ME and 5 mM EDTA.
~ using 13 !IlM pyruva to
o using 40 m.'.! pyruvate
FIGURE 8.5.
The absorption spectrum of .90 melml of the equilibrium
ala AT-substrate complex, in 50 ~M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer.
The substrates were L alanine and pyruvate, at 25°C, in 5 ~l
ME and 5 mM EDTA.
~ using 7 m.~ pyruvate
G using 20 mM pyruvate
FIGURE 8.6
The absorption spectrum of .90 mg/ml of the equilibrium
ala AT-substrate complex, in 50 ~~ pH 9.0 glycine buffer.
oThe substrates wero L alanine and pyruvate, at 25 C, in 5 tiM
ME and 5 m.\! EDT!.
~ using 7 ~~ pyruvate
&. using 20 mM pyruvate
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FIG-DRS 8.6.
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FIGURE 8.1
The absorption spectrum of .90 mg/ml of the e~uilibri~
ala AT-substrate complex, in 50 ~l pH 10.5 glycine buffer.
The substrates were L alanine and pyruvate, at 25°C, in 5 ~!
l~ and 5 II'J,{ EDTA.
& using 20 mM pyruvate:
€J using 40 mM pyruvate
T.4 BLE 8,2
The table shows the value of five spectral parameters of the
equilibrium ala AT-substrate complex where L alanine and
pyruvat~ ar~ the substrates.
The results were obtained with .90 melml enzyme at seven
different pHs; at each pH, results were obtained using two
dif'ferent pyruvate concentrations. The parameters are given in
.001 absorbance units.
FIGURE 8.8
Th: spectral parameters, obtained for the e~uilibrium
ala AT-substrate complex, with L alanine and pyruvate, (from
table 8.2).
!.. A graph of A430 against pH.
B A graph o~ P430' (~.e. 2 A430 - A410 - A450), against pH.
Absorbance
?t-
.1
300
115
pH 10.5
400
Wavelength (run)
500
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TABLE 8.2.
pH 5.5 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 10.5
Fyr(l1'~~) 13 40 10 30 7 20 5 15 7 10 2020 20 40
P430 ., 5 -2 -34 -65 -25 -23-1"1- -15 -5 -7 -40 -77 -30 1-18
10.430 57 63 59 83 65 82 41 50 26 13 40 48 53 62
A490 37 34 43 5h 1+9 63 37 43 32 35 18 23 21 20
.
P430 -25 8 5 -17 -19 -13 _Cl -8-12 -13 10 -8 -15 -13 .;
P490 17 15 .38 28 39 37 27 31 20 24 2 -1 0 -3
AB
.09
.06
.02
.02
o
117
FIGURE 8.8.
86 9 175
pH
-.02~-----,~----,-----~------~----~~--
5 7 .
pH
9 1
The spectral parameters, obtained for the equilibrium
ala AT-substrate complex, with L alanine and pyruvate, (from
table 8.2).
A A graph of A490 against pH.
l A graph of P490' (i.e. 2 A490 - A470 - A510), against pH.
A-
.06
B-
.01+-
1
'
P490
.02 of
o
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FIG-[IRE 8.9.
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five different L alanine conc~n+r~ti0n~ w~r~ used,
Of' ~ and A or e no t co",,.,10"''''-, l''"''~'~'''Y''lp'r''_. "'430 -. ,J. "/t-90 u. .. '-'.-""'~-J .-,..\;~,~., rt i v
bec au se a form ''lith its. ).. at one wa.veleneth will still abs;;rc
I!!l1X
at a second wavel~neth. J.. u~('-:".ll function is ~ measur-e of' t he
conve xd ty of the spe c trun at wave Le ng th 'A. It is
This is the function used in the estimation of PLP, (see erren~ix
2), Rnd it is relatively insensitive to the absorbance of f'orm~
"I i th e. peak mor-e than. "a":un frolCi>. •
thr.t 1Il,.30 and P430 (that is 2 "'\-30 -
l450)sbo-nsimilarrl1a.epenc.ence; .A490 and P490 (that is
2. A490 - .t. 470 - !.510) show simih.r pH c1eIJondence.
It is evH!'nt from fi,3ures 8.!.. to 8.7 that the absolute error
The results show
was ereater at shorter wavelencths. HE::nC~ the results ut oel·)~v
3.50 T'Jn were not accur-at.e enough to be useful.
It is difi'icult to as s Lgn accurate pKs to these r e sul t s ,
T~ere are U..ree pH reeiol'1S showing considerable and distir..ct
;;rectrn.l changes at pH <6, p!1 7 -9, Etna pH 9 L:lCh shows a
change in both the 490 nm and 430 nm terms.
DISCUSSION
'l'he five categories of pK shifts, produced by sub s tr-at e
hindine, Gore:
rH 'V9. 7~'V9
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E\.Ll1Hr:1te binn.ine reveals a pK et pH "'5.7, in both ttlt>. PI, and
PM f'or ms or a.leAT.
Wl:.en c-< arni nobutyr-at.o binds to FL-ala A':, it Lower-s e pte at :-1-:
5.9 to pH 5•.3.
\.. r/"-Bz novrn by l"0 •.
This pK 5•.3 is pre sumub'Iy the S3.:Le as the 11K .5.2
rr thr.t is so, f1_A."R shoul:'l. show just or.~ ~K be Lew
7:hen ot.b3to:'utyrete b Inds to PM-{~la .ATJ there is no change
s~en in any pK below pP- 6.
at ;;)r! 5.7, but this must be the same in the P!,~-sl.9, AT and. the
~.~-sle AT -keto-soid compl ex,
PL and n.~-ala..AT se em to have slieht1y difi'erent pKs for tte
s ame sroup. When an emi no-uc Ld binds to PL-sla .~T. the ?K is
lowered.
The :r;.K shift, pH~7 .5--+ "oJ 0.2, shown by activ Lty kme t Ic s , is
i.:tentified with the spectral pK shift, pH 7.6~1'V8, shown by
acetate and fumarate bindine to PL-ala ATo These sre the pKs of
The pK at pH.v8.2, seen in the
H'~-ille. .AT-kflto-r;cid. complex, woul.d then be thG.t of' the keti:r.i~:'J
nitrocen.
In ?',:-!l.ln AT there is no imine and the pK at pH",a.5 is,
pr obab'ly that of the PM? amino group and the pKI'V8.2 of the
Fir:-ala .AT-f'um8rete complex is probably that of' the Fl,;? arafno Cr,:,U;?
The pK shift of pH"'10~)10 is produced when f'umarn t e b ind s
to the PL er to the PM form of a.la AT .. Therefore, it is not due to
the ionisation of the lysine from the internal aldimine.
'!'his rK shift is seem with acetate inhibition. The spectral
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dissocia.tion constant for aC2tate is greater th~n the in~ibitlo~
,:o~stant. Hence the laree rise in the inhibition constant at
high pH impliAs a :r'is~ in the spectral dissoci€>tion consta.nt P.t
hie:h pH, (althol~2:h this could not be ne a sur ed directly).
Therefore, this pK at pHIV10 affects thllt ace te te binrline which
~aises the aldimine pK
This Ill-!effect could be due to a. group that binds to the
I
carboxyl erou2 of the ligand. It couldblso be due to the Lar ge
change in the total charge on the enzyme, which mFl.y OCCt1l' in this
pH ~e3ion.
In the case ot' fumarate, the pK shift' of rH 1'V7.5~/V 6.6 can
not be ascribed to the n~gative charge on the car-aoxy'L er':Jul's,
which would ten1 to ra.ise any pr. Some spati~l effect, such as
steric hi.'1d:ance or a conforrnationsl change must be Lnvoked,
Ii.B. Acetate do~s not show this effect.
e( Ami.nobu tyr-a te has a pK"'9.9, which could obviously af'fect
bindlne. The lysine ~om the Lnter-nel e.ldimine has l'! pK that
shouLd show up in K~"Ill-
"'.:;)
This might be the pK at pH IV 9, but t!:'~1t
is ',ery low for FI lysyl r e sLdue e Dixon and 'Nebb sUesest thl"t t:-_'3
normaI ranee fo!"' lysine (: amino pKs in proteins is pH 9.4 - 10.6.
The !lature of this pK is discussed later in the chapter.
A rough estimate of the relative stnbility of the tr!!'ee
srcctrally distinct enzyme-substrate complexes was ntterr.pted at
pH 7.
Fi,3ure 8.10.A shows the relationship between .A490 and. A':"30
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fo::.' SO!I,e fr(·e enzyme spec tr a , The &la-.~.T -s~lbstr8te cO::1[l,:x ha s
an A430 = .074, correSpOl1fJinc :("1 p..., !~"11" of .01..... ."..1 This ste»
aub tr sct.ed fl':Jm the actual .~490of the c omp.Lex , eivi'1E; n fjcure (;f'
.04 for the e s t Lmat e of the .A, qo th"t is due to the dC[lr0ton';t:;ll
,+,
ape cie s ,
If the molar ab scr-bance was 40 000 !{.-1er;-1, (as for the :no:l~1
_r.;
syst ern (17.3)), ani the cc enzyne conccntra tLcn was .2 x 10 ~~I~,
(usine the cs.Ll.iv~lent weight hom ch8.ptcr .3), the~, f.t p:: 7, the
deprotons.ted form constitutes about:; % of the c'1uilibriu.JTI
co.np'l e x - where L aLanfnc and PY1~1.;V!ltc are US(;J..
5'icure 8.1 C.B shows the rcl r,itionship be twe sn 1.
430
PL-'"!ln ,~T conccnt.r at.Lon at pH 5.S, (t;.3:.nz cnl.y :;~':Jpoints - it is
as s umed to be I in·:; 8X ). The A430 ef the co~plex w~s eivir ..,::
a figure of' 2.5 % for tr.c'11dir.:ine in the comr1ex.
The difi'ercl:ce between .4.4" ....of Pl·~lc. AT lit r'tf';V
is .17"
Bldimine coctent in the complex.
'.:'!1'! mean vs Lue for the e s t irm t es of a'l dLmine i~ 27 ;:.
'.:'hoketi:r.:tnc, t~2refore, is 6S ~ of the c0mplex.
Th~sc fiC'..1!'cs nrc very r ough , It sec~s ccrtsin that t~~
2."'''' ....ot cnat ed spcc Les ~~ oril.y a _"'l·n.o'..' component of the oq_uil:'J=_~_L~.• - J!'" Y. (" -" .f\,; ~ v ..._ 'J • - - _
Cl1r:lplcxat ~ny F:r.
It is s s sun.e d that f'orrnat.Lcn of .:::.,c ov a l errt cnz~rL!:~-s'.J.~s:rB~~
cCDrlc):' is ra~id., givine tho quasi-equilibriu.r.l con1.ition.
FIGURE 8.10
A graph of A490 against A430, for .90 mg/ml ala AT, in
different forms, and at different pHs.
€) PL ala AT, at different pHs
~ PL ala AT-TSC complex, at pH 8.0
Gl H! ala AT at pH 8.0.
~ A graph of aldimine cont~nt against A430, for .90 me/ml ala A~
at pH 5.5.
£:) PL ala AT. i.e. 100 % aldimine
Cl nf ala.AT i.e. 0 % aIdimine,
FIG-UR.~8.11
Difference spectra of .90 mg/ml ala AT, in .5 mM ME, .5 J.lMEDTA
and ,50mM bufter, at 25°C.
A The difference between the PL ala.AT spectra. at pH
5.5 a.nda.tpH 10.0.
~ The difference between the s~ectr~ o£ ala AT_substrate
ccmp'lex, with L alanine and pyruvate, at pH 7.0 and pH 9.0.
FIG-URE 8.12
A graph of"loB against pH.
experimentally obtained results
- the values obtained in appendix 6
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FIGUR~ 8.10.
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5 6 8 9 107
pE
1 "I'~o
In chcptc~ 6J it wa~ shown that thi~ was so for
~ amincbutyrr.te ani 0< ke tobutyr at e , "It i::; appa::e!:t t!V~t for 'b c th
these sub et.r at es this rapid bb"i~g VIas covalent.
bLnds much better to the ~,~ fo:::n: an:' binG.s much bet t er than
bini.;; bett·::' th'in butyrate. So roi· those t.....o scbs tr at e s , /;'J
ccnp'l exe s ,
It has al!"ca1y been st:ltca.thnt the .00s of the other
('.ttri'cutable to the free enzyme.
suppose tr.:'l.t with pyruvat~ ani L alanine the t'C..utomcri2[t~ion .1-:;
The pK 1V3 seen in the spe ctr o.I results en been at tr Lbut.ed to
t:.".B j!:B 11 J . ttl . L •"n:!l_ ClJ c a ....etC" e ~,.., .....,"...,o ,1. ""0 •... ~... ..1...... fIoI-~ ..........
fall in 1\I, '0' of tt~ enz:;mc-s'-lb:c;t:'rlto cornp'Lex, os the r!! inc.'c.?::.:'::::-,
~"" \ccnno t be sscr Ibcd to a fall in t::o cor.ccrit.r et Lcn of J.I.
fiC~c 3.11: there is ~ peak at .+30 nrn (=.~.i?.t .:..?C nm},
':'::~6(al'!lincJutyr'}te K (and.;5 1 ) sho« a pK at about FR 8 in
m a a
to t.he aldirr:ir:e pK• The ketimir:,e :pKhas a. sirr:i1Ctr vel.ue ,
.A
490
f,~lls E.S t.he :rH is raised: this wcuLd be eX:~l>.ctecl.
~he fell is sma'lL, showine that the ionis:.ticn s t a t e cf' t r;e irn5.[le
nitro[:,en ~D.S only a s:nall effect on the stc.bili ty of t~·c
a.er-rotonrted form es is shown by quant ummechanLcaI celclJl1.tions
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'1:he ChA:l£:e in t is sm1311or absent ,
C
Th 1<': t H 9 h f'" !TiBe P _:J P -'Y ._; C J «c t e d b ot h 1-'0 and t he spe c tr-um of t le
",1:13
ct;_tlilibr:ium o~~yrne-sllbstrl1.tE: c orap'l ex, but not ).)0 0
As the pH rises. t~e A'qO;AI ratio fall~....'" This could be du~
to CA) e. change in the compos Lt.Lon of the 1-.490 sV:c:"es, ('::Jut tr.qt
sh0uld not effect the AI : KI rstirJ).
(B) e change in the composition of' AI.
Cc) ~ ~i~ferenca between the ~'no ena AI rKs •....;:
v;h5 eh
...;~.~.c.fit tr_p. K_b.l3 results.
rc.ssible j but not cP.-'3Y·
the ald.i;n:ine: the internql nl:H:::ine with en flmino-,-,.ci:~ '!:;c~l;,r.
l'csid.'lco
I~ app€;n:",i:x 6 a. s1.rr.I'",le modeL is pre se~tcJ. in ·."hich t he
0'luili"l;):.-':"t::::be twe en t.he se two forms is rH dercndent 'lIhile
the other p"!'~mcters c')ntribut:ing~o ¢c cze not.
for both the ee ccmp'l exe s are ccns Jder-ed to be et:'lel.
croup pK of the bound substrate is se t at pH 2.C; this is tr.e
mean of the vs.Lue su.seestcd by Tvanov an...d Karr,eisk:,7 (90) t :pH 7.2,
and. the p7.. ef' tr iClyc ine I a good. model compound , at pH 8.1. :';-;{;
lysin~ f'K would then he fjQout pR 9.6. The ac t ua'L o.r.ii cEl-lc111Dtec
~~:s
ve.I ue s for to are civen in fielU'e 8.12 .. The fit is ~uite coed.
Atr11ysioloeicd pH nef\.rly !3.11the .AI would be in tho substrcte
nlc!i:!line fr::·rm. At hieh p:! the e c;_uilibrium concentrations o~ tr-,e
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two aldimines wO'clld. be sj r.d18r.
T1:e bindine cons t anb would. no loncer be a. simple pf.r,sn:der,
but p. ~" woul.d be ,aml.r.o-~.::._ ... '.''Tehave alre&:iy made the r at c cr-ns te n t
in the t aut omer-d s et Lon react:ion pH in~crenclent at h1.c:h plf, fer
this model. This i13 very reasonable cC:lsid.erinc the p~r
.v~
• rl ;, -I' r:<r'_' + h' 10 l.1ance pe nccnce 0-"'0 (-.... .1.g.. p ..•
of ¢. .Cl. i5. the pH aepen~ll:'nce of the l?l.-!lla .AT - subs t r at ee.m1.nO-8.C:L
a.ldimine equilibriucn. In fjg'.'!'c 6.7, tl:e lysine p;( seems to fH
best At about pH 9.5.
It was not possible to fit the )6818. and ~C1u results to th i s
sir!"~le scheme vfithout Lnt r cduc.lng a ftll'tl:J"'r ~K et p:! '" 1O.C fr,r
L a'LarrLne and at pHw10.3 i:»: L tSlut~m(ltc.
has been seen ".,ith i"l':"-:bit'Jr bmd lng and ha.s already been
discussed.
This e:lq1lA.nation" (B)" is in no W8~' proved, but is to be
rreferred for three reasons. It gives the lysine
rCEllistic pK. At hieh pH, the bi~dine constants of covalc~tl;
and. non-covalently bound amino-acic.s are not very different:
El. t q' 0'" .= d and d =p.. I , le ala .)'.1 a18 P !:le. 43 r:-.M,W'hile the inhibition
ccns t.ant for L alanine ( aCflinst 0< kcteelutarste) h 65 cl!. a.r.a. the
inhibition cons tarrt of e1ycine (e.3e.inst L alanine) is 61 rr8io :'11£;:
c:':rlanation CC) re~uires an ad hoc cherai.ca'l explnr.stion, while for
exp'l snat Lon (B) the existence of two differe~t e.ld."iir.ine Ci"'·"',:'} eve s
is lnctependently ded.ueed, in chapter 13.
Eindipe studies showed that the pK 5.3 in the .n anl the
pK 5.7 in the KI belon~ to tte same eroup.
The sr,ectrel r!':s1...uts down to pH 5.5 will only show l:.I' th~
ccnsegue:lces of thw rI~5.7. ~~E is fairly pE indepen~ent fr0~
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pH 5.5 to 9.0•
.As the r!i faUs, the A, cO : Y.I ratio falJ s ,......, 'This could. be
due to CA) a change in the composition of,the !450 species, (b~t
that does not explRin the fall in the AI : KI ratio).
(B) a change in the composition of the KI forms, (but F'1:B
shows no change in this pH regia!!).
Cc) a dif~erenco in the pKs of the A490 and KI spec i.e s ,
Consider th~ scheme
k1
AI .A450 KIk k,0
" '1-
"""....n a........ '''490
:r!1 falls be l ow
: XI falls, either k3 rises, or k falls.4- .
H 6 ,,(K3 • t· th + •t' kp ,Po rl~es, sueecs lng a~ 1 15 4
J..s the
that fal] s ,
Ii' the CJ.uasi-e'iuilibriu~ as surnpt Lon ho'Lds , ~E depend s on k1, k.:'
and k3' but not on 1::4 and f,5~3 change s little be twe en pH 5.5~ncl
9.0. tle conclude thAt the !,K 5.7 affects odJ' k, to ~ sienificc.n~
'1-
extent.
N')w the effect of a group that sta.bilises the 1\.90 spe c Le s by
its electron-accepting properties should be to increase k at lo~
4
rHs. .An ac Ld l c croup that donates a proton for the pr-o t onat Lon
ste~ should have little effect on ~4. The only rem3.inj.n~ tYI,e of'
interfering grou;_:l is a basic group that accepts a proton in the
dcprotonation s tep , and the pK 5.7 Ls the :rK of such a group.
The spec t r aL results were not obtained .c..t so low .9. pS that
tha same ccnc.Lus i ons could be r eache d for the pK at rH 5.2, but it
seems likely that tl:is group acts a~ 8. oatalytic ba s e in both
dircction!3.
A t pH 7 the net char-ge on the three enzyr::e-~u·JStr9.te c?:.:!plex
1.30
forms seems to be the s~ree. Now as, the .lIN30spcc Ic s has been
dcprotonated in one position, it must be rrotonnted in B seccnd
position, where the AI and.l<I forms at pI! 7 A.re not. Herce tr. e I'::
of this gr oup is pH)? in the A490 species and pH(7 in the imine!!.
I+ • .. 1 +' I- +".,.. • th t 1 t·.. a s POSZ.1.0 e ..r:c ...... a.s : grollr ~S, He CA a y ac base, tho p~i'lir~o
nitro_::cn ef the coenzyme or structural. wat er-,
1 .31
CH.\PTER 9
NO~-SPECIFIC INACTIVATION
Ala AT wes incubated at 65°C in 50 m.'v; pH 7.5 pho sphat e~ i:1
:~e presence of various rc~~cnts. Samples wt"!Y'eremoved. en1.
assl)yed. by the s t and.ar-d aSSIlY.
Fie11!''.l 9.1.A. shows the n,:n'r.18.1time course for heat
Figure 9.1.:9 shows the Jo,z plot. This was not e
si:rple first or-der r eac td on t it can be analysed into two r-eac t Lons
o~ which one i3 rspid end eives a partial in~ctivation w~ile the
sec ond Ls sl ower , eivine a fairly comp'le t e Lns c t lva t fon , Tpe
r!istin~t nat ure of the fast reaction 'Nr'ts~till mor-e obvious et ~OO\:
T&bh 9.1. Sr..O"'IS the effect of ac.d.be !l:::: and EtTA. Pr ob ab Iy
!r.;: prevents olCi1.ation, while ED'l'Aremoves met sI Lcns , N. E. 4r ~~
copper(rr) su1Ilh~te ea.ve a very rapid, though inM!Ilplete,.
EDTA and ME enhance the lone term stability
In all subsequent experiments~ 5 mMEDTAwas present and only
the rate of' the slov; reaction was measur-ed ,
Suh<;trAtp. Rna. Inhi.bitor Pr otec t i on
Table 9.2 shows the effect of va~iou3 substrates Fond
inhibitors on ala AT stability.
T·he FL and PM forms did not differ. The amino-seid or keto-
~cid alone, eave little protection 50 that oost or all of the
FIGURE 9.1
Inactivation or PL-ala AT at 65°C, in 50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate.
! A graph of activity aginst time.
!. A graph of log10 activity against time.
TABLE 9.1
°Inactivation of PL-ala. AT at 65 C, in 50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate.
The ra.te constant for inactivation is given in the presenc~
or absence of 5 mM ~~ and 5 mM EDTA.
TABLR 9.2
Ina.ctivation of "-laAT at 65°C, in 50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate,
5 mM }I.E and 5 mM EDT.A.
The rate constants for inactivation are given, in the
presence of some substrates and inhibitors.
A-
.Activity
%
B-
loe10
.Activity
1.32
FIGURE 9.1.
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Tl.ELE 9.1.
Additir::"!~
~~ ( ;lmM) EDTA ( 5ui1l~) RAT:: (::lin -1)
- - .052
I' .033-
/ .028-
t" r'"Q./ •. J.-::_
./ I .029
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J'APLE 9.2 •
.Additions Rate
( -2 -1) %10 min
p~ ale.A,~ 2.85
100
rx nlaAT 2.9
1 OOrrl\~ L e1u ~ 2rrl:' ,ti,. KG 1 .1 }-3
100!T.ML alf> + 2rt..\! pyr 1 .8 63
100d:' L 81Ii + 2mM pyr "
+ 2COmM formAte 1 .1 39
20Cr.~~ forlLnte (PL ale>AT) 2.0 70
50~ fwr.erate (PL alBlIT) ·1 .1 ;8
50:ru! fumarate (PM alaAT) 1 .0 35
1OOrlli~L glu 2.5 cS
10CrlM L ala' 2.6 91
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protection with two substrates was due to the increa3ed stability
of the enzyme-substrate complex.
L alanine and pyruvate protected less than L elutam~te and
~ ketoelut~rate, except when formRte was present, wten the rate
fell to 38 %. If pyruvate p'Lus L a'l anine and formate acted·
independently, togethe~ they should have eiven 8 rate of
.70 X .63 := •.44: they are sub et anb ieLl.y independent.
FunRrate,(which does not bind covalently to 018 AT), eave £!
good protection e~ L glutamRte plus ~ketoglut~rate.
9.2 r.mSA
.Us AT was incubated at 25°C with 5.6 M urea in the pr esence
of various reaeents. Samples were removed and 8ss'9,yedby the
standard assay.
Figure 9.2 shows the norm~l tim~ course for uree inactiv~tion
The log plot shows that it wa~ first order to below 1C% initial
e,ctivity.
Table 9.3 gives the rete of in~ctivation under dif~arent
cond.itions. Fi£:l.ll·e 9.4 shows the rate constants in th~ absence
ef substrate or'inhibitors.
Between pH 5.5 nnd 9.5 the PM form is mora stable than the
PL form: both showed the same pH dependence. Some experiments
were repeated 1n 150 mM buffer. The rate fell b'Jt only slightly
and did not affect the interpretation of the r-esu'lts,
The fall in stability at extreme pHs, (with pKs at rH(5.5 an~
pH) 9.5), w~s expected. The low pK was too low to be identified
with the pK in that. region, obtained in the a~tivity experiments.
FIG-URE 9.2
Inactivation of PL-ala AT, at 250C, in 5.6 M urea, with 50 iM
pR 7.0 phosphate buffer.
A A graph of enzyme activity against timo
~ A graph of log10 activity against time.
TABLE 9.3
oInactivation of PL-ala AT, at 25 C, in 5.6 M urea. The
buffer concentration is 50 mM unless otherwise stated.
The rate constants for inactivation are given, at different
pRs and in the presence of some substrates and inhibitors.
FIG-U~ 9.3
Inactivation of ala AT, at 25°C, in 5.6 M urea.
A graph of the rate of inactivation against pH.
~. for PL-ala AT in 50 mM buffer
LA for 1'L-8l&AT in 150 mM buffer
~ for PM-ala AT in 50 ~~ buffer
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FIGl1RE 9.2.
A-
Activity'
%
5 10
Tima (min)
LO~10
Activity
1 .2
1.6
5 10 15
Time (min)
pg 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 B.O 9.0 9 e, 10.0._-
[>L Ale!IT 4.8 3.1 1.7 1.6 1.7 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.7 J+-. :;
1.8 2.3 5.;·
P" 01 El.AT 4.3 2.0 .71 1.3 1.2 1.7 4.9'" 4.6 .80 1.3
100::1\: L ala + 1.5 1.6'
1(irrt~ pyr 1.6 1.6
-
1OCIr:-~,: L ala 2.0
8·2·r;~~!L elu + '4 ~
10X:1U 0<. KG- ·5~~- I
8o!':-}.~ L glu 1.8
2COr.l!,~ formste .92
( r-r eh/IT) .Sl2 1r : ....
I.
2('\'Ji~"! forC'late .23 .41 I(FM al'il\T) .32 .11.6
1 OOr'J,~ .fUt1ar&te .67
(PL aleAT) .71
100r.111. fumarate .69 .67 .72
( r':l~ 81%T) .e~ .78
15C:-;Jl buffer 2.4 1.2 1.95 2.1
(PL eleAT)
Rate of'
InActivation
(10-2min-1)
o PL e.laAT (50mM buffer)
~ PL ala_A.T(1 50n:Mb·ut'fer)
+ PM :lla.AT (50mM buffer)
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T-here was one pK in the neutral region, at about pH 7.3 •
SubstrAte and Inhjhitor Effect
With pyruvate plus L alanine, the pK 7.3 was no longer seen -
similarly w·ith L :;lutamate plus 0< ketoglutarate and with fumarate,
but not with formate ••
FumF1rate-P!,;-a.laAT and fuml'l::;,ate-PL-ala AT complexes showed
the sa~e in~ctivation rates at pH S.O.
With formate: the rate was 40% that of the free enzyme, in
e',ery case.
The rate of·inactivation was lower with L glutamate plu$
p( ke tog'Lutar-ate .than it Vias with L alanine plys pyruvate.
9*' DISCUSSION
It hes been suegested by Saier and Jenkin~ (171) that fO::;'ffiAte
ectivation is due to the formqte binding at the sit~ on the enz;YJll3
which binds the r ct:l.r::>oxyl group of L glutamate or '" ke tog.lut ar-ete,
Let us assume that this is so; then protection against he~t
or urea. inactivation, can be ascribed to two kinds of bind.ing.
One is bindine; at the Y carboxyl site. The other is SI:O',vn by
fwnarate and sub str-at.es but not by formate.
The heat results fit this theory well. Suppose th~t binJine
at the ¥carboxyl site eives 66 % of the inactivation r~te of the
free enzy~c; that the second kind of binding gives a rate of 59 1;
and hence with both types of binding, a rate of 39 %. The results
in table 9.1 fit this interpretation very wel:.
The urea. inactivation was more c·omplicated. The deeree of
prot~ction was dependent on pH and the state of the coenzyme, too.
If binding at the Y carboxyl site reduc~d the rate of inactivation
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to 40 % and binding at the second site produced the rate of
inactivation that the PL for~ would give at pH 6: i.e. there
was no pK 7.3. then the following results would be obtained for
the rate constants under different conditions.
~L alanine + pyruvate 1.6 (pH 6.5) 1.6 (pH S)
+ L eluta:nate + ketoglutarate .65 (pH 8)
PL ala AT + fo::~ate .92 (pI: 8)
PM ala AT + format~ .32 (pH 6.5) .46 (pIT S)
~ e.La Ar ....furn8.r3.t~ .65 (pH 8)
PM nla AT + fumarate .65 (pH 6.5) .65 (pH 8)
This corr&sponds well with the results of tabla 9.3. The
greatest error is where L glutamate and ~ketoelut~ratc ere rre3c~t;
the measured value was 0.77 times the projected value.
In both the urea and heat experi~ents, the substrates ani
oinhibitors were fit saturation concentrations, at 25 C and. iT'. th~
absence of urea. It was hoped that this was also true fo:::,the
conditions of the experiments.
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CF..1\PTE3. 10
PITOTO-OXID_4TION
l' 0.1 TNT~ODUCTIO!-T
Photosensitised modification of proteins has beon studied
, .
using a. number' of' different dyes (203, 20.+, 20;, 206, 207).
Weil and his coworkers studied the photo-oxidation. of a number
of different proteins in the rresence ef methylene blu3. Tcej'
observed that of the free amino-acids only tryptophan, t;yrosine,
histidine, methionine and cysteine could be oxidisad. (203). In
exper Iment s on lysozyme and fo lacto€"lobulin, the rc te of
modification of the different types of residue, f-t pS 8, was fo:.t."li
to be hist ) tr~) tyr> cys) met = 0 • Ch~n~e~ in viscosity
end. solubility 'Wore cbservcd (204~ 205).
Photo-inactivation, using methylene blue, has bgen achieve::
with c~otrypsin (206), PJ\ase (207), enolase(22), phosphofructo-
kinase (1), asp.AT (127, 129,130) and g'Iut amate dehydrogenase (85).
'Nesthead introduced. a new dye, rose bC::leal,which is an anion
and. might be expected to show El g.t'cater n!'finity for the active
sitos which bind. anionic s1,lbstrutes, than methylene blue does.
With ~nolase (208, 209), rose benSAl gave 8 much faster
inactivation, while modifying fel'{er residues and not affectin~ its
seiimentation properties - unlike methylene blue (22). .Aldolase
(85) ~nd esp AT (127) have also been studied with rose bengel.
Tho rnechanis~ of the reaction i5 generally held to be that
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describad by Oster, Bellin, Kimball and Scr~aa~r. Here, D is t!':lC
... ,
dye; D end D are excited s t.at.e s iSis the resid.ue that is
oxidised; anl02 is molecular oxygen.
+ 0 ....
.::.
The dye is e xc Lt ed by rndif.tion ana. t::en :!''111s to !'. mcta s t ab Le
triplet state, th,"<t combines with oxygen t o eivo a stroDe 0:<1disir:,;
agent, D02, which oxid.ises B protoin residue. The absoroed enc~~'
!r.ay be lost by a number of 8.1t ernat Lve r eac t Lcns - as shown,
Asr~rtAtc AminotransferAse
V.artinez- Carrion and his cowor-ker-s photo-oxidised asp AT with
rose beng61 BUd. with meth;rlene blue. In each case there WAS 8
first-order inactivation. The ra.te was rH depenc.ent, showing a.
.. t H (:t::pt. 8 P ", • .,. Th~re was no substrate protection and no cha!:g;e in
the elutien properties on Sepbad.ex G200. The oxidised resiJ~e
was shown to be 8, histidine, by amino- ac Id ana Iy sLs (127).
They sho7icc1that the A4.30 fell, (while the loss of coenzyme
was less than 10 %), and the A325 rage, (as it did in model
histidine-contRining peptides). The c Ir-c ul ar dic!:.roic spe ct rua
WIlS altered, while the sed.imentation and imrnunoloeica1 prore::.-ties
wer e not (129).
Further spectral wor-k showed tha t all nor me I sub st r et.e s e~~
:l.~h1,bitors would. still bind. ,:",ellto the photo-oxidis~d Cl1Z;"lTcC, b~,!;
that crythro (3 hy:iroxy - aspartgte and dihydroxy fu~arr~tc wo uld :10
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Lenger f'or-m El. comp'l ex ab sorb Lng et 490 nm (1.30).
They c onc Iude d th(:lt one hi stidyl r e s Idue \-V[L!} ox l dd s ed 8~d. t!"-.'l ~
.it wos e s serrt ie'L for the abstraction of I'l rroton from the k::;t:'r::i".;:
8,,-1J, ....... I).lc.i!!:ine forms of the enzymc-c ub s tr-at e eomp'Lex ,
•
Th~ relatively une qud.voc a'L intel'p!'et:'ltion of the sc r'!~'Jlt s
sueecsted tha t photo-oxidation could usef'ul.Iy be carried out en
the r::.ecb[tnistice.1Jy simihr alp.. AT.
10.2
-:::",;c: (012'-...., ....,~ ~ J"
At is the activity et time t. ~" tr~ 111 l> /'1, V;.,S f'ound to hf'.... ..._,.~ "0
about 20%. This could be due to the resic1ual octi'!H~1 of' t hc
\
!:v:;(Jlfied ~n:>:'yme, or legs pr-ob ab Ly it c cul d be a. r~d3t..'3nt !'l'~,ct5«r;
of' the ne t Lve enzyue ,
Tne ra t e cons t ent , (otta-ired. for J~CCJ = 2c(o Ao)' ','feg
subs te.nti!'ilJy independent of the s t a.t e of th'J alp AT coerizytae , t he
buffer concent.r-at.Lcn, or tr.e pH, (table 10.1 and figure 10.2).
The result (.t liE 4.6 has been adjusted to t ake A.cco'..:nt of ,~ slew
inDctivetion in the absence of litht.
In pH 7.5 phosphate, p!1I'tial protection WD$ pr ov i.ded by
f'or-aat.e, (alc.nl) or with 1 flle.nine I,lus ryruv!-lte), and by ..
L e1t:temHte rlus 0( kntoelutarllte, but not by L a'l an ir;e ;.lus
or D(. kotoclut"rpte alene, (ta.ble 10.1). The r.r ote c t lon W[,s r3. .
FIGURE 10.1
Photo-inactivation of PL-ala AT, by .005 % rose bengal, with
o50 ~ pH 7.5 phosphate buffer, at 12 C.
A A graph of ala AT activity against time.
B A graph of loe10(At - A~ against time.
the best str~ight line for these results.
Aoo = 18 give,,'
TABLE 10.1
Photo-inactivation of PL-ala AT, by .005 % rose bengal, at
The rate constant for inactivation is given, at different pHs,
and buffer concentrations, and with different forms of the enzyme,
and plus some substratts and inhibitors.
FIGURE 10.2
Photo-inactivation of PL-ala AT, by .005 % rose bengal, at
25°C, in 50 mM buffer.
A graph of the rate constant for inactiv~tion against pH.
The point marked i-, was corrected, to take account of a slow
inactivetion that occurred in the dark at pH 4.6.
FIGURE 10.3
The activity pH profile for ala AT; for the native enzyme
and for enzyme, photo-oxidised by rose bengal.
<!) Forward assay. with .25 M L alanine and .01 M
tJ..ketoglutarate
~ Revarse assay, with .4 M L glutamate.and .006 M pyruvate
14.3
FIGURE 10.1
A-
.Activity
50
1 20
Tin:e (min)
3 4
B 2.0
1.5
1.0
10 20
Tin:e (min)
30 40
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TABLE 10.1.
Buffer Buffer Coenzyme Additions Rate
Conr.entration ( -2 -1\10 min I
pH 7.5 .033lA PM 7.7Phosphate
pl-<7.5 .433M FM 8.2Phosphate
pH 7.5 .0.33M PL 8.7Phosphate
pH 7.5 .433M PL 7~7Fhosphate
pH 7.5 .O501/; PL .20M Formata 5.0Phosphate
pH 7.5 .050V. .133:,~·L Al~ 7.7Phosphate .001 Til. Pyr
pH 7.5 .133~1t L Alai.050M .0017M Pyr 5.0Phosphate .20M Formate
pH 7.5 .050M .133M D!.a(.A R 7.9Phosphate .0030M Pyr
pH 7.5 .050M .13.3!.1 L ~lu 5.6Pho sphs.t e .0017M .(KG
pH 7.5 .050N. PM .133M L 3-1u 8.7Phosphate
pH 7.5 .050M PL .0017M C<K(; ~.2Phosphat e
pH 6.0 .050~i! .133Y.L G-lu 8.7Phosphate .0017M ..(KG
pH 7.0 .050~~ .133M L eau 8.0Phosphate .001 7Il 0( KG
pH 8.0 .050ll .133M L Glu 5.5Tris .0017M ~ KG
rH 9.0 .050M .133M L G-lu 6.8Tris .OO17M -< KG
pH 10.0 .0501.1 .133M L G-lu 7.4Glycine .0017M -< K~
Rate
(
-1min )
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FIGURE 10.2.
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FIGURE 10..3.
Reverse
essey
Photo-oxidised
9 1085
pH
FIGURE 10.4
~hoto-inactivation of PL-ala AT, by .005 % rose bengal, with
50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer, at 12°C.
~ A graph of ala At activity against time.
~ the isotope exchange assay
~ the standard assay
!A graph of activity in the isotope exchange assay against
activity in the standard assay.
TABLE 10.2
The table shows the proportion of the initial activity that
remained after complete photo-oxidation by rose bengal of ala ~!.
Results are given for the standard, reverse, aminobutyrate,
ketobutyrate and isotope exchange assays at pH 7.5 and using high
substrate concentrations, (see text).
A-
Activity
B-
Aotivity
(Isotcpe
Exchange 60
.Assay)
FIGURE 10.4.
100 Isotop~ Exchange
assay
5 assay
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80
Time (min)
1 e'O
100
80
40
20
20 40 60
Activity (Standard assay)
Asssy
Standard
Reverse
.Aminobutyrate '.
Xetobutyrate
Isotope exchange
TABIE 10.2.
Residual Activity
Initial Activity
20 %
25 %
100 %
10Q%
73 %
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The tirr:e course of' photo-oxicls.tion was f'ollC'v:ed with d i f'f'er-e n t
a s s eys , at different pHs: the for1'1erd essay (at 0.25 M L a'l e.n.ine
and. 10 mMo(kctoglutarate), the reverse essay (at 0.4 M I, c1utf'r:Jete
ana 6rcl.! r::,rruvate), the amir_obutyrate assay (at 0.4 Y: :DL0( amino-
The results for each assAY were plotted. ~zeinst the sts~u~~u
.<1esa.l', givine a linear plot. It was as sumed that photo-c·:xidation
vIas complete at At = 20 ~ Ao' for the s t and ar-d f-ss<;y.
vfl.h:.es for the other assays wer-e t e.ken fio:: the inte:,cepts on this
':'he finnl
line, (as ip figure 1C.4.:e).
~he !l!!'.inobutyrAte and ketobutyrate as seys showed no chsnge ,
~he forward and reverse asseys gave similar p:i profiles e.::;··tcr
rhoto-o:ddation, but at El. much reduced. ac t i.vi ty, (figure 10 • .3).
The last assay at pR 7.5, (v:hen the enzyme was more than 70 ~ .
rhoto-oxirlised), \'las repeated with both s ub s t r a t e c onc en t r a t Lon s
Hence for th8 forward nnd reVi;:r"sc
t1. -'I f 11' t·· t ::1 1 t . . ~as s sys , lie mea sur-en e. an ac av i y Vi'fJS aue on y 0 a r)s€ an /-Jo•
The isotope exchanec aS~Ay was cnrl'ied out e.:'ter vSl'yin,:;
pe:'iods of rhoto-o~idgtion. The results, (figu.:.~~ 10.4) inc..iceted
s !'esirlll.Bl ~ctivity of 73 %.
Table 10.2 shows the effect of photo-oxidation on five
1CJ.~ h
The photo-oxidised enzyme wc 5 uns t.ab Le , .After photo-
oxidation to 33 ~ initia.l .<tctivity, the enzyme W9.S dialysed against
10 1:''1: IT, 5rrl~ :::DTA and 8 mg/1 PLP.
"
TABLE 10.3
Photo-oxidation of PL-ala AT, by 0.005 % rose bengal, with
50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer, at 12oC.
The changes in activity after partial photo-oxidation, and a
subsequent dialysis, are shown for the standard assay and
aminobutyrate assay.
FI~URE 10.5
oInactivation of PL-ala AT, at 50 C, in 5 mU ME, 5 mM EDTA and
50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer.
A A grftphof activity with time.
<:> nativa ala AT
~ after photo-oxidation with rose bengal
~ A graph of log10(At - Am) with time, for ala AT that has
been partially photo-oxidised. by rose b~ngal.
the best streight line, (after 10 min).
A~ = .32 gives
TABLE 10.4
oInactivation of PL-ala AT, at 50 C, in 5 mM ME, 5 mM EDTA and
50 mM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer.
The rate constant for th~ inactivation of the (rose bengal)
photo-oxidised enzyme1s given, in the presence of some substrates
and inhibitors.
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TABLE 10.3.
Standsrd Assay
%
AB As~ay
%
Native alaAT 100 100
Photo-Oxidised 30 97
after dialysis aeainst
buffer 0 0
after dialysis egainst
buffer, ~3, and EDTA 10
after dialysis against 60buffer, v.E, EDTA, and PLP 14
100
Activity
50
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FIGURE 10.5.
Photo-Oxidised . ,, !
50 100 1 0
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20 60 8040
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TABLE 10.4 •
.Additions
100m11 L .Ala + 2mM Pyr 2.6
100rnU L Glu + 2mM o(KG 3.0
1.00mM Formate 3.8
,
, '
15.3
With ME pl.us ZDT.A, it was cons Ider ab l e ,
!lnd'i.ithPLP 85 well, the protection was only slit:htly ereater.
~ .:3. Over h&lf the residual activity was due to "'unphoto-cxidised"
enzyme.
The two asssys,(forward and. aminobutyrgte), show similar
in5ctivation on dialysis, and simi18r protection.
It seems very likely that the instability of the enzyme W9.,S
due to a second photo-oxidation, quite distinct from the
photo-inactivation.
The photo-oxidised enzyme w~s considerably more heat labilc.
than the n~.tive enzyme. The he st inactivation experiment of
och~ptcr 9 was repeatea at 50 C on the native qna. photo-o~idisea.
enzyme , (fiCure 10.5). Tte slew inactivation was almost absent
in the native enzyme. After pa~tial photo-oxidation, it W8S
consider~blc, but pertial - after 10 min. it fitted the e;u~tion
Ace> was found. by trial.
othnt,the nntive enzyme was completely stable nt 50 c. All the
sa~e, both linear ~nd reproducible results were obtsire~. The
-rnte constants are CiVElU in table 10.5: they show substret e
protection, but no signific9.nt effect attributa.ble to a. sersrate
protection ot the Y carbo~l site.
It has not been proved. tha.t the photo-inl1.ctivation and tbe
increased heat l~bility are due to the oxidotion of the seme ero~p.
1002(0)
The id.entity of the Ki and K for ,.(,ammobutyr ete shows t:-~ntm
it bin1s to most of the enzyme and. is tr~nsamin~ted by most of
the enzyme. It is not possible to maint~in that 20 % of the
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enzyme is resistant to rose b~r..es.lphot 'd .i ~and t~nt t~4~_ • o-ox) Sw 0.. ..co ..... "
20 % ct..rries1'111the aminobutyrate activity. Hence the residual
activity 1s the activity of the photo-oxidised enz~a. The
me5sured inactivation Vias clue to a rise in ~O and w~s very
dependent on the substrate.
The C4 substre.tes showed. no inactivation. The C3 suostretes
showed a small d:op in activity. Tho effect was mucb creRter in
the for\tard and reverse assays, when the C5substr'3tes C8\·~ ~.
lArge contribution to ;10.
Tr.e 't eaz-boxy'L group is distin.:;uished by tr.ree factor J.
Bind'ing at t he ¥ carbcxy), sito seems to give some pr otect Lcn
egainst rhoto-in~ctiv"'tion. Tho protection afforded nzp.inst he~t
irll'.ctivation,by the 'I cerboxyl group, is lost. The rise in;50
is sr~ate~t where the substrAte h~s 8 Y c~rboyyl grour.
The pH independence of the inactivation r st e $Uesests onLy
th~t the modified residue w~s not histidi~e, Rnd therefore was
tyr osd.ne, cys teLne or t.rypt.ophan;
, F1sure 10.6. shows activity agR.inst time at, pH 8.0, (p..t 25°C,
wi th methylene blue, and us i.ng tr.e sts,nc.llrdRssay); it is first
order. AT 12°C, e.t hieh pH 8 similar result we s obtained. At
low pH the reaction was not first order and se~med to eiva so:r:c
rAsidual activity. Because of this. results at nIl ~~s w~re t6ker.
from 100 to 50 % Rctivity and rate constr:nts wp,re taken from the
simple first-order plots.
The veriation ot this rate constant with pH showed 8 simple
~K at pH 7.6, (figure 10.7).
There was some evidence that m~thylene blue photo-oxidation
FIGURE 10.6
Photo-inactivation of PL-ala AT, by .0017 % methylene blue,
with 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
~ A graph of ala AT activity against time
A A graph of log10(activity) ag~inst time
FIGURE 10.7
Photo-inactivation of ala AT, by .0017 % methYlene blue, in
o50 mM buffer, at.1.L£ •
.' A graph of the rats con~tant for inactivation against pH.
e for PM-ala AT or PL-ala AT
+ with 133 mM L alanine and 1.33 mM pyruvate
~ with 133 mM L glutamate and 1.33 mM ~ ketoglutarate
FIGURE 10.8
Photo-inactivation of ala AT, by 0.0017 % methylene blue, in
o50 mM buffer, at ~
A graph of the rate constant for inactivation against pH.
G) for PL-ala AT
~ for PM-ala AT
i- with 670 mM DL ~ aminobutyrate and 3 mM pyruvate
X with 670 mM DL II( aminobutyrate
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FIGL'RE10.6.
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FIG-tJR.E 10.7 •
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FIGURE 10.8.
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at pH 5.2 was like rose bengal photo-oxidation.
(.4:) 'There was a residue1 activity.
CB) There W9S no loss 'of aminobutyra.te activity at low pH,
while at hieh pH the loss of am.i.nobu'tyr-et e activity was sl:ieht1y
slower tha.n the loss of standard Activity.
CC) After photo-o:r.idationwith methylene blue at pH 5.2 for
five hours, the activity dropped to 28 %. This solution was then
photo-oxidised with rose bengal (which involved a three-fold
dilution). This second inactivution was ver1 rapid, (and almost
totally due to the rose bengal) and eave a c~lculated residual
activity of 58 % of the activity at the start of the rose bengel
photo-oxidation.
SUPfose the two photo-oxidations involved the same resid~e.
The final residuel ?ctivity should be ,expres~ed. in terms, of the
activity before either pho tc--oxd.da'tLon , and.'\'\'ouldthen be
28 %~ 58 ~ which is 17~; not far from 20 %.
Both L alanine plus pyruvAte and L gluta:no:.tc plus
~ketoelutercLe eave pH dependent, partial protection~(rigure 10.7).
For comparison with other- experiments, methylene blue photo-
ooxidation was repe~ted at 25 c •
.At pH 7, the inactivation was' first order to below 4 %,
(fieure 10.6). The results are eiven in fi.:!ure10.8 •
. There was no coenzyme effect or buffer effect. There was a
pr. at about pH 5.9. The protoneted form was Lnac t Lvat ed slowly.
~J.minobutyrate protected fll-ala AT. 0< 1minobutyrate with
pyruvate lowered the rate at hieh pH and raised it at low pH.
Althoueh some L alanine and ~kcto-butyrate were formel during tte
experiment,their concentrations wero always low.
An attempt was made to predict the effect of saturatir.e the
enzyme with substrates,usine the kinetic parameters of chapter 6.
TABLE 10.5
oPhoto-oxidation of ala AT, by .0017 % methylene blue, at 25 c,
50 mM buffer, at four pHs.
Rate constants for inactivation are given for ala AT plus
670 mM -< aminobutyrate and 3 mM pyruvat~. Using the kinetic
results of chapter 7, an attempt is made to predict the rate
constants for the ala .AT--< aminobutyrate complex.
FIGURE 10.9
Photo-inactivation of ala .AT, by 0.0017 % methylene blue, at
o25 C, in 50 ~ buffer.
A graph of the rat~constant for inactivation against pH,
for the ala-.AT-< aminobutyra.te complex.
There are two graphs, calculated in two different ways.
Points are shown with a 10 % error.
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T.fIBLE 10.5.
pH 5.0 5.5 6.0 7.0
KAB (M) .830 .900 .250 .120
AB-claAT I total alaAT .45 .43 .73 .85
mea~ rate ~ AB • Pyr (r:in -1) .0295 .0427 .055 .065
\
rate, PL-alaAT (min-1) .026 .0336 .076 .101
projected rate, AB-alaAT .034- .055 .048 .058- - - -
( -1
--
rate, PU-alaAT + AB min ) .0185 .022 .039 .062
( -1 .043 .061 .065projected rate, AB-p.laAT min ) .070- - - -
Rate
-1
(:nln )
FIGURE 10.9.
5 6 7
pH
The calculation is shown in table 10.5 a~d the predict~d values in
fieure 10.9. The ca'lcul.at.Lonassumes either j (A) tl-.a.t the
protection of the PM form by i'(llminobutyreto was due to bind.ing at
the ~ctive site, or; (B)thnt this protection was due to some other
effect,(suchos fJ.ssociationwith the aye) .. that affects the ?,! and
Ft forms equally.
Both c131cul$ltions indicate that the pK in the -< amLnobut.yre te-
PL-ala AT complex had been shifted from ,r-r 5.9 to below IJn 5.5.
10.:(~) Di~cu~sion
The pK for photo-o:r.id9.tionis generally close to,but not
idontical with,t~c pK of the eroup urd~r attack (14). The group
is l:ikely to be ,q, histidyl r-esIdue , _83 this is the on'IyIllbile
crCII.~p '") th 11 rK between pH 5 and 9 (209).
o 0The ch6nge in pK between 10 C and 25 C was enormous end not
easily ex!'lainea.
The pK at 25°C "I'we cLoae to thl1.t shown by the kinetics, for
t!"_o PL ani Pr,! f'oras, As ~n the kinetic results, this pr: ?;t>s
lowered in the ~8minobutyrate-PL-&1~~Tcomplex.
CHAPrER11
AMINO~RvUP ~~~GEi~TS
11 .1 rnTRODtTCTION
In ala AT, lysine is the residue that forms the internal
aldimine with the FtP. It has been suggested that a second l~'~ine
mieht bind tte o(cerboxyl group of the substrates (160).
Bxper:iments were under taken with amino-group r-esgents, to
investiellte the role of lysine.
11 ,2 ACTD .ANp.yDRrm~S
After one hour's incubation ~:ith 5 ~,r succinic anhydride or
acetic anbyd.ri~o, at pH 8 and.25°C, there '1ISS no fall in the
8ctivity of the PL or PM form of' S18 AT. Under these conditions~
reaction with f'ree amino-croups should,have been complete (74, 1,)7).
11 .3 A LDEHYTlRS
No i~~ibition at pR 8 and 25°C, was observed in the presence
0: 0.1 U propionaldehyde or 0.1 M salicpl:1ehyde. Formald.ehyde
esve considerable inhibition. At· pH 7, the following v81Li.9s of'
the f'orClaldehyae Ki were obt':l.ined, (see figure 11.1).
f'rom ~O (i.e. binding to th~ enzyme-suostrate c041plex) 1.0 lTJ.~
f'rom ~ala ,Ei~e.b~ndine ~o th~ PL-ala AT)
from JjKG (1.'2. bindine to the PM-ale. ,AT) 0.75 rrY..
However, formaB,ehyde gave e slow irreversiblt3 inf3.ctivatior., which
would make extensive investigati()n~ of' reversible inhibition risky.
FIGlJRE 11 .1
The forward assay, in 50 mM pH 7.0 phosphate buffer, at 25°C.
! A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with L alanine as substrate, at
2.7 mM ~ ketoglutarate, and 0 mM, 1 mM, or 2 mM formald~hyde.
1 A Lineweaver-Burk plot, with ~ ketoglutarate as substrate,
at 100 mM L alanine, and 0 mM, 1 ~~, or 2 mM for~ald~hyde •
.£ (!) .Agraph of apparent ¢KG against formaldehyde
concentration.
X A graph of apparent >10 against formaldehyde
concentration.
FIGURE 11.2
Inactivation of FM-ala .AT, by 50 mM formaldehyde, in 50 mM
o
pH 7.0 phosphate buffer, at 25 c.
!.A graph ot ala .AT activity against time.
1 A graph of lOB10(activity) against time.
TABLE 11.1
Inactivation of ala AT, by formelde~de, at 25°C.
Rate constants of inactivation are given at different pHs,
buffer concentrations and formaldehyde concentrations, for
different forms of the enzyme, and in the presence or some
substrates and inhibitors.
Results are expr~ssed in 10-3min-1 •
FIGURE 11.1.
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TABLE 11.1
- -
Form- pTi
aldehyde
.Addition ( m.v.) 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0 10.G
PL 20 0 1.7 12.S 1.3.1,
50 0 4.0 35
.10eM ..
Fumar s te 20 11 •"
.200M
IL Aspartate 50 5.0
.100M
~ ~i!ethylGlu 50 6.3
88 •PM 20 6.9 12.5 1.9 ~22
50 7.9 17.3 16.6 28 27 14.6 4.8 186
.020M
Buffer 50 5.9
••150M
Buffer 20 100 . 13.4
50 9.0 13.9 10.4 20.3 25 14·6 0
t
•100M·
Fumarate 20 132-
50 17.2 24.6 13.4
.100M
Maleate 50 3.2
•.30M L Ala
.OOeM Pyr 50 22.4 22.6
.30M eo( AB -.OOSt!Pyr 50 22.4
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Intro,br. t-ton
In 194h, Neuber-ger- (150) showed that formaldehyd.e st t acks
histidine. It binds r8I"idly and reversibly to the amino group
and to the imidazole nitro~ens. ThAre is a slow irreversi~le
reaction, giving a pr oduc t in which the form'll!i~hyrle li:'lks the
amino nitroeen to an imidazole carbon atom and the rine is broken.
The rate const~nts shows 11 pR: at pH 6.5.
Fraenkel-Col1.!"at e.nd. Olcott (60, 61) showed that formp.Uehyd.~
reacts with polyaminas to give eminomethylol which can react
irreversibly, t'ixine indoles, Buanidine, pr Lmary arr.ides and
irr,i.illl.zole.Formaldehyde reF1ct~ jrreversibly with proteir..s. The
total moles of' fcr:Mldehy,'l.e bound never exce eded the number- of
!.il1ino groups in the free enz:r.n8, or the sum of the histidyl and
It is now generally accepted that the irreversib!e react50n of
formaldehyde with protein is due to the for:nAtinn of a br:itlge
b etwe en art amino eroup ann. an imidazole o:!."irtdole (45). This mean s
ths t it can show the spat Lal, proximity of two such erours•
11.h(b)
Figure 11.2 shows the change in activity with time, when
on~-ala J.T was incubated with 50 !TU forrn"\H.ehyde at pH 7 and 25 c.
The innctivation wss first order to below 16 %.
Table 11.1 and fieure 11.3 show the variAtion of retd with pH,
buffer conc~ntration~ formaldehyde concentration and the state of '.
the coenzyme. It was not possible to measure rapid rates of
inActivation accurately. The results at pH 9 and 10 should be
treated a3 semi-quantitative.
'; /..:
FIGURE 11.3
oInactivation of PM-ala AT, by 50 mM formaldehyde, at 25 C.
A graph of the rate constant of inactivation aginst pH.
t- Resul t:sat 50 mM bufter
~ Results at 0 mM butfer. These were calculated by
assuming that the dependence of the rate constant on butfer
concentration was linear.
FIGURE 11.4
A PM-ala AT sample was resolved, and the apoenzyme was removed
,(as described in chapter 2). The absorption spectrum was obtained
for equal quantities of n$tive ala AT and ala AT, partially, (77 %)
inactivated by formaldehyde.
o , native ala AT
~ after formaldehyde treatment
FIGURE 11.5
Titration of TSC against PL-ala AT, in 50 mM pH 7.0 phosphate
One sample was native ala AT. One sampl~ had been 62 %
inactivated by formaldehyde, (se. text).
( )-1 ()-1 •A graph of' AA .390 against TSC
e native ala AT
~ after formaldehyde treatment.
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PM-ala AT and the enzyme-substrate cOr.lplexare considerably
more labile than PL-ala AT.
The buffer effect was slight end was calCl1lated out on the
assumption that the rate was proportional to th~ buffer
concentration. On this basis PM-ala .AT inactiv8tion showed thrAe
pKs at about pH 5.6, 7.4 and 8.5.
The reaction velocity was unaltered when the enzyme had been
acetylated, (und~r the conditions described in 11.2).
The effect of adding substrate or inhibitors mfiybe cOr:lIJlicetec.
Possibly, their binding is reduced in 50 mM form~ldp.hyde. xn the
same, it is app.)X'entthat the bindinB of substl:'ateor fwnnra.te
increases the rate considerably at pH 8 and not at pH 7.
Ahs~rpti~n Spectr~
The following experiment was designed to test whether
formaldehyde formAd a covalent bridel9 between the amino group of
pr? ~nd the protein,
The PM form wa, incubated with 50 rrM form~ldehyde until the
activity had fallen to 23 %. The non-covalQntly bound FMP was
asseyed as described in chapter 2. Figure 11.4 shews the spectra.
obtained.before ana after ina.ctivation. The cht'ln8;ein the
quantity of PMP.released WM small and not sienit'ica.nt. Very
little of the coenzyme became covalently bound.
~he PL form was incubated with 100 ~M aspartate, 50 rrU
formaldehyde and 50 mM pH 8,0 tris chloride, until the activity had.
fallen to 38 %. Equal samples of the n~tive and treated ala ~T
were dialysed overnight aeainst 5 n~ ~~ and 5 mM EtTA at pH 7:
there'D'S no change in ACtivity_ They were diluted to the same
volume; pH 7.0 phosphate was added to 50 ~r. and the visible
•
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spectrwn was recorded. Tqey were titrated against TSC, as shown
in figure 11.5.
The P430 had fallen to 74 % in the treated enzyme and in the
TSC titration, the spectral chanee was down to 71 %.while the Km~~
.... Iw
was unchange d ,
The pKN5.6 suegests a histid.ine group of similar pK was
involved in the reaction. The position of the pK) 8.5 is most
indp.t~rmin8te: it could be a lysine pK, the amino~ethylol pK, the
pK of the product, or it could. be due to the use of a glycinA
buffer at high pH. The pK 7.4 is difficult to interpret. If it
belonged to a group under attack or was hydI'o!!en-bonled to OM, or
had nn inductive effect, one would expect the velocity to increase
with pH. Perhaps it is connected with a confor~ational change,
(thp.t does not occur in the enzyme-substrate complex). The
spatial relationship of the two bridged resid.ues is a v,:.,ry
important factor.
The highp.r stability of the PL form sue.~ests t hc t- the amino
eroup could belong to the lysine of the internRl E.ldirr.ine,which is
free ir. the Rl form ~nd in the enzyme- substrate co~plex.
The reversible forma.ldehyde inhibition shows poor binding to
the PL form. This too, can be explained by forma.ldehyde bindine
to the free lysine from the interna.l aldimine.
The two phenomena. show quite different dependences on the
formaldehyde concentra.tion. The inactivation indicates a hiph K
- 5
atypical of an amino group. The imidazole rine is able to bind
formaldebyde and the K lollS estima.ted as .30 mM (169) end 70 rrJ.rs
lIQURE 11.6
In&.ctivation of PL ..ala AT, by.) M nitrite, in 50 mM acetate
obuffer, at 25 c.
~ A graph of ala AT activity with time.
&. .A graph of log(At - A~ with time. The best straight line
was obtained with AtrJ = 16 •
Inactivation of ala AT, by .3 M nitrite, in 50 mM acetate
obuffer, at 25 c.
The rate constants for inactivation are given , for different
forms of the enzyme, at different nitrite concentrations, and
in the presence ot two inhibitors.
A-
B-
Activity
LO€:10 (1; t -Po
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TABLE 11.2.
Nitrite
Coenzyme Add.ition
.SON .30M .10M
PM 4.7
PL 1 .71 1.88 0.65
PL 5lI'~ATSC 1.66
PL .1OM Furearate 0.84
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The spectral experiments show the.twith Wo-sla AT the?iIP,
does not supply the amino group. With the asparta.te- PL alA. s:
co:nplex, the internRl aldimin'l lysine did not supply the amino
.eroup, or the TSC bindin& would. surely have been greatly nf'f'ected..
As the rate of attack was five times slower and included some lo~s
of coenzyme, the inactivation res.etion was pr~bably different i~
the aspartate PL-ala AT complex from what it was in PM-ala AT.
11 .5 NITRITE
The reaction of nitrite a.tlow pH has been used to study the
roles of tyrosino and ,I\:Tlinogroups. With.~yrosine, a yellow
nitrnted procuct is produced (157, 158). The reagent also attsck!
cysteine residues but this reaction cen be reve~~ed by thiols.
, (135, 136) The attack on amino gro~ps cen be specific
(199) •
Fieure 11.6 shows the fall in activity with time when PL- ala AT .
was incubated with 0.3 M nitrite at pH 5. If it was first or der,
a r esLdua'l I!ctivity of about 16 % rsma ined ,
Table 11.2 shows the ~ffect of different coniitions on the
rate constant. Plj~-ela AT was labile .'. Fumarate eave cons iiereb'le
protection of the PL form; TSC did not.
No experiment in this chapter showed any inactivation that
could be attributed to the modification of a lysine thllt binds tr.c
Cl(carboxyl group of the aubstrste,
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CHAPTER 12
TETRANITROMETH.ANE
1:2.1 INTRODUCTION
In 1966, the a.ction of the electrophilic reAgent,
tetranitromethane, (1Nl>!), wa.s described (165, 183). It nitrates
tyrosine, giving 3 nitrotyrosine, which has an absorption peak at
430 rut. It attacks cysteine rapidly,to give the sulphinic acid or
the disulphide; (the latter re9ction can be reversed by thiol
r eagent s (184). It attacks tryptophan slowly (185).
The first enzyme studied. with TNM ws s car-boxypept.Ldese A (16£).
Aldolase h~s since been studied. and showed a greater lability when
substrate was bound. - "syncatalytic effect" (32, 167).
Asp AT was studied. The enzyme-substrate complex, (especially
with fo hydroxy aspartate), gave a faster production of' nitrofor:nate
than the free enzyme di d
(179). It has been SlJeeested tha.tthis mieht be due to a r-e oct ion
with the deprotonated,intermediate.
Holo 8sp.AT is inactivated slowly (178); aro-asp.AT rapidly;
ani the enzyme-substrate complex rapidly (3.3). In the last two cases
(cftcr cysteine treat~ent), there was an incre~sed inoctivation
corresponding to one extra modified tyrosi~e (33, 199). :he
position of this tyrosine in the primery amino-acid sequence has
b8sn cetermined (20, 1€2).
~h~re is a syncat c'lyt Lc modification of a specific cysteine
residue,_ (obtained with other reagents too) (16, 17, 18, 20, 32).
The relationship of these two events to the activity and to
FIGURE 12.1
Inactivation of PL-ala AT, by 0.6 ~~ tetranitromethane, (TNU),
in 50 mM pH 8.0 tris buffer, at 25°C.
! A graph of ala AT ectivity against time.
~ A graph of 10g10(At - A~) against time.
line was obtained with loo = 9 •
The best straight
TABLE 12.1
oInactivation of PL...ala AT, by 0.6 rrJI.. TNM, at 25 C.
The rate constants of inactivation are given, for different
forms of the enzyme, at different pH$, and i~ the presence of some
substrates and inhibitors.
-3 -1Results are expressed in 10 min •
FIGURE 12.2
Inactivation of ala AT, by 0.6 mM TNM, at 25°C, in 50 ~l
buffer. The rate constants of inactivation are plotted against
pH. ! The increase in the rate constant when L alanine and
pyruvate are added to'exce aa, to:
Cl PL- ala AT
e PM-ala AT
~ A graph of rate constant against pH for:
A PL-ala AT
Cl PM-ala AT
1r ala AT plus L alanine and pyruvate
Activity
B
100
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TABLE 12.1.
pH 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5· 8.0 8.5 9.0
--
p.t.- a.1sA r 8.7 18 55 143
PL-a1aAT 6.5 7.6 13.8 28 55 175 hiZh
FM-a1aAT +
.070M Fuma.ra.te 44
pt-ale. AT +
.o7orr. Fu,llsrate 21 46
+ .002M Cl( KG- .
+ .0GOw.L G-V~ 25
+ .[104M ..t.KG
+ .200M L Glu 11.5
+ .006M ~KG
+ .300M L Glu 3.9
+ .OO3M P-ft
+,.10OMLAla 57 92 230
+ .008M Pyr
+ .200M i, Ala 37
+ .010M Pyr
+ .300M tAla. 4.8 ·10.8
.008M Pyr
+ .200M L Ala 21
+ .250M Formate
+ .008~~ Pyr 13.6
+ •ZOOM L .Ala: 14.0
+ .002!! cI,.)(G 53
+ .060M L G1U 44
.15014 Euffer 13.8
b.. •1.6.Rat e
with
Ala +
Pyr1 .0(ciD - )
B-
Rate
-1 )(min
o
FIG-URE 12.2 •
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esch other is uncer t aln , There is evi~ence that each lea~s to
a partial insctivation And together give complete inactivation (20).
It has been suegcsted that modification of the cysteine is the
prirtsry act in the syncate.lytic modification (18).
12! 2 ~?C:Trr,:s
Figure 12.1 ShO?ISthe fall in activity with time when ala J..':
is incubated with 0.6 :r.M TN1! in ;0 rwv. pH 8.0 tris chloride at 25°:.
It is not a sirr.~le first-oraer curve. It may be that thorc is a
residual activity of sO!;lethine like 8~. This W8S i.:;no:-cd in
c~lculatine the rate constnnt.
Tablo 12.1 elves the r at o constant under d.ifferent ccnd LtLcns,
Tr.e PM ana. PL forms gave simihr but different rates. There was no
buffer effect. The rnte wos pH ~!~ondcnt with a pK at o~sr i~ 2.5
it is ee.sy to rS;~'lt an r~ssurn,tio~ of c:s-'1.:_-lter9; that the bir<Jine
tit the Y ,C(I1:to~yl site has &. distinct effect - protecticn.
L alanine :plus pyr uvet e bin(line Lab L'lLse s the enzyme. However', no
quer_tltHtive descrjrtion of the results.
':'hc Incr-eased rl1.te with pyr uvete r,lus L alp..nir.e, (fiC'-~e 1~. 2)
\7.(l.~ o'Jsel'v~d only &t :rFl above 6 • .5.
about pH 5.8.
The inactivation of PL-cla .ATat pR 7.0 'lies follc,wed by tte
Ther~ s~e~ed to be a ~K ut
s t andar-d and emir.obutyrpte asseys at;pH 7.5, (fieure 12.3). The
reection was stopped by addLng MEto 1 % by vol urnA • Sarr:r1es were
dialysed.overn1.eht eeainst 5 m!lTt~, 5 rl! EDTA, and 10 ::X pH 7.5
J?hosphate buffer. In one case, 10 m~l FLP ~as added to tte
TAPIS 12.2
oAla AT was treated with .6 mM TNM, at pH 7.0, 2.5C: in some
cases substrates or inhibitors were present. After, it was
dialysed against various solutions, (see text).
The changes in activity, as measured by the standard and
aminobutyrate assays are recorded in the table.
FI~URE 12.,d
Inactivation of PL-ala AT, by 0.6 d~ TNM, in .50mM pH 7.0
otria buffer, at 2.5C.
A graph of activity in th~ aminobutyrate8ss~y against the
activity in the standard assay.
~ inactivated in the absence of fumarate
i- inactivated in the presence ot fumarate
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TABLE 12.2.
Additions
Assay - Fumarate Pyr Fyr
L All'. L Al9.
Form9.te
--
Na.tive alaAT Sta.ndard 100 100 100 100
AB 100 100
After TNM Standard 15 37.5 6.0 25
AB 59 80
DiaJysed StandArd 9 26 3.0 12
.AB 38 43
Di~,lysed
+ PI.P StandArd 9 23 5.0 12
.AB 39 47
Dialysed
+ Plv:p StandArd 10
; I
FIGURE 12.3.
CD + TNM
assay
Aminobutyrete + + TNM + Fu:taJ;'ste
100
50
50 100
Sts.ndnrd assay
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~It:rture; in eno ther-, 10 mdl n~pWIlS added.
This experiment was repelltec!. The Lncubst Lon with Tm': Vir-..S
c:'.rrledcut in the pnes ence of 100 !l"1~fum'!rflte or 8 ml,~·pyruvate
plus 200 1l'.Mformate. The results ere e:iven in table 12.2.
All saoples lost activity on dialysis. ~he pcrcer.ta~e loss
of e?tivi ty was similar for each assay and for each exper Ln.e nt ,
riH' FIne} Pt!" rrotection wer-e not sienii'icant.
The residua.l activity for the standard assays were too IcY{f(.r
VIi th the aminobutyrate assay the residual activity
W5.S slieht1y hieher in the presence of fu:n'lrate, (fieure 12•.3).
It is possible tta.t oore than one inactiv&ting resction oc,~s.
1 213 DIscnSSTCN
The results are difficult to interl'ret further.
like asp AT, ala AT with Turf. shows a r~s1du81 activity and t r,e
r at e is incre~sed in en enzyme-esubst.r e te comrlex.
CE.A ITER 1:;
~ISCuSSION
The ,tentative conclusions from the kinetic I'l.ndspectral 71:lrk
suee~st a still ~ore tentative model for. ~la }.T activity. The
dp.tdls are given beloY/.snrlare i1lu3t~,",tee. in figure 1;.1. ':hc
ror.soni!1g behind, the model is eiven in br-e.cketed p-!lre.cre&,hs.
A; PL-~b J..r cont s.Lns a PLP- EN l]sine i::ina.
E) The int~rnal aldimine has a pK at pH 7.6.
[ This is the spectral pK - ~s in model PLP-aldi~ine3 (5~, 62
139, 148).J
c) The pyridine nitroge~ is p~otcn8t~~ end possi~lJ bOl~~dto the
rrotei!lQ
( In free rLP-~:nir.o-,~cidi:llin~.3,the o.ldil"'line;1\ is About ..,~.'..
10.5 wh~n the pyridlne nitrogen is unproton,qted .; it 13 about . ,.. ,
pH 8 when the l'yridine nitroe;en is protonoted (62, 91, 148) • The
lovr aldilllinerK sueeests that the pyridine nitrogen pK is raised
co~siderably from the pH 6.3 of the free eldimine. Hyclroeen-
bcndine to the protein might produce such an effect. ] .
D) The amino-ncid substrate eives non-covalent binding at first,
binding at two sites.
1Ionic and.bydr ophob Lc interaction3 are much more rapid tl:Em I
covalent ones. !lore nucleophilic reagents such 8:3' hydroX"j'll.'I!:inf?
and TSC react more slowly tbm the sub str-ates, This initial
binc.ing orientates the substrate correctly, giving a. re-pid c?',r').lent
re~tction. The poor binding of D alanine SI1Cge!!tsthat et leost
t~o bindine sites are involved initially.1
E) One site 15cationic, bindine the 0< cs eboxy'l group and Ls close
to the o.ldir.dne- it ~r.y have So rK at about pH 1C..
[~cet~te bLnding at ttc active sit~,(like L alf\nine;, r!'.ises
the aldimine pK by about .6 pH units, suggesting its rro~imity to
to tr.eald!mine. It also indic&tes that acetate binds like the
~cerboxyl eroup of the substrf\te.
The FK 1C could be thlit of a cu t Lond c bindine site, (such as
lysine).
It could be due to tha change in net charge on the protein,
th~t occurs in thnt pH reeion and is illustrated by tte ure~
stability exper-Irasnt , 1!o',1ever,
,,(1"3change in ~o which should be as
At pH 10 to 10.5, there is littl~
sensitive to charge and
conformatic;m!llchange as the bindins rare.meters.
The poor bindine of propyl~mine demonstrates the streneth of
c(cerbor.j'lcroup bindine.]
F) The met!:yl eroup of L alanine binds to the prot~in. The
L elutamBte '(carboxyl eroup binds to the protein.
[ G-lycine,with no side group,binds poorly. From the st'Jdy
of the binding of emino-acid analogues, Saier and Jenkins (171)
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cancluded ths.t there are two side-cha.in bind.ing groups; one bind,
the mothyl; the other binds the 'Icarboxyl group.]
G) The amino pK, (o~ the amino-~cid), falls to about pH 8.
[This is due to the neutralisation of the 0{ oe.rboxyl croup.
Ivanov and Karpeisky suggest the value of pH 7.8 (91). The amino
pK of triglycine is pH 8.1.]
n) The internal aldimine pK rises to about pH.8.
[The spectral rK with acetate or fumcU'ate rises to sbout f,R
s.]
r) The emino-group attacks the unsaturated carbon of the .
aldimine, to elve a tetrehedral interI:lediateand then a substr!lte
aldimine with a.free lysyl residue.
[It is the only conceivable covalent reaction of the amino-
acid. ]
J) The rK of the lysine eroup released i! about pH 9.6
[ see chapter 8 and a~pendix 6.]
K) The phenolic group on the coenzyme is well placed to catalyse
tte covalent binding.
. , .
L) At low'pH, the equp1brium'fsvours theformA.tion of the'
substretealo.i!!line. At h1eh pH, it may weil be tha.t,the
e0uilibrium constant is of the order' of 1. (aes~ite the fact that..
the lysine amino group is the more nucleophilic).
[ seo chapter 8.]
FIGURE 13.1
h diagram of the substrate aldimine in the ala AT-L alanine
complex.
!showing possible binding to the protein
~ showing posslble interaction with e. catalytic histidine
FIG.URE 13.2
A possible deprotonated species in the 31a AT_substrats
complex, showing canonical forms.
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FIG-URE 13.2.
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q~ EiI'v ther the coenzyme or the bindins sites move throu~h a
considerable distance in the course of this initial covslent
reaction.
[The amino group must attack the aldimine perpendicular to
the plane of the aldimine. The initial separation of the a~ino
nitro8en and aldimine carbon atoms must be over 3.5 X, (the sum of'
their van der Waals radii). In tho substrElte aldimine they lie
in the plane of the coenr.yme, 1.3 R apart. The substr£'te c~r.
rotate about its two points of attachment, but a model of a rigid
enzyme still will not work.
For asp AT, Ivanov and Karpeisky suezested that the coenzy~e
rotates (91, 113). J
ri) The sub~trate aldimine pK i3 about pH 8.
r The spec tr-aL pK of the ensyme-csub stz-at.ecomplex.]
0) The pyridine nitrogen is' still protonated.
[ This is because the aldimine pK is still low. The b1ndinc;
~erameters show one pK that could belong to the pyridine nitroeen,
e.t pH 6.6. However, the ¢o results show no pK in this region ~:1~
~o would be very sensitive to the state of the pyridine nitrogen.]
p) At some stage in binding, the pK of a histidine falls from pH
5.9 to pH 5.3. Possibly it is caused by sterie hindrance from the
0( carbon proton.
[The identity of this residue is strongly suggested by its
role as a base, its low pK and its apparent sensitivity to photo-
oxidation. The way in which its pK is lowered is suggested by
comparison with the hieher pK of the very similar ketimine.
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~) The substrate and coenzyme arc completely in o~e pla~e, with
the 0( proton pcrpendiculer to tha.trlllue.
[The results with cycloelutamate and asp .AT sugge st a fAirly
planar e.rrangement of the ionica.lly bound sub strece - with
cor.siderable separation of the carboxyl groups (114, 176). The
deprotonated species would be greatly stebilised by a rieid pla~ar
arrangement (47, 48). It would also account for the transaminsse
reaction specificity (48).J
R) The histidine abstracts the .,(.proton and the semiquinoid.
intermediate is formed.
[see chapter 7 and.8.]
s) This intermediate is stabilised considerably by the pyridir.e
nitroe;en proton and only slie;htlyby the aldimine proton.
[Fieure 13.2 shows three ca.nonical forms of the intermediate.
Tho semiquipoid. form ce.rries a negative char-ge on the p:,rri:line
nitrogen,unless tha.tnitrogen atom is,protonated. Hence the
semi~uinoid form is stabilised by the protnnatlon of tho p~~idine
nitroeen. Quantum mechanica.l calcdations show that the
protonated1ntermediate has a lerse semiquinoid co~~cn~nt in its
structure. It also shows that rrotonation of the aldimine
nitrogen has little effect (154, 163)0]
Th~ form~l carbon atom is protonated. The prQtonation is
stereospecific pnd pH indcpcndentat ~p. 5.5 to 9.0.
[ In th~ reverso reaction, protonation on the side of the
intermediate away from the histidine would rroduco the D amino-
acid imine. In this direction, at least, the reaction is
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stereo-specific.
There is hardly any evidence concernin~ the nAt~e of ~r.e
ccidic species. It could be free or st.r uct ur a'l water. It coul d
be a lysine. It could well be trec catalytic h.ist Ldd.ne , if its pK
is considerably rc.ised in the dcprotonated form.1
u) In the ketimine for~ed. the histi~l pK returns to pH 5.7.
ketimirte ~K is ~bout p~ 8.
[see chapter 80}
v) ThA ketil1'i}"\~ i~ hydrolysed t<, n,~a.1aAT ~:"l3. the bound Y:'lto-
scid.
~) During this hydrolysis, the change outlined in (M) is revers~a
[ThiS is for the s~~e reasons as was the introduction af (U)J
x) The keto-acid dissociates. .
y) The PMI' amino ~K falls to abo:.lt ,PH 7•.5. The lysin!'! pK 13
una.ltered, (i.e~ about pH 9.6). The rT\: 10, (mentione~ in (E)), is
found. 1n PM-ala AT. The histia,i'!'leplC is ab cut pH .5.8.
r The kine~ic pKs are identified largely by an~lt')~~r ':rith the
situation in pt-ala AT.]
z) The reverse reaction is the exaet reverse of the forward
rC!lction, if tho hdst.Ldine is the ac Ld and base in both d.irt:!ctir)l'lS.
Cth~rwise, the tautomerisation step, onl], is not eX!-ictly revers,=Q
as ~he catalytic histidine is the base in both d.i!"'Jctions.
. [~o shows thAt the sane base oper,q,te,sin both dirac tion3.]
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The da ta from the inactiva.tion exper Lment a revea'l two dhtinct
con'!'orrnationalchenge e, :produced. by s ubstrat e binding, as de scri.beI
in chapter 9.
In the ures, he~t, rose bengal, (and possibly ~~)
in:lctiv~tion, bindi1'le et the 'I cerbox;-l binding site seeras to
protect the enzyme parti~lly. The diversity of the exper Lment s
change , Formate activation see~s to operote in thi~ W8Y. 1. 5
alanine and pyruva.te do not bind to thh site, it is debatfl'Jl~
whether this conforrnA.tional change is essential for activity. It
is very possible thBt rose-bene·~l photo-oxid~tion prevents this
conforwA.tionBl chanee.
In urea end form~lQchyde in~ctivation,~ pK of about rS 7.3 is
seen - end also in kinetic experiments. In each C83e it wes
cons Ldeced probable that a. c')nfor::~tional change was involved.
NJ "conforrr.[~tion~lpICIi is seen in the enzYffie-substrat8 ccmp lex,
',vhichshow! similllr stability to PL-slll ;.T' at low pl1. Hence
substrAte (ol' fu;n.llrate) binr1ine mRy pr-oduce a c(l'1formnt1.onFl1 ch~nec.
at hieh pH.
Such a conrormAtion~l chane~ mi~ht correspond to that
described in pt:rrcc!'err.. !:. It should be r.oted that furr.srote
produces this change, although this is not specified by the model.
Ivanov and Karpeis~ have postulated a~ attractive theory fer
asp AT, mainly on the basis of eirculer dichroism (25, 52, 53, 90,
190, 191)•. They Eueeest thAt in the free enzyme the pyridine
nitroeen of the coenzyme is bound to a tyrosyl 80ibn: in the
o
enzpe-substr8te comr1ex it is rohted by 40 •.
inactivation of asp AT, described in chapter 12,shol'lsthe nitrati!ill
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or an important tyrosyl rosidue, which 1: particularly labile in
the presence of substrate.
The evid.ence for such a theory is not very stronc in the case
of asp AT and almost non-existent for ala AT.
13,3 COMPARISON 'NITH ASPARTATE P.,~TNOTR"'NSF~P_~~!
The relationship between asp AT and ala AT is further
illuminated by th~ results described.
A structure of two subunits, with one coenzyme molecule per
subunit is indicated for pig heart ala AT as well as for rat,
liver ala A'! erid asp AT.
Ala AT substrate specificity has already been described by ~
Saier and Jenkins. (171). It should be noted that ala AT has to
provi~e for more diverse substrate structures than does asp AT.
Consequently, several other amino-acids bind well and ala AT
d i.stLngudshes between e,mjno-acid~ very well at the t.aut cmer-Lset t on
step, uhile asp AT does not (180).
The similarities between their active sites are shown by their
TSC (106) and dicarbo~lic acid (78, 104) binding. While in
pt ..ala AT. the spectral pK'is raised about 0.5 u."1itsby the
c.ic,'irboxylicacid binliine, in ?.L- asp Ar, the spectral pI< is raised
by About 2 unit$.
It has been suggested thAt in asp AT the eoinc~acid binds
better when the aldimine i~ unprotonated (51,200): it has also
been sueeested that some inhibitors bind to a catalytio histidine
(.39, 97).. In ala AT, this is certainly not the case.
The enzyme-substrate complex has a much hieher A490 .in
ala AT than in asp AT. This difference may be only quantitative.
It is of interest that a substrate aldimine pK has been observed
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for Ala AT, but not in the few asp AT results. The approximA.te
value of this pK is important for any model.
The methylene-blue photo-oxidation and TNM inactivation
results are very similar for the two en~ymes, indicating th~t the
si~ilaritie5 in structure extend beyond the coen~~e to the
emino-ucia residues.
Seier suggested that a conformational change, brought about
by binding at a Y carboxyl bind.ing site, exists in both ala AT €lnd
asp A~. There is additional evidence for this (98, 108, 146).
It is possible that the seoond conformational effect, postulated.
in this thesis, occurs in asp AT.
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A.PPENDIX 1
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION, GOVERNING THE ISOTOPE ASSAY.
A and P are the concentrations of unlabelled L alanine and
pyruvate and are time-independent for this assay. A* and ?' are
the concentrations of labelled L alanine and pyruvate.
In the presence of ala AT, L alanine and pyruvate, four
reactions are possible.
,v1 -vA1 + P2~P1 + A2 A +F*~P + A*
v v4A* + p--4F* + A. A* + P2~P1 + A*1 2
dA·/dt = v2 - V3 ' where v is the reaction velocity, shown
above.
F* and P have identical chemical properties. The probability
that any alanine formed is radioactive, is tqe probability that
the pyruvate bound was rad~oactive.
• and• •
Let pt' + A. = x and A' II: A·/x
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• • dA'/dt = v1(1/p - A'(1/P + 1/.A»
dA' v1 dt=(1/P - A'(1/P + 1/A»
f' <lA' f dt= v1(1/P - A'(1/P + 1/A» 0
when A' = 0, at time 0
. . - loge(1/P - A'(1/P 1'1/A» =
(1/P + 1/A)
In this assay ~ A r?- A + A· and P :: p + 1*.
Hence, V1 : total activity
Plotting log10(1 - A'(1 + pIA» against time, gives a
gradient of - .4346(1/P • 1/A) x activity.
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APPENDIX II
A QUANTITATIVE TREATMENT Of THE RESULTS IN TijE PYRIDOXAL 5'
PHOSPHATE ASSAY.
This appendix shows how an accurate est~ation of PLP was
made, despite the fact, th,t the sample and standard gave
differing spectra.
The ratio of the A390 for the two spectra in figure 4.7 is
0.74, but this is not the ratio of the concentrations of PLP,
because the PLP from the enzyme has an addition~l ~omponent,
absorbing at short wavelengths.
If it is assumed that the absorbance of this component varies
linearly with wavelength, then its absorbance, Ac = x + k~, where"
is the wavelength, and x and k are constants.
The total absorbance, At = ApLP + Ac ' where ApLP is the
absorbance due to the PLP.
At = ApLP + x. + kA
Consider three equally spaced wavelengths, ~O'(~O- &), and
(\ + a).
Let f(At) II At(A ) - 1/2(At(}. _.) + At(A
O
or .))
o· 0
1:1 ApLP(>-. ) - 1/2(ApLP(>- _.) + APLP(A + a)) +000
X + k~ - 1/2(x + (}.O - a)k + x + (AO + a)k)
= ApLP(AO) ..1/?(ApLP(}.0 - a) + ApLP(hO + a))
= f(ApLP)
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i.e. The function, f(At), depends only on the absorbance of PLP.
Set ~O = 390 run. For the two spectra;
a (run) f(At) (ala AT) f(At) (standard) ratio
10 .006 .007 .86
20 .0195 .0275 .71
30 .0325 .0475 .69
40 .049 .069 .71
50 .063 .094 .67
60 .073 .106 .69
70 .076 .109 .70
Th~ ratio is constant, within experimental error, which means
that the assumption, that A = x + kA, was a reasonable one.c
The mean value, (exc~pting the first value), was 0.70.
Hence,'the final concentration of PLP in the sample was 0.70
times the final concentration in the standard.
"
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APPENDIX III
THE STEADY-STATE EQUATION FOR A PIN~-PON~~~CHANISM, IN THE
PRESENCE OF A CO}lPETITIVE INHIBITOR.
The above retl.ctionscheme is for a ping- pong enzyme mechanis:n,
in the absenc~ of substrate inhibition, and in the presence of one
indep~ndent inhibitor, I, which binds only to the two free forms
of the enzyme ;
E and E' are the two free forms ot th~ enzyme.
ES1 and EtS2 are the enzym.-substrat~ complex~s.
S1 and S2 ar~ the two substrates.
EI aod EtI are enzyme-inhibitor complexes.
k1 are rate constants.
K1 are dissociation constants.
Since initial rates are measUred, product concentrations
approach zero under experimental condition~, and the reaction steps
r
Et--l"ES1 and E~EtS2 do not occur.
A st~ady state is obtained when the concentration of each
enryme species is constant. For the above scheme, this implies
that the rate of each catalytic step is equal (26).
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This g~ves E ES1 -1( + k.3)/k2= S1 k1
And El C' _ ES1 k/k6"'2 -
And El = E x 1/K1
And Ell = E' x I/K2
•Total enzyme, Et = E + El + ES1 + E' + E'I + ES2
.: Et = E(1 + I/K1) + ES1 + E'(1 + I/K2) + ES2
= ES1~ + k/k6 s~1 (k1 + k,,)/k2 x (1 .+ I/K1)
~ S;1(k,,(k4 k6)/k5k6) x (1 + I/K2)]
The overall rate of formation of a product, v, equals the
rate of a~ one step.
I
:. v = ES1 xk.3'
Et/V I: 1/k" + 1/k6 S~1(k1 + k~(1 ... I)... S-1 (k4 + k6)h 1\
k2k;, 7 ~ + 2 \ k,k6 \ \;J
L.t 160 .. 11k;, + 1/k6 Let ¢1 = (k1 + k3)/k2k.3
Let ¢O' = (k4 + k6)/k5k6
Theon
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A QUASI-EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION FOR A PING-PONG MECPJlliISM,WITH AN
INHIBITOR THAT BINDS TO ALL FORMS OF THE ENZYME.
~t k1 ~2 k2
E( 'i~:" . ) E'S ::t.. EE''_ 21K1 h 1KO'
EI~ES11 E'I~E'S I2
The above is the reaction scheme for a ping-pong enzyme
mechanism, !n the absence of substrate inhibition, but in the
presence of on~ ind~pendent inhibitor, I, which binds to ell forms
of the enzyme.
E and E' are the two free forms of the enzyme.
51 andS2 are the two substrates.
ES1 and E'S2 are enzyme-substrate complexes.
El and E'I are enzyme-inhibitor complexe~.
ES1I and E'S21 are enzyme-substrate-inhibitor complexes.
ki are rate constents.
Ki are dissocietion constants.
It will be observed that:-
A) Initially, ~he concentrations'of the products are practically
zero and the steps, E'--'ES1 and E-)OE'S2 do not occur.
B) The steps,tF.S1I~E'I and E1S2I-""EI, do not occur at
significant rates.
C) There ia a iiUBs1-equUibrium between E and ES1, and Bet'"un E'
and. E'S2.
The last two assumptions are not necessarily true for all
systems .(140). .,.
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Under stea~-state conditions,
Hence E'S - 'ES2 - 1
The equilibrium equations give:
E = ES1/s1 x KS1 E' = Es1/s2 x k1/k2 x KS2
El = E x I/K1 ES1I ES I/KO::. x1
E'I = l!!' x I/~ E'S I = E'S x IlK •2 2. 0
Et = ES1(1 + I/KO) + E'S2(1 + I/KO') + E(1 + I/K1)
+ E , (1 + I/K2)
~ · e +:)+ 2 (I .-=-)+ ~I (: '~JES1 KO k2 KO I S'1
+ ~22 (I+:)
S2 k2 K2
~.
v
+
A simpler equation can be used when KO I; KO' or k1« k2 •
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It is unlikely that all the assumptions are completely
true for any particular case. However, the parameter, KO' is
easily obtained. If KOis high, the inhibitor does not bind well
to the enzyme-substrate complex and the equation obtained in the
first· part of this appendix can be used with confidence.
20.3
APPENDIX IV
DETERMINATION OF THE REAL BINDIN~ CONSTANT OF AN INHIBITOR, IN THE
PRESENCE OF A SECOND INHIBITOR
The above is the reaction scheme for a pinS-pong enzyme
mechanism, in the absence ot substrate inhibition, but in the
presence of two independent inhibitors, I and X. Neither binds
to ES1•
E is a free form of the enzyme.
ES1 is an enzyme-substrate complex.
El is a mixture ot the second form of the free enzyme and the
second enzyme-substrate complex, (E'S2)
El, EX, ar.d. EIX are inhibitor comploxes, with E.•
K. are dissociation constants.
J.
ki are rate constants. N.B. k4 ia a complex parameter; its
value depends on the concentrations ot the secondsubstrate, I, and
x.
Initially there are no products' and the reaction steps, E--+E'
and Et ~ES1' do not occur.
Total enzyme, Et = EIX + EX of' E + EI + ES1 of' E'
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The steady-state assumption implies that
El = E x IllS:
EIX = E x xI/~ KI'
EX I: E x X!Kx
E/ES = 1 of> k/k4 + (k2 + k3)/S1k1 x (1 + IIK:r + XIKx
+ XI/KX lS:)
The overall velocity, v = ES1 x k3
:. E/V = 1/lc3 ... 1/k4 + .¢1/s1 (1i ... 1/11: ... I/Kx ...XI/~ ~')
'Where ¢1 = (k2 + k3)/k1X k3
-1 -1If v is plotted against Si at constant I,X and S2' the
gradient, g = .¢1(1 ...X/KX + I(1/KI + X/~ ~'».
If g is plotted against I at constant X and S2' the
gradient, g' ~ .¢1(11KI + X/KX KI')·
If g' i. plothd against X, at constant S2' ths intercept on
the g' axis is equal' to .0
1
/Kz.
If g is plotted against X, at constant S2 and I = 0,
the intercept on the g axis is equal to .01•
Hence Kr can be obtained, in the presence of X.
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APPENDIX V
THE MATHEMATICAL BASIS OF SPECTRAL TITRATIONS
Let EX~<-~>E + X
K is the dissociation constant
Let E be the con~centration ot E and EX the concentration ot
EX. At any wevelength, the total absorbance is A, and the molar
absorbance ot each chemical is Ei•
Hence .A =- E x ~E .. EX x E.EX
At X = 0, EX = 0, and the absorbance, Aa is given by
AO =- EO x EE
AA =- A - AO == EX«:EX - fE)
(AA)-1 = EX-1 (EEX - EE)-1• •
EX = EO(~(K + X)
(AA)-1 = EC;1(EEX - EE)-\ 1 + K/X)•• •
It (AA)-1 ~s plotted sgainsttX-1, the plot is linear.
The intercept -1 -1on th~ X axis equals -K •
)~ )~on the (AA axis equal~(EoEEX -.AO •The intercept
Hence K and EEX can be!obtained.
In spectral experiments, one wavelength, ( or a lin!~
combination of wavelengths), with a high.dA was chosen tor tho
determination ot K. The graphs at all other wavelengths were
drawn to give this same value ot K.
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This simple titration procedure was used to determine the
spectrum of the equilibrium enzyme-substrate complex, (see chapter
8).
L alanine + EL~ E1~ E2 •••••.••••.En~EM + pyruvate
1 1
EL -pyruva to E -L alanineK
The above scheme shows all the binary complexes that might
have been involved in the substrate titration of chapter 8.
EL-pyruvate and EM- L alanine are abortive complexes.
EL and ~ are the FL and PM forms of the free enzyme ,
E1 to En are the enzyme-substrate complexes on the catalytic
pathway.
At high pyruvate concentration, EM = EM-L alanine = 0
E1, E2 ••••••En are in equilibrium, and this equilibri~ is
independent of s~b$trat. concentration.
Let EX II:l)i. Then the composition of EX is the same
throughout the titration.
EL and EL-pyruvate art in equilibrium. This Equilibrium is
dependent on pyruvate concentration but not on L alanine
concentration. Let E : EL + EL-pyruvate, then the composition
of E is the same throughout the titration, as long as the
concentration ot pyruvate is constant.
Hence, L alanine can be titrated against ala AT at a constnnt
high concentration ot pyruvate, and the following equation can be
used L alanine + E < ~EX
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The dissociation constant is very complex and not very useful.
EOEEX was obtained at each wavelength, giving the spectrum of the
equilibrium enzyme-substrate complex.
The titration! were carried out at two very different pyruvate
concentrations., If the pyruvate was in excess in each case, then
the same spectrum should have been obtained at both pyruvate
concentrations. This was the case at every pH.
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A?PENDIX VI
A SIMPLE MODEL OF THE pH DEPENDENCE 'O~~B AT HI~H pH
In cha~ter 8, it is suggested that there are two forms of the
aldim1ne in the enzyme-substrate complex, (A and B); that the
equilibrium between them is pH dependent, (due to the difference
in the pK of an amino group in the two forms); and that the rate
of the tautomerisation step is pH independent at high pH.
It will be shown that 8uch a model can b. made to fit the data
and that it has certain implications.
For tho roaction, J. ~ B ~ C , where k is a pH
independent rate constant and K is a pH d~pendent equilibrium
I:.B = Bk0
B = K/(i + K)
<IoB)-i = k-i (K-i + 1)•• •
Now K = x(1 + Hl'K2)(i + H/Ki )-1
I
where x is a constant and H is the hydrogen ion concentration.
where A has an ionising group, dissociation constant Ki-
and B has an ionising group, disso~iation constant K2-
(~B)-i = k-1x~i(~!n;~~+ x)
at high H (~B)-1 = k-iX-i(KzlKi + x)
---,
at low H -1 ..1= k x (1 + x) -J
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(d.
A
O
B)-1at H ::K2, )lJ
(..AB -1i.e. At H ::K2, ~o)
maximum and minimum values,
is exactly halt way between its
pK2 can be obtained fQr ¢o in the forward, reverse and
aminobutyrate assays. Unfortunately, these results, (figure 6.5)
do not extend to a suffioi.,ntly high pH. Any value for pK2 from
9.4 to9.8 will do.
For (~B)-1, a very rough estimate has been made for the
maximum (250) and minimum (100) valu~s. The pK2 has been
estimated to be about 9.6 and the pK1 1s set at 8.0, (see text).
Substituting th.se values into the equations, (2) and (J),
we get x ::0.63 and k ::0.0104
Substititing these values into equation (1) we get;
pH K B (.0!B)-10
low 25 .96 100
8.0 12.5 .93 103
9.0 2.2 .70 139
9.5 1.38 .58 166
10.0 .84 .45 212
high .63 39 250
compared with (#,!B-1The s. :figures art the measured values o:f 0)
in :fig~e 8.12.
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